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THE TASK AND THE TOOLS . 

When, in April, 1917, the United States of America became a party to 
’ 

the World War, the high spirit of the old €rusaders came ovt of the dust 

of dead centuries and stood again upon stricken fields against t 

ficel--infidel to the faith of human freedom. 

Purer purpose was never more righteously wrought out to conciusion 

so glorious. The national purpose became the personal purpose. It per- 

meated everywrere and inspired everything. The soldier alone in a shell 

hole out beyond the front-line trenches; the sailor adown the long lanes of 

an infested ocean; the scientist in Hee laboratorv; the worker in foundry 

and forest, at ship yard and powder plant; the farmer between the plow 

handles in the rows of whispering corn; the woman, nursing wounded men in 

the glare of bursting shells, or scrimping two meals out of one in her 

kitchen at home, or knitting on into the night; the child, foregoing candy 

that the pennies might be saved for war stemps--from top to bottom and 

through and through, the Nation fought for nothing selfish and nothing sor- 

did but fcr the simple right of all men everywhere to live their own lives, 

*unhinderea and unafraid. 

The Department of hereniiees had share in it all. It claims merely to 

have done its duty, not more. And yet these many pages of type are required 

to tell the story in barest outline. 
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Work Felt or Every Hend 
1 1 

For the story coeg not stop with t 19 master task of stinulating the 

production of enough food to keep the alliec world in fighting fora. It 

goes to every vranch of the fighting forces anc to every nook of the sup- 

porting organizations. It is difficult to touch the army anywhere, foot, 

horse or dragoons, in camp or on the march or "going over the top," that 

the practical work of one bureau or another of the department was not felt. 

as 

Every solcier, when he took up his mess plate; when he put on his shoes to 

march through mud and slush; when he went to bed under a tent that did not 

leak, with no "cooties" scourging under him anc no rats running over hin; 

when he ran into a gas pocket and came out with unshriveledc lungs; whenever 

he turned and whatever he did, he reaped some bexefit of the activities of 

the Department of Agriculture. For it inspected nearly every piece of meat 

that went to the Army and the Navy. It had men in ita laboratories in Wash- 

ington testing shoe leathers and methods of waterproofing them, and it had 

other men out through the hille and hollows and broad plains of the country 

instructing farmers how to take the hide off a dead cow so that it would 

make the best shoee for solciers. All the way between, through every procesa 

and at every turn, it watched out for the soldiers' shoes. It looked to the 

waterproofing of his tent. It evolved baling papers to keep his food swoet 

and his powder dry as it came over seas. Its workers gave their bodies as 

feeding grounds for lice in order to find protection against them for the 

soldier. It sent its rat experts to the trenches in France, to the camps at 

home and to the storage houses on both sides of the ocean to save the soldier 

from rat-borne filth and plague. Its plant scouts had found, in far corners 

of the earth, supplies of the best materials for gas masks. Ones, when the 
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Garmans began shooting a new and unknowm deadly gas, it happened that some 

organic chemists in the Department of Agriculture rad made that gas syn- 

thetically 48 hours before the Germans began the use of it, and means were 

found, thereby , for saving the soldiers from it. Cotton experts of the de- 

partment made the substitute for linen wings that kept the allied airplanes 

in the sky after the Germans had bottled up the bulk of the world's supply 

of flax. 

Back in the early days of the war, when some men were discussing quan- 

tity production of various things that had to be made out of thoroughly 

seasoned wood--such as airplane propellers, gun stocks, parts of the ships 

that were to carry the Army to France and supply it when it got there--some 

one inquired, "Do the gentlemen realize that the birds are still building 

nests in the trees from which those things must be made?" That was true. 

Under old methods, the far year 1923 would have come and gone before some 

of the woods required in 1917 could have been sufficiently seasoned. The 

forestry experts of the Department of Agriculture developed methods under 

which the seasoning processes that would have required years were completed 

in aay many months. They found substitutes for many woods that could not be 

had in sufficient quantities. They went to France, regiments strong, end 

sawed the timber necessary for the expeditionary forces. They did scores 

-of thines to make the wood work of war complete and prompt. 

: The Department of Agriculture looked after the roads over which prac~ 

tically every soldier of Pop ern cea marched during his training days and 

over which his food was hauled to camp. It watched the weather for the fly- 

ing forces, for the artillery, for the traneport systems and for the setting 
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forth of soldiers upon the high seaag. Ji watched the Army mounts and the 

Army mules to keep them free of shipping fever and other aenaee incident 

to their arduous duties. Tt coonerated with every devartment and with 

every agency that had to do directly with the prosecution of the war. 

But all this amounts to no mere than to summarize a summary. It makes 

the half, or nearly sc, of what is told in the accounts of the war activi- 

ties of the seventeen bureaus, divisions, and offices that make up the 

department . 

The other somewhat more than half has to do with the work of the 

Department of Agriculture in seeing that enough food was produced to feed 

not only the armies that this country was to send to France but to make 

up the food deficits of the allied nations to the end that their armies 

might remain in the field and effective, that their civilian populations 

might remain at their lathes and looms, thet the war might go on without 

let-up of pressure anywhere against the horde of super-civilized savages 

who were stabbing at the heart of Liberty. 

The food reserves of the world, in those spring days of 1917, were 

very low. The whole earth was on short rations. It looked as though, 

with the coming of another winter, actual hunger and even starvation might 

be abroad. 

About that time there went out -to the people of the United States a 

mighty appeal to save food. Every window, almost, in every city and every 

town, in every hamlet and at every cross roads, was placarded with posters, 

declaring that food would win the war, admonishing not to waste it, there- 

fore. Every man, every woman, every child in the United States heard and 

gaw that appeal, and most of them gave heed. 
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Food Procuction Problem. 

But very many of them, likely, never stopped to think thet before food 

can be savec it must be produced. MM of them did not know that a falling 

off of five per cent in the acreage plantec to food crops in the Unitec States 

would more than offset all the saving that in reason coule be done anc 

would leave the world face to face with stark starvation. 

If food shortage was to be averted, if a weakening of morale of the arms 

irectec against Germany was to be turned asice, not only must the farmers 

of the United States plant as many acres to food crops as they had planted 

in normel years but they must materially increase those acres. 

Thet was the primary and ponderous problem the solution of which the 

war, on the day that the United States became a pariv to it, imposed upon 

the Department of Agriculture and its cooperating agencies. 

Now, it is something to ask a man to save food, to eat a little less 

of certain things. I+ is a great deal more to ask a farmer greatly to in- 

crease his plantings. That means an increase in outlay out of proportion 

%o the increase in ecreage. It means, in every case, the risk of loss and, 

if drought or flood or frost or other disaster come, it say mean ruin-~as 

it Cid mean to many American farmers in 1917. 

For the thing was to be done under many and great difficulties. It was 

to be done with greatly reduced man power. A million farmers and farm work-~ 

ers went into military service. Other hunareds of thousands were taken away 

by war industries other then agriculture. Fertilizers were scarce anc 

hardly to be had at all. ieny of the materials that go irto farm machinery 

were called for by direct war needs. Nothing that the farmer used was to be 

had so easily, so cheaply or so abundantly as usual anda many things were not 
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to be had at all. Hore, again, wes Israel set to make bricks without straw-- 

and made thom. For plantings were increased that year by 35,C00,000 acres 

over tne average, and the 1918 plantings were increasec by another 5,600,000 

acres. 

Acreage is a more accurate measure than yields of the war effort of 

American farmers, but the vield figures tell a striking story. Both crop 

seasons--1917 end 1918--were unfavorable over large sections, the former 

especially for wheat and the letter for corn. Uotwithstarcing, the viele 

of the lecding cereals in each of these years exceeced those of any preced- 

ing vear in the Nation's historv with the single exception of 1915. 

The task of securing a more ample supply of meat and dairy procucts 

was equaily important and was not less successfully carried out. 

Peaceatime tows Meet War-Tine Needs. 

If credit is to be anoortioned for that, it goes first to the patriotiss 

of the American farmer and, next, to the fact that the United States, agri- 

culturally considerec, was prepared for war. Much of national legislation, 

enacted for peace purposes, did not fit at all for war needs. Some of it 

Fons had to be remade; a great deal of it hac to be reshaped. But, by some for- 

tune, the national legislation for the promotion of peace-time agriculture 

hung ag fittingly upen the form of war as if made for it. The cooperative 

agricultural-extension act, providing for the system of county agricultural. 

agents and home demonstration agents; the cotton futures act, establishing 

Gefinite standards for cotton; the Federal farm loan act, creating a bank- 

ing system suited to the needs of the farmer; 2 provision in the Feceral re- 

serve act, authorizing national banks to lend money on farm mortgages; the 
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Federal aic roec act, provicing for cooperation between tne Feceral anc 

State Govermsents in the building cf roacs--all of these lews, enacted with- 

in the four vears prior to 1917, servec to meet very cefinite needs in 

mobilizing the Nation's agricultural resources for war, 

When, two days after a state of wer was declarec to exist, tne Secretary 

of Agriculture held a conference in St. Louis with representatives of agri- 

cultural colleges anc State departments of agriculture, there was reacy a 

national agricultural system with considerable legal authority for carrying 

out the »lans there made for stimulating agricultural procuction. It needed 

some enlargement, of course, and this was forthcoming. 

On August 10, 1917, Congress passed the fooc production act, "to provide 

further for the national socurity and defense by stimulating agriculture and 

facilitating the distribution of agricultural procucts." The act was to be 

administered by the Department of Acricvlture, end it carried an appropria- 

tion of $11,345,400. 

it was to be expencec in: 

1. The prevention, control anc eradication of the 

diseases and pests of live stock; the enlargement of 
live-stock production; anc the conservation and utiliza- 
tion of meat, poultry, dairy, and other animal products, 
$885 ,000. 

2. Procuring, storing, ard furnishing seeds for cash 
at cost to farmers in restricted areas where emergency con- 

Gitions prevailed, $2,506,000. 

3. The prevention, control, and eracication of in- 

sects and plant disecses injuriovs to agriculture, and tie 
conservation and utilization of plant products, $441,000 

4, The further development of the Extension Service in 
cooperation with the agricultural colleges in the States, 
$4 ,348 400. 
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5. Surveys of the fooc supnly of the United Staves, 

Batrering aud Cisveinaving formation conesrning farm 
procucts, extending anc ensarging the market news services, 
preventing waste of food in storage, in transit, or hele 

for sale, giving acrice concerning the market movenent or 
Gistribution of perisnable procucts, anc investigating and 
certifving to shippers the conucitions as to soundness o2 

fruits, vegetables, and other food procucts receivec at 

important central markets, $2,522,000. 

6. The Gevelopment of the information work of the 

department, enlarging the facilities for Ceaiing with the 
farm-labor problem, and extencing the work of tue bureaus 
of Crop Estimates, Chemistry, anc Biolosical Survey, 

$550, 0C0. 

Cut of this money, no new orgenization had to be formed. The things 

to be done were things on which the Department of Agriculture was aireacy 

engaged, into which much of the money regularly approprietec for ite zain- 

tenance was already going. The emergency money furnished the means, merely, 

for intensifying some lines of work and broadening the scope of others. 

The expenditure of additional emerzency uoney was entrustec to tne 

Departzent of Agriculture. Congress appropriated $4,00C,0CO in addition to 

the $2,500,000 carried in the food-production act, for the purchase and sale 

of seed to farmers for cash at cost. Tne food control act, another piece of 

war lecislation, carried an avpropriation of 910,000,000 to be used in the 

purchase and sale to farmers of nitrate of soda for fertilizer. The re- 

sponsibilities of administration were diviced between the War Trade Zoerc 

and the Department of Agriculture, purchases to be made by the former and 

sale ana cistributicn by the latter. 

The food controi act, while not administered primarily by the Depart- 

ment of Agriculture, Cid impose upon it a numcer of duties, and some of 

these having to be performeé outside ef the constituted bureaus, mace 4 
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neasure of new organization necessary. Uncer that head came the licensing 

of the farm-machinery industry, of the ammonia industry, of the fertilizer 

inéustry, of stockyards and related industries, the purchase anc sale of 

nitrate of soda to farcers, the purchase and sale of seed to farmers in 

areas where emergency conditions prevailed. One other new activity entered 

into the work of the cepartrment. an allotment of $5,000,000 to be ad- 

ministered by the Department of Agriculture was mace fron the Pregicent's 

special fund to be used as loans to farsera in the drought-stricken re- 

gions cf the West. This, however, was looked after by permanent employees 

of the department. 

Emergency Funds. 

All of these appropriations were for the year ending June 30, oer 

Emergency funds used after thet time were previced in an act to enabie the 

Secretary of Agriculture to carry out, during the following year, the pur- 
- 1S) v ’ & =) 

poses of the food procuction act of 1917. it carried new appropriations 

totaling $11,031,853 to be expended in: 

1. The enlargement of live-stock production, tne con- 
servation and utilization of meat, poultry, dairy and other 
enimal products and the control of live-stock diseases and 

pests, $1,058,975. 

2. The conservation anc utilization of plant products 

end the control of insects end plent diseases injurious to 

agriculture, $811,3C0. 

3. Increasing fooc production, eliminating waste and 

promotint conservation of food, ecucational and demonstrational 

methods through county, Cistrict, and urban agents, anc others, 

$6 ,100, 000. 

4, Gathering information as to the demand, production, 

supply, cistribution anc utilization of food, extending and 

enlarcing market news services, preventing waste oi food in 
storace or in transit or held for sale, acvice concerning th 

market movements and Cistribution of perishable products, an Qs O 
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inspection and certificetion of perishable agricultursl products, 

$1,955,608. 

5. Aicing various agencies in supplying farm labor, print- 
ing anc distributing emergency matter, special work in crop es- 
a simating and geome miscellaneous items, $1,105,980. 

The two revolving fund appropriations for furnishing seed, one for 

2,500,000 and the other for $4,000,000 were continued, not, however, in- 

volving eny new funds. The same is true of the $1C,000,000 revolving fund 

uncer the food control act for furnishing nitrate to farmors. 

This, thsn, covers the emergeiucy money appropriated to the Department 

if Agriculture for the performance of its war-time tasks. The regular 

appropriations were usec, in very large part, for work toward winnitg the 

wer. 

The primary purpose of nearly all Government expenditures from April 

7, 1917, till November 11, 1918, was to win the war. All money effica~ 

ciously spent in that way was, of course, well spent. But mach of it got 

results beyond the enc of hostilities--permanent results for the long years 

ef peace that are to follow the winning of the war. That is true of a very 

large part of whet was dore by the Department of Agriculture, the story of 

which is told in the following chapters. 
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THY OFFICK OF SARI MANAGMENT. 

Iimsediately after it was known that the United States was to be 

involved in the war, the regular work of the Office cof Farm Menagement 

was directed towerd contributing to the needs cf the time. One of the 

constantly grave war probiems was the shortage of farm labor. ‘There 

were times when the situation was critical: when it threatened even to 

be disastrous. The Office of ari Management, assisted in some necessary 

particulars by administrative officers of the devartment, formed an 

organization to help the farmers obtain the necessary labor for produc- 

ine the increased food demandea of them. Syecial attention was given to 

@ fuller use of farm machinery and the distribution of agricultural labor. 

This latter work was done in cooperation with the Department of Labor. 

A farn help-specialist was placed in every state by the Department 

of Agriculture. ‘Yith headquarters at the State agricultural colleges, 

these specialists cooperated wita the colleges and experiment stations, 

State councils of derense, comuissioners of agriculture, State conuis- 

Sioners of labor, and the employnent offices of the United States De- 

partment of Labor. The State ferm-nel» svecialést kept in touch with 

the county agricultural agents in all the counties of his State, and 

thess, through commnity farm bureaus and committees, were in direct 

touch with individual farmers and their needs. 

City anc Town Fe _ Help Harvest Crops. le opl 

Farm-nelp specialists in every State took an active part in bring- 

ing to the attention of the district draft boards the necessity of dis- 
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tinguishing between the degrees of sxill of different kinds of faria labor 

jin saking s selection for military scivice. In every State an active 

candeien was carriea on to interest city and town peovle in crop »roduction 

to the extent of being willing to devote a part of tneir time, if necessary, 

to work of Narvesting crops. GThis ca.apeign was attended with great success 

in all States, but perhaps the «ost conspicuous success wes net with in 

Kausas, Oltlanoma, Missouxi, Indiana, Illinois, Georgia, Pennsylvania, and 

Oregon. 

Tie muabes of city resicents who went out to work on faims at haxvest 

tise, es a result of this campaign, can not ve estimated with certainty, but 

Was well beyond 250,000. In aost of the States fara oureau enployment 

offices or other loce] lebor offices were established under tne direction of 

the fert-helo specialist in order to meet the need of farms for voth exnergency 

ana peraanent lebor. These offices were »racticaliy always in close conmnec- 

tion with the office of the county esent, and were very effective in secur- 

ing and placing peraenent skilled laborezs on faras. During tne fiscal yeer 

evaing June 30, 1913, there were »leced on faras through the ozeretion of 

these fara-labor offices, and aore esxecially through the county egents, «ore 

than 100,000 xegular feria laborers. 

Several cove nents for x61 nanent improvevent have grown out of tnuis work. 

fie provlei of aigratory seasonal labor wiil »e studied in more detail in 

the arezs in which it is of greatest importance. In most States the fara - 

help specialists have found it isaportent to give special atteution to in- 

tencing renters end purchaseis of feras. “Much ettention was given in sost 

of the States to the »roblea of aaking lebor aoxe contented and, therefore, 

more ~ermanent on feras. 
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4 Beginning has alrecdy been iade in 2 concerted effort to bring 

menufecturing industries directly counected with agricalturel production 

into closer relation with the fermins ectivities involved. Fox example, 

one of the large tobecco cotwsenies, et the suggestion of the farm-nelp 

s.,ecialist in Maryland, is considering tne proposition of establishing 

@ 20rtion of its aanuyYscturing business in the center of the tooacco sece 

tion of southern Merylend, in ordei to sive srofitable wintex easloyueat 

to the wen who, during tae suanex, wort on tovacco farms. ‘his dlen, if 

realized, will not only provice these aen with all-year employment, but 

will sake possible more attractive social conditions by meens of the 

coamnity life which they vill be avle to enjoy. MThesc conditions will 

obtain sore escecially during the winter months, when tue men give tneir 

attention to the aanufécturing jhase of tne tobacco business. This scheme 

has already been thoroughly tested in eneseace County, Fae, and has vorked 

out most adairably with reference both to e#oloyuent requirements and to 

the prosperity and socicl development of the coammity. sn effort will be 

gade in every State, where possiole, to bring the verious industries into 

closez cooveration with egriculture, in order that beneficial metnods of 

lavor exchange nav ve develoved between agriculture and other industries. 

Labvor-Saving Mocninerye 

A widespread intezest was cieated in the furthex study of systeus of 

.cropding as related to economy of bend labor an? horse labor. Sufficient 

experience was had with boy leboxr end wowen labex to give a fairly eccurcte 

estimate of the place end isortence of this kind of labox in ferm overa- 

tions, The wossibilities of exchauge of labor end fern aachinery were 

brought prominently before farmers in every State, with the result thet 

=) 
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systeus of excuange of leboi veie edoptec on & meh wider plan then 

ever before. As a Single itea of suc scheaes of coOveration aay oe 

aentioned the fect that 1 the taree States of Onio, ladiaaa, end 

illinois many tiiashing rings save been forued, each involving from 

three to twenty faras. 

whe labor shoitsge eaonaasize. the neeu of larzer iaachines and 

tesms then hed generally been used, the introcuction of such farm machin- 

ery 2s wovla »vermit one an to perform the greatest possible enount or 

work, ead the need of acquaintinz fsrtmers with the acdventases of these 

eids to efficiency. The work wxeviouslv cerried oa of collecting end cou 

piling information about form equipuent vas accelerated and broadened, witn 

special refexence to the neéus just wentioned. The newly—gained informa- 

tion was sade evailable in bulletins for free distribution, larseiy trough 

the eid of ectual photograzhs coutzresting labor anc time-consuaing practices 

followed in certain sections with iaproved sethods founc svecially 

efficient elsewnere. ‘“etiods were presented of econoWMizing san labor in 

generel farm sractices, but nerticularly in aethods of narvesting end 

hayae*%ing. Suen szecielly--illustrotec »ublications were in greet demand. 

Besides the pictorial miesentction of lebor-seving devices end seth- 

Ods, Otuer puvlications trestea of the care and operation of verious fora 

fechines, and tae cere of tae cons whic: those machines handlieca. .«10ng 

these crows were the cspeoially vital ones of wheet, corn, and hey. Concise 

inforac:tion was given es to the efficient overation of thras.ing meciuines, 

thereby eiding in the conservation of grein at thrashing time. ‘he im- 

portance of tuis work is shown by the fect that the Food Adainistratio. ued 

@en continually in the field in tie iaportent graiu-oroducing districts of 
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the country, testing grain seperetors and observing their operation. 

The iazateriai so pablished has found convinue.. ise =o instructions: 2 

D0SCS. 

The gas trector received ducing the wer cxce tional notoriety ¢ 

2 lebor saver. Lxtrevezgent anc cuestions.le claims we1le mece concerning 

this echine, but if is cextain tnat in very Meany ceses the vse of trec- 

tors enavlieG American ferasrs to prepare, plant, ena cere fox greater 

ecresgzes of crops With less isan iabor than woulc neve been possible by 

the use of horses only. ‘he tractox vrought wore inguiries then did any 

other macnine or »hese of fei4 euvinoaent. To ».rovice needed information € 

over 10,000 ieports were secured froa exveriences tractor owners, which, 

with otner date alreaéy on file, were incoi porated into bulletins edepted t 

to the needs of verticuler regions, svecial attention being givea to the 

cepavilities anc limitations of tractors. This informetion wes esvecially 

appliceble to the Centzel West end to the destcrn States. Otner bulletins 

of the kine were in preperation et tue enc of the wer. 

Licensing Menufecturers of erm Machinery. 

The Sccretaiy of avviculture »laced the licensing of all farm-ae- 

chinery aanufacturers under 2 separete office, the staff of which in- 

Gluded one member of tic stoff of the Orfice of Feru Menagement. Th 

chief purvoses of the licensing and reguletion of the manufacturers of 

farm machinery vere to conserve steel for wax aaterial by eliminating 

all unnecessery farm weciinery, end to aaintain fair end equitable 

svices on eli fara equipment under the jurisdiction of the office. 

The yrevayation of 2 “Geosranhy of the ‘/oild's agriculture” had 

besn wnceitaken so.ae tise before the wai, and wes not 2 war oroject, ort 
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it proved a tiaely publicstion, appesring just wnen the ettention of all 

was turned to »robleus of the world’s supoly of foods end raw metezials 

Of agricultural production. It was in great demand, especially by Govern- 

wmsnt cfificiels who had to deal with supplies or with the stimilation of 

production. 

In planning for increases azricultural production as a war ineasure, 

if the area cnltivated was to be incressed, it was thought safer to in- 

crease the area of ciOps in sections where agricultural prectices were 

established and where production had least risks. One question raised 

was to what extent aress devoted to hay, forage, and pasture could be 

usilizeé in the production of cereals and Other cross. It seemed to be 

particularly isportent to escerteia the amount anc location of egricul- 

tural lend in farms not utilized by raising crops. The Bureau of the 

Census, in 1910, collected data showing the amount of pesture land in 

farms, but this information hed not deen tabulated. The Census Burecu 

granted permission to the Office of Fara Management to tabulate these 

data, which wes done, and the results were sublished in Mey, 1918, as 

Department Bulletin 626, Yesture Land in Farms in the United States. 

Whe at-Procuction Survey. 

Ia tne spring of 1918 the shortage of the supply of wheat was xeen- 

ly felt everywhere. The office had in progress fox the atlas of American 

Agriculture a study of wheat production in the United Stetes and other 

perts of the world. The figures under consideration were brougnt uo to 

date as nearly as possible and sublished in ths 1917 Yearbook under the 

title “The \oild's Supply of Wheet." The sexe material was also used in 

part in the preparation of Circular 90 of the Office of tne Secretary, 
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“fhe agricuiturel Situation for 1918, wheat.“ These publications showed 

tne effects of the war on whest vroduction in other countiies, enforced 

the ides that wheat must be saved for the Allies, and siowed clearly the 

Hecessity for great efforts to inersese tne wheat oroduction of the 

United States. 

in the summer of 1918, incidentally to the inouiry which was oi gan- 

ized uncer the direction of Colonel House in Hew York to collect date. 

preparatory for a peace conference, the Department of Asvicuiture Wes 

esked to cooverate in studying the xesources of several countries in- 

volved in the war. The Office of ferin M.nagement undertook to collect 

statistics of the agricultural resources of these countries, to visualize 

ipa OL ieps, and to eccompany them by such ve~oits as .aisnt ve necessary. 

Work was first begun on Russia, Zustiia-Hungory, the Balxen countries, 

ane Turkey. Later, the Geraan detanies in africe were studie:. intensively. 

While the collection of this watelrie!l wes Im siosress, the Wer cna Stete 

Devertments fiecuently calieaé unon the Office of Fera Menegesent for in- 

formation concerning tne sw oduction of the several cGountiies.e Tse vcr Le- 

peitaent was furnished wens of the yioduction of wneet anc ive in $12¢e11- 

end Russie, and stetistics, tables, and notes on the egriculture enc egri- 

altural: conditions in Fussia. ‘he distxibution of live stock end tne 

proguction of cross ia szustiia-Hiungery, the Selken Stetes, end ssirtic 

Turkey, end precinitetion in Tuikey were aacped end subsaittec to aeabders 

of the inquiry steff whoo neve becow seiaosis of the Anerice: Co.wission 

to Negotiate Peace. The m.ps snowing toe distribution of live stock and 

pone crovs in the formex Geraen-africen colonies, and one me) esca or the 

internationel trade in vheet nd in wool, have siso seen suviiitted. 
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These mays were intended to visualize facts ia such 2 wey es to aid 

the aembers of the coOaaission to understand the problems involved, with 

reference to arriculture, in changing boundaries, establishing new States 

ene changing political control. Their usefulness has been attested by a 

member of the comaission, who, in 2 letter from Faris. under dste of 

Merch 12, 1919, says: "The ma7s are edairably executed end have been of 

me greatest service in enabling us to deteruine reedily by visual in- 

spection how ony proposed frontier would affect the distribution of  prod- 

ucts,and I can assure you taet the results have been of substantial valve 

in helping us to fraze our recomendations. I know that the men working 

in the field of asiatic Turkey cre very eathusiastic over what you have 

@iven the.a." 
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On the declaration that there existed a state of war by Germany 

upon the United States, the Weather Bureau, realizing that the science 

of meteorology was likely to be largely drawn upon in connection with 

the conduct of military operations, took immediate steps to organize 

its resources for ths part that it would evidently be called upon to 

play in the conflict. Largely due to the use of airplanes, dirigibles 

and captive balloons, the highly perfected and powerful artillery and 

the modern methods of warfare first brought into practice in this war, 

foreknowledge of existing and expected weather conditions, both in the 

air and on the surface, were of great consequence. For its work in 

this connection, the bureau was already largely vrevared through its 

corps of trained weather forecasters and its experience in the taking 

of meteorological observations both on the surface and in the upper air. 

It needed only an snlargement of its facilities in order creditably to 

perform the duties required of it, An early appropriation by Congress 

provided for much needed extension of its program of aerological observa- 

tions. 

One of the bureau's most efficient forecasters and the official in 

charge of aerological work of the bureau were commissioned as iiajors in 

the Signal Officers Reserve Corps and, proceeding to the field of opera- 

tions, were placed in charge respectively of the weather forecasting 

and military aerologicai work in France. They were reinforced soon 
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after by a trained staff of meceorologists and observers taken largely 

irom the ranke of the Weather Bureau. These skilled forecasters and 

observers, in cooperation with the French and English meteorolozists, 

supplied the Aruwy commanders with every species of weteorological in- 

formation needed for the most effective work of the infantry, artillery, 

airplanes, poison gas, etc. The service was based on surface observa- 

tious over Western Europe and the British isles and aerological ob- 

servations made in France by pilot balloons and other special equipment. 

This was cupplemented by nightiy telegrams from the central office of 

the Weather Buresu containing representative weather reports from the 

eastern districts of the United States, Canada and the Atlantic coast. 

Approximately 190 of the trained employees of the Weather Bureau 

enlisted in the Army and Navy ior duty mostly in meteorological units 

in the United States and France, 

Train Soldiers in Meteorological Work 
The Weather Bureau assisted in she training of selected enlisted 

men of the Signal Corps in the taking oi weather observations and other 

meteorological work, The training of the new soldiers in meteorological 

duties became imperative at once, About 30 were first assigned in groups 

of three to five at selected large stations. Later, nearly 200 men 

were cered for at a greater number of stations, In this way, a nucleus. 

of men was quickly trained in essential duties and made familiar with 

meteorological work and principles. 

Later, the Signal Corps established the Meteorological School at 

Gollege Station, Tex., and selected representatives of the Weather 

Bureau to take charge of the whele course of instruction, 
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The bureau established in the United States additional stations 

for observations in the free air by means of kites, bailoons, airplanes, 

an with the object of reporting actual conditions at different eleva- 

tions for tne benefit of aviation and artillery. In portions of this 

work, close cooperation was maintained with the Signal Corps of the 

Army, which furnished observations by means of pilot balloons from about 

twenty military posts. 

Special kits flights at night were conducted from time to time at 

Potomac Park, D. C., and in Texas, for testing searchiights, making ex- 

periments in electricity and as an aid to artillerists in detecting 

moving objects in the air by means of searchlights. 

The bureau cooperated with the commanding officers of cantonments, 

camps, naval stations, etc., by furnishing daily weather forecasts 

and warnings of unusual and injurious weather conditions. 

In cooperation with the Surgeon General's Office, the Weather 

Bureau prepared meteorological data and made a series of observations 

required in connection with studies of dietetics, camp sanitation, 

hygiene, etc. 

By furnishing a full set of meteorological instruments and render- 

ing assistance in the training of balloonists, this bureau cooperated 

with the Signal Corps Balloon School at Omaha, Nebr. One of the experts 

of the bureau was commissioned a lieutenant colonel and had charge of 

the school from its inception until neer the close of the war. 
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Cooperate with Aerial ifeil Service 

Glose cooperation was maintained with thse aerial mail service of 

the Post Office Department in furnishing advance information of weather 

conditions likely to be enccuntered in the flights. Similar information 

was furnished to Army officials in connection with long distance aero- 

plane and dirigible balloon flights and-in the movement of automobile 

trucks from factories to seaboards. 

Meteorological instruments being scarce and difficult to obtain, 

the Weather Bureau furnished the Army and Navy with instruments and 

apparatus to equip several ae ae stations at camps and naval 

bases and undertook the manufacture of meteorographs and other special 

apparatus urgently needed and that could not be obtained from any other 

source. 

Military officers were frequently furnished with selected and 

special information needed by them in the conduct of studies and work 

arising from military needs of various kinds not directly related to 

any of the foregoing projects. 

The Weather Bureau reported all vessels entering and leaving 

Chesapeake Bay, Hampton Roads, Gulf of Mexico, through the Cuoan 

channel, Colwabia River, Straight of Juan de Fuca ane other hafbors 

on the Atlantic and Pacific coasts, It also transmitted naval and 

military business over the Weather Bureau telegraph and cable lines, 

which we re frequently the only wires available, in cooperation with 

the Coast Guard and aval Patrol Services. 
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The following publications in the cid of military meteorological 

work were issued and distributed by ths Weather Bureau: 

4 Short report of the Climatology of France and Belgiun. 

Meteorology and Aeronautics. 

Mean Values of Free Air Barometric and Vapor Pressures, 

Temperatures, and Densities over the United States. 

The Turning of Winds with Altitude. 

Physics of the Air. 

Introductory Meteorology - A Textbook on lieteorology suitable 
for use in Instructing Men in the Students Army Training 
Corns. 

The chief of the Weather Bureau is by law a member oz the National 

Advisory Coumittee for Aeronautics, the work of which during the war 

was concerned with militery aviation. He is also, by selection, a member 

of the National. Research Council, and as a member of the Military Committee 

of that body, he was ective in many importent matters that ceme before 

the council. 

The Chief Signal Officer of the Army in a recent address before 

the American Institute of Blectrical Engineers, said: 

"The success which the meteorological service of the Army has 
ained would have been wholly impossible had it not been for the obs 

u 

intimate and effective cooperation which has been extended to it in 

all its projects by the United Stetes Yeather Bureau," 
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THE FOREST SERVICE. 

When the United States entered the war the Forest Service lost no time 

in directing its activities into channels intimately connected with the war 

effort of the Nation. Its research and field organizations immediately 

graprled with those war problems noarest at hand. Plans were made for new 

lines of war work. Without waiting for the call, preparation was made for 

full cooperation with the military branches of the Government. The employees 

did their share, through active participation in their respective communities, 

in all movements tending to the successful termination of the war. The spirit 

in which this was done was notably exemplified by the work of the women em- 

Ployees who completed the organization of Red Cross units on the day war was 

declared. 

The Forest Service began the development of forest research as one of 

its earliest activities, some 30 years ago, and during the years while the 

work gradually gained momentum the thought of preparation ¢orwar did not 

enter into it materially; but the experience of the war period showec that, 

in research, preparation fos peace wav xe a long step forward in effective 

preparation for war. A great volume of dats were accumulated concerning the 

stand, distribution, and quality of our forests, concerning both technical 

and economic problems of production and manufacture, and concerning the 

mechanical, physical, and chemical properties of wooc and how best it can 

be conditioned and utilized for many purposes. An organization of experts 

was developed which served as a splendid nucleus for a large expansion and 

which supplied an invaluable background of knowledge, training, experience, 
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and outlook. 

Jse of Wood in Viodern Warfare. 

The expert knowledge of wood and its problems, gained through years of 

research, frequently enablec the Forest Service to anticipate probléms long 

ahead of the men responsible for the utilization of results in the military 

departments. The general purpose of the Service during the war was to use 

its research organization to help wherever help was needed and to seek out 

the opportunities without waitins for formal requests. The activities of the 

Forest Service, first and last, dealt with practically every use of wood in 

modern warfare--aircraft, beth heavier and lighter than air, and for both 

land and sea, wooden ships, military vehicles, boxes and crates, containers 

and packing in general, lumber and structural timber, offensive and defensive 

gas warfare, grain alcohol, acetate of lime, pulp and explosives, hardwood 

distillation for various purposes, wooden limbs, fiber board, wooden pipe, 

implement handles, rosin for shrapnel, naval stores products, tannin, nose- 

plugs ae shells, and various pulp procucts. 

In order that the results secured might be known and used, cooperative 

relationships were established and maintained with practically every one of 

the numerous Governmental agencies which cealt with the war: in the War De- 

Ferment with the General Staff, the 3ureau of Aircraft Production, Ordnance 

Department, Quartermaster General, Surzeon General, Engineer Corps, and 

Panama Canal; in the Navy Department with the Bureau ef Construction and 

Repair, Steam Engineering, Yards and Docks, and Supplies and Purchase; with 

the Shipping Board, Fleet Corporation, Fuel Administration, Director General 

of Railroads, Advisory Commission of Aeronautics, War Industries Board, War 

Trade Board, with several of the Allies, and with large numbers of war 
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manufacturers. } 

Advice and assistance were rendered members of these organizations on 

foreign and domestic timber resources, their location, quality, production, 

and means of increasing production, on manufacturing processes, om the 

strensth properties of wood and 3ts physical and chemical properties, the 

best substitutes , methods of drying, storing, finishing, and preserving 

3 

woods, prevaration and review cf specifications, inspection and training 

of men, and finally, on various economic questions relating to the wood- 

producing and wood-using industries. The activities of the organization, 

in addition, included whatever field and laboratory investigations were 

necessary to secure basic information. 

Artificial Drying of Wood. 

For the airplane, the question of artificial drying of wood loomed 

early as one of first importance. Three-inch green spruce dries in the 

air in from one to two years. The Allies d practically exhausted. he 

reserve stock of dry Sitka spruce before the United States became a party 

to the war. Airplane authorivies insisted tnat only air-Cried stock was 

acceptable. The pressure of the Kaiser's armies, however, required some 

other answer. Forest Service kiln-drying syecilications reduced the re- 

quirecé pyeriod by 12 times, from years to an ecual number cf months, and 

the supply of dry spruce loss its sinister place as the controlling factor 

in airplane construction. These specifications were >ased on several 

years’ investigative work mainly on other wocds and for other purposes, 

and they have since been checked intensively. Theoretically, properly 

kiln-dried material should be better than air-dried material for the simple 

reason that it is possible, in properly regulated kilns, to maintain optimum 





conditions throughout the entire period of seasoning, while air-drying 

permits limited regulation only. If practice sustains theory, the result 

peeonss one of first importance. The advantage in strength and toughness 

per unit of weight of spruce over its best substitutes is surprisingly 

small; but, such as it is, Great Britain crossed an ccean and a continent 

to secure, and the United States organized for its exploitation a body of 

men which in former wears would have beer a large army. The work of the war 

period demonstrated that properlv kiln-dried spruce is, in fact, stronger 

than that dried in the air even under the best conditions. 

Vehicle makers in the United States before the war depended to a 

large extent upon air-dried material. Specifications for escort wagons 

called for stock which did not conform to the stancard sizes. The ac- 

cumulated air-dried material on hand was available, therefore, only in small 

part, and it was necessary to go back to the sawmill to secure what was 

needed . Oak in large sizes for vehicle manufacture seasons naturally in 

two or three years. Dry material had to be secured in days. The kiln was 

again the only solution. The industry, however, did not have kilns, did 

not Imow proper methods of drying, and did not have trained operators. 

Losses from poor kilns or even geod kilns inefficiently operated reached 

from 10 to 50 and even 100 per cent. The Rock island Arsenal record of 

December 26 shows what car be done by guitable kilns operated by competent 

men. Spokes for 56" artillery wheels were dried with a loss of .37 of 1 

per cent, spokes for 50" wheels with a loss of .29 of i per cent, rims for 

56"" wheels with a loss of 2 per cent, and rims for 60" wheels with a loss 

of 1 per cent. Length of time required for drying was even more important-- 

and the time was reduced to one-twelfth. The type of kiln at the Rock Island 
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Arsenal was develoved at the Forest Froducts Labcratory, aa were also the 

methods followed. The man who assisted in the initial operation was a 

Service expert. 

The drying of black walnut presented similar probleme. Air-drying 

was the rule before the war. The demand for rifles required the use of 

kilns, and with the kilns came excessive losses. It is reported that one 

plant adhering to an imperfect schedvle lost 60,000 gunstock blanks, valued 

at $1.20 each when green, in a single kiln run. Concerns following closely 

methods developed by the Forest Service turned out gunstocks with losses 

not uncommonly less than 1 per cent. 

If the war had continued, the supply of naturally- seasoned willow for 

artificial limbs soon would have been exhausted. For air seascning, a 

period of three to five years is necsssary. Work underway at the Forest 

Products Laboratory promises to reduce this period to 60 or 7C days with- 

out increase in losses. 

Wood-Testing Sxperimenis . 

(@) aS fo) lo) c oO [ot i} ei 18) Q ct \ oO ie¥) = |) Ss rik) a | A great volume of deta on the strengt! 

American species has been built up in the Forest Service during the past 

two decades. The number of individual teats amounted at the end of the 

war to no less than 300,000 and covered 130 American species. These tests 

were of constant and wide application during the war in airplane construc- 

tion and for practically every other use where a knowledge of the strength 

of wood was required. For example, they made possible the preparation of 

tables showing strength values at 15 per cent moisture content which were 

adopted by both the Army and the Navy as a basis for the design of all 

wooden parts in aircraft. These data made it possible to select the species 
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most suitable for eirplanes, and they showed that the variation in strength 

was so great as to render a considerable percentage of even the beat woods 

unsuitable. By a density requirement, it became possible to insure the 

selection of the strongest stock. By the admission cf specified defects 

in lightly stressed parts, it wags possible practically to double the quan- 

tity of acceptable stock without sacrificing anything in safety. The 

latter problem involved little more than the application of data already 

available and the assignment of one man for a period of about three months. 

Many thousand men in the woods and at the mills would have been needed to 

produce the same quantity of gpruce. 

One country lost many plares in flignt because spiral-grained spruce 

was used in construction. Forest Service tests prevenved similar losses 

for the United States by showing where the line between straight and spiral- 

grained material could be drawn safely. Little was known at the beginning 

of the war on the strength of plyvood as a material. The need for this 

information was supplied very rapidly by an extensive series of teats which 

became the basis of all of the present plywcod specifications and of ply- 

wood strength factors used in airplane design by both the Army and the 

Navy. In addition, the tests made it possible to adopt with safety the 

utilization of more species than had crisinslly been theught suitable and 

thus prevented the sunply of plywood from becoming, aa it might easily have 

become, a factor controliing airplane production. 

Further applications of strength data were founc in the design of 

wing beams and wing ribs. Laminated wing beams, for example, offer the 

opportunity to utilize a much larger per cent of the spruce cut, a per- 

centage far too low at the best. Special supplemental tests developed 
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types of laminatec and spliced wing beams 23 strong as the solid wing beam 

of the first planes, and the ‘types develoned have been adonted by the Army 

and Navy. As an example of the special supplemental tests on wing ribs 

may be cited those for an American comoat plane produced in large numbers. 

The weight of the standard rib wae réduced by one-third and the strength 

per unit of weight was increased three times. The wing so developed was 

adopted and similar designs were developed for six other Army and Navy 

planes. 

Strength tests have a further application in ship timber, and this 

and other information gerved as a basis for a comprehersive series of recom- 

mendations to the American Bureau of Shipping and the Fleet Corporation 

on the specifications to be followed in the selection of timber. Special 

tests of boxes were needed to supplement the strength tests of wood as a 

material. Fortunately, methods and svecial testing equipment had been 

developed before the war. In some specifications which involved the con- 

struction of hundreds of thousands of boxes, the number of woods permitted 

was increased from 1 to 30. it became possible to use the woods at hand 

and to make full use of the facilities of box-making plants wherever they 

pane might be. In addition, nailir ppinc, and construction in goneral 

were standardized and adavted to the very severe war requirements in over- 

seas shipments. Redesigns saved enormous quantities of ‘cargo space. 

Large sums were saved in initial costy. losses since July 1, 1918, at 

ports of arrival in France are reported officially to be only 15 per cent 

of those before July 1. 
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Timber Surpiy and Pro 

Another general class of problems of first imvortance dealt with 

timber supplies and production. A general survey was made of the timber 

resources of the United States in order to make sure that supplies of 

woods should not be dangerously reduced before provision could te made 

for substitutes. The best data available were maintained on requirements 

as compared with current production, and similar data were secured con- 

cerning the forest resources of other countries. For special woods and 

for special purvoses, much more intensive studies were required. i1t was 

not sufficient to be able to furnish data on the properties, conditioning, 

and uses of wood in airplanes. If it became necessary to select substi- 

tutes for spruce, knowledge as to supplies, quality, current production , 

and the extent to which production could be increased was necessary on 

those woods which, from the standpoint of properties alone, seemed to 

meet requirements. The program on airplene woods included fieid studies 

of the eastern spruce, practically equivalent to the Sitka spruce of the 

Northwest, and such other possible substitutes as Fort Orford cedar, 

Douglas fir, eastern white pine, Norway pine, western white pine, yellow 

poplar, western hemlock, silver, noble, white, ond lowland fir, and even 

sugar pine, cypress, redwood, anc western yellow vine. The work on eastern 

spruce was being followed up intencively by the Navy, but work on many 

of the other species was far in advance of immediate requirements. 

Black walnut is the accepted gunstock wood. It had been cut heavily 

for years. Production was not meeting requirements. 1% became necessary, 

therefore, in cooperation with the States and other forestry agencies and 

the Boy Scouts, to make a field survey throughout practicaily the entire 
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range of this tree. New sources of svoply were found, new producers were 

interested, and processes of manufacture inspected and supervised to in- 

sure the most efficient cutting of the material; for it must be remembered 

that the black walnut was almost equally needed for airplane propellers. 

Fortunately, the requirements for these two purposes could be reconciled. 

Production was more than doubled. The supply of black walnut was no 

longer a critical problem when the armistice was signed. Two or three years 

more of war wight, however, have required the use of substitutes. 

Demand for tonnage in the transvortation of food, munitions and armies 

left none for the imports of tannin on which the United States nad depended. 

T% became necessary to increase domestic production, and, aga a basis for 

this, a field survey made by the Forest Service indicated necessary lines 

of action for individual plants throughout practically the entire region 

of tannin production. 

Various economic questions relating to lumber, pulp, and other im- 

portant forest and wood-using industries were studied in order to keep in 

touch with developments in the industries, to anticipate difficulties, and 

.to provide Government organizations with the information which they might 

need for administrative action. Badly needed materials, such as a satis- 

factory coating for airplane propellers and waterproof giues primarily for 

plywood, were developed, as were also methods of inspection and certifica- 

tion for glues in general. Material assistance was given in the technical 

training of men, for which always the demand far exceeded the supply. 

Protection of Tunnels and Bridges. 

One of the first steps on the part of the Forest Service field of- 

ficers on the entrance of the United States into the war was to assume, 
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use 

in part, the protection of the means of communication useful for military 

purposes in the less accessible portions of the country. The forest 

rangers were well fitted for this work. They added to their reguiar 

duties the protection of tunnels and bridges of the larger railroads. 

Particular attention was given also to the protection of the water sup- 

plies of the various municipalities that had the major portion of their 

water-supply system in the more remote parts of the mountains. 

The wide distribution of the field men through the smaller communi- 

ties made them peculiarly useful in assisting the various campaigns of 

patriotic but nonmilitary character, which played so important a part in 

the general scheme. 

The field men assisted in the extension of the food and fuel organiza- 

tions and, in many instances, served actively as members of the local, 

county end even State organizatione. The close relations existing between 

the utilization of the agricultural, grazing, and timber resources and the 

interests of the communities made it desirable that the Forest officers 

be actively associated with these efforts. The results obtained in this 

respect came up fully to expectations and brought full compensation to 

the men in the satisfaction of knowing that their extra efforts were auc= 

cessful. 

Not the least important was the affiliation of many of the ren with 

the Four Minute Men organization. The Forest officers thus affiliated were 

able, in connection with their regular field trips, +o carry the messages 

of the Four @inute Men into isolated communities, which would not have been 

done otherwise. 
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In the early period of the war, when tne War College had no appropria- 

tion for a corps of translators and the urgent need existed for informa- 

tion from foreign sources, several members of the Washington Office cf the 

Forest Service conversant with various languages organized a volunteer 

corps of translators. Within the range of this corps came Russian, French, 

German, Italian, Spanish, and Scandinavian languages. The papers trans- 

lated covered mary subjects on which information gathered from actual war 

experience by other nations was urgently needed for the training and equin- 

ment of the Army. ‘The subjects ranged all the way from artillery practice 

to the training of skirmishers and from diming bombs from airplanes to the 

training of dogs for wer purposes. In connection with the organization of 

the 10th Engineers (Forestry) a vocabulary of spench and English forestry 

and lumber terms was compiled, mimeographed, and bound in hendy Icrm. 

Because of the particular fitness and previous training of some members 

of the Washington office in Russian matters, much information was given 

to the State Department, the Military Intelligence, and particularly to the 

inquiry on the Russian situation, especially during the early part of the 

war. 

Forest Specialists in Military Service. 

The varied character of the field work cf the Forest Service is such 

that a large number of the men are speciaiists in lines for which there 

was considerable need in the military service. I+ was with increased dif- 

ficulty, therefore, that men were held to their regular duties with the 

Forest Service when calls to active military service were made for men of 

such special qualifications. 
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Te meet the situation thus created, every effort was made to reduce 

the work of the Forest Service to the lowest possible noint where there 

would be no interference with the maintenance of a skeleton orgonise 

abie ic cerry on tke essential work without danger to the National Forests. 

By such reduction it was possible to relieve for military duty a large mumber 

of speciall- qualified men. ost of the men released entered the engineer- 

ing branches and the largest number were assigned to the 10th and £0th En- 

pineers . 

Immediate_y after this country entered the war, a call was made on the 

Forest Service by the War Department for assistance in the organization of 

engineering trocps specially cuaiified for cnerations in the woods. The : 

absolute necessity fcr thie haa been realized by the Allies and it was at 

their suggestion that such troops were recruited. 

The services of the Forestor were tendered to the Jar Department and 

accepted. In order to get the intimate information absolutely necessary, 

he at once proceeded to France and made a study of conditions. As a result, 

a special staff orgenization was perfected in France. Tt was drawn to a 

considerable extent from the higher officers of the Forest Service and in- 

cluded an Assistant Forester and a District Forester. This staff formulated 

the plan of work in France and made the necessary preparations in advance 

of the arrival of the forestry troops from this country. 

The entire personnel of the Forest Service played a part in recruit- 

ing the forestry regiment which was designated the 10th Engineers (Forestry) . 

The splendid record of tuis body of mon has beon a great satvivtaction and 

the success attained is without doubt due to the careful manner in which 

the personnel for the regiment was selected. 
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The officers and men were chosen after very careful consideration of 

their qualifications for work in the woods. Particular attention was given 

4o their character and standing. It was only after the closest scrutiny 

that the men were accepted for this specialized service. 

This regiment and the 20th Engineers, organized later, had assigned 

to them the task of furnishing the forces in France with the necessary 

timber supplies from the French forests. They supplied building material 

for the various docks, roads, and supply depots that were built to hanale 

the men and supplies shipped into France, and furnished considerable ma- 

terial needed by the combatant forces at the front. 

New Ranges Cpened for Stock Grazing. 

The imperative need of tho country for the greatest possible produc- 

tion of meats, hides, and wool was partially met by the Forest Service by 

making provision for carrying increased numbers of stock on the ranges. 

This was accomplished by opening new ranges hitherte not used for grazing 

purposes and by the placing of larger numbers of stock on ranges aiready 

under use. The latter vlaced a very heavy tax on the carrying capacity 

of the range and, without the most skillful handling of the situation by 

the Forest Service, it might have resulted in such severe damage to the 

ranges as to require a long period for recovery. The most careful con- 

sideration was given to this matver by the grazing experts and there is 

every feeling of confidence thet no permanent damage resulted. These 

efforts permitted the increase in the number of animals allowed to graze 

on the National Forests by about 1,063,0C0 head. 

Considerable cooperation was given the Wor Department by field of- 

ficers, particularly in the Western States, in which the National Forests 
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are situated, in collecting and compiling all Kinds of data needed for 

military maps. Special attention was given to information relating to 

the means of communication. Notation was made of available food sup- 

plies, water resources, areas adaptable for the growing of crops, and 

regions needing special protection. 

The facilities of the drafting room and photographic laboratory 

were very heavily drawn on by many of the bureaus of the War Department 

not adequately equipped to make maps or reproduce existing maps in quan- 

tities to meet the demands. 

rain Foresters in France. 

Two representatives of the Forest Service were appointed by the 

President as members of the National Research Couricil. Advice has been 

given on a number cf forest problems and connections established between 

investigative work in forest, chemical, physical, and similar problems. 

Plans were prepared for reorganizing the training of forestry for war 

purposes, for the use of cut-over land, and for professional and voca- 

tional training of foresters in France. 

Every effort was made by the Forest Service to stimulate in the 

Northwest the production of lumber from Sitka spruce for the Bureau of 

Aircraft Production. The spruce occurs on but a few forests. It is 

found on the Olympic National Forest in Washington, the Suislaw Forest 

in Oregon, and the Tonsass in Alaska. Sales aggregating about 40,000,- 

090 board feet were made. 

Use of Wood for Fuel 

Soon after the entrance of the United States into the War it be- 

came apparent that there was to be a serious coal shortage, especially of 
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domes*ic coal. ‘The Forest Service folt that a campaign to stimulate the 

production and use of woed for fuel would be a patriotic move, and would 

at the same time fit into the regular forestry work since it would give 

an opportunity to market a great deal of inferior wood. Circular 79, 

Office of the Secretary, "Emergency Fuel from the Farm Woodland," was is- 

sued ard was followed by other publications. A wood fuel program wes 

presented to the Fuel Administration by the Forest Service, and was par- 

ticll~ adopted. Under this plen the Forest Service supplied the Fuel 

Administretion with a number of foresters to organize the wood campaign 

in the various States. 

The plan followed was to get tie Fuel Administrator for a State to 

aopoint a State vood fuel committee. On this committee the State For- 

ester, professor of forestry et the agricultural college, and the director 

of the extensicn service were usually members. This committee, in some 

cases, organized similar county committecs in which the county agent or a 

representative of the farm bureau acted as chairman. By a campaign of 

publicity through vosters, the press, and local meetings, much publicity 

was giver. to the need of wood. Wood-cutting bees and cut-a-cord clubs to 

popularize the cutting of wood among people with idle time, were organized 

in certain sections. In some regions municipal woodyards or war wood- 

fuel companics were formed to guarantee 2 fcir price for the procuccrs 

and an adeauate supply for ccnsumers. 

Tt is ostimated that as a result of this work, the consumption of 

wood wag increased at least 19 per cont, which means a saving of about 

7,500,000 tons of coal, or about 7 ver cent of the coal used domestically. 
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In the latter part of the war a considerable body of statistics and 

other information on forest and water resources of the world was gathered 

by the Forest Service and codified for the use of peace delegates. 
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THE BUREAU OF ANIMAL INDUSTRY. 

In two principal ways the Bureau of Animal Industry ‘contributed to 

the power of the United States in its war with Germany. ‘Trained and - 

qualified members of the bureau served directly with the various military 

branches of the Government. Most of these men were veterinarians and 

skilled inspectors, or they had other technical knowledge which made their 

services especially valuable. | 

A larger though less dramatic contribution was a readjustment of the 

bureau's organization and the Paverdne ion of "high gears" in activities 

where speedy results were essential to proper support of the battle lines. 

Meat Inspection Division. 

One of the first brancnes of the bureau affected directly by the 

pery of the United States into the war was the Meat Inspection Division. 

Shortly after a state of war was declared, the War Department requested 

the Federal Meat Inspection Service to reinspect the meat and meat food 

products furnished the various cantonments, forts, camps and other places, 

to protect the health of the troops, by insuring that the meats originated 

at establishments operating under Federal meat inspection, that the supply 

accepted by the Army had not deteriorated after leaving the packing plants, 

and that it otherwise conformed to the Army specifications. 

At the time of actual issue to the troops another reinspection was 

made by bureau inspectors to insure that the meats had not deteriorated 

since they were received at the camp, fort, or similar place. Sixty-seven 

inspectors were assigned to the work. The quantity of meat and meat-food 
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products inspected was 342,626,972 pounds, of which 4,335,035 pounds was 

rejected. 

Similsr arrangements were mado with the Navy Department and consisted 

in inspecting all meat and meat-food products at the time of preperation 

in official establishments to see that they were prepared in accordance 

with Navy specifications. A reinsnection to sce that no meats whicn had 

detoriorated while in storage or transit were accepted was made at navy 

yards and other points where Navy vessels were supplied with food. Ad- 

ditional inspectors were detailed in the establishments operating under 

Foderal meat inspection. This service inspected 194,453,654 pounds of 

meat and meet-food products for the Navy, of which 5,453,966 pounds was 

rejected. By special request of the Navy Department, representatives of 

the Meat Inspoction Division also inspecied poultry, fish, oysters, cloms, 

dairy products, and cther food commodities. 

Protecti from Couesmination . 
— 

To protect the military meat supply from possible contamination by 

unscrudulous perscns, special and continuous supervision was maintained 

and chemical analyses made of the finished nroducts before delivery. 

Shortly after the declaration of war, the service inaugurated a food~ 

conservaticn movement in uwest-packing establishments with the view of 

See food wastas, avoiding ths use of edible products for inedible 

purposes, and adopting such measures as vould prevent spoilage of mcat 

from avoidable causes by discovering the causes and bringing them to the 

attention of the propor officinis of tho establishment, wiich resulted in 

a very substantial saving of food. 
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The orders of the United States food Administration, the “iar 

Trade Boerd, and the War Industries Board applicable to the meet 

industry were given special attention with a view of maxing them effec: 

tive. A great mass of statistics and other information requested by 

other Government organisations wes furnished. 

For the first time in ths nistcry of the bureau, women were appoinc- 

eg to assist in meat-inspection work ai the peaskins houses because men 

were not available, The plan preved so successful that a civil service 

register of women eligitle for appointment in suck positions has been 

established, 

Stimulating Food Preduction. 
The Bureau of Animai Industry hes always been largely a field organ- 

ization, with its personrei widely distributed im the producing areas or 

stationed at live-stock market certers. Such an organization naturally 

adapted itself quickly to the critical need fer propaganda in food 

production, 

Active propaganda in the production of pork, poultry, beef, mutton 

and wool was carried on by the Animal Husbandry Division in cooperation 

with the States Relations Service and agricultural colleges, The 

Division cooperated also with the War Department in providing for the 

breeding of mares purchased in connection with war activities, 

bevams available so ia The appropriation for th iar) ia) si Le) Us. ahs © = 4 Ke, c ry 

that little time was left in which to organize the campaicn to in- 

crease 1918 pork vroduction, of which if per cent increase over OAT, 

wes nceded. It was vossitle, however, to make a rapid survey in 

cooperation with the Bureau of Crop Hetimates to determine the probable 

surplus of corn from the 1917 crop ana to alice on “hae basis 
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increase in pork production warranted by the increase in the 1917 

corn crop. The increase recommended varied from 5 per-cent in States 

_like Georgia and West Virginia to 25 per cent in Iowa and Kansas, and 

50 per cent in Missouri, An appeal was made direct to the agricultural 

colleges of the States in which increases were requested, especially 

in the Corn Pelt, for the ioan of men to be used in the campaign. In 

addition, considerable numbers of men were added to the pig-club 

force and placed mainly in the Southern States. Naturally the greetest 

increase was expected in the Corn Belt, and in that section the co- 

operating extension divisions used two systems: one wae to organize 

Strong speaking campaigns, the speakers being practical pork pro- 

ducers and successful farmers. The campaign was nut on intensively 

just before the fall breeding season began in 1917. The other system 

was to conduct an extensive campaign through the medium of country 

bankers and the country press as well as county agents. Frequent con- 

ferences and actual personal touch with farmers were important parts 

of this sytem. 

In the spring of 1918 the breeding propaganda was followed by. a 

campaign to save pigs et farrowing time. As a result of these efforts, 

the estimated total number of hogs on hand January 1, 1918, was 

70,978,000 compared with 67,503,000 on January 1, 1917, an increase of 

5.1 per cent. The estimated number of hogs-on hand January 1, 1919, 

was 75,587,000, en increase of ©.5 per cent over January 1, 1918, and 

an increase of nearly 12 per cent over January 1, 1917. In adcition 

rs fed hogs for more weight in ay) to the actual numerical increase, farm 

1918 and added materially to the pork output in this way. The 

average weight of hogs on the Chicego market in 19183 was 234 pounds 
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a3 against 213 pounds in 1917, on increase of practicaliy i0 per cent. 

Pig-club enrollment increased greatiy during 1918, approximately 

75,000 boys and girls participating in the work during the year. 

Emergency Poultry Campaign 

Since actual work to increase poultry production did not need 

to begin until the early spring of 1918, it me possible te organize 

this project more thoroughly than the emergency pork-production project. 

In starting and conducting the emergency poultry campaign, the follewing 

facts were foremost in mind: 

Ls That the primary purpose was to secure an increased 
production of both poultry and eggs largely for domestic 

consumption in order to release red meat for export. 

Be That this incressed production was needed at the 

earliest possible time. 

3. That an increase could be best realized from the farm 

flocks and fromthat section of the country where poultry 

keeping is most extensively carried on. 

The country was civided into four districts and district agents 

stationed at Chicago, Kansas City, Oklahoma City and Los Angeles, to 

Supervise the territory assigned. 

The poultry-production progrem had nine features as follows; 

* Keen bettsr poultry. 

Select vigorous breeders. 

Hatch the chicks early. 
Preserve eggs for nome use, 

Produce infertile eges for market. 
Cull the flocks. 

Keep a backeyard flock. 

Grow your own poultry feed, 

Het more poultry and eggs. 

. . 

e < . 

ODADAS WWF 

J 

+ 

The slogan of the campaign was "100 hens on every farm and 100 eggs from 

every hen," 

Supplementing the organization of paid employees, the division 
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obtained a great deal of assistance from volurtary helpers, most of 

them members of the American Poultry Association. These lecal leaders 

were selected to cooperate with the State poultry specialist and the 

county agent to relieve the latter officer of details of the poultry 

cempaign, In a number of inetances the same purpose was met by appoint- 

lug a poultry representative on the local ferm-bureau committees. At 

present there are over 5,000 such local ieaders, The service of these 

people has resulted in enormously multiplying the effectiveness of the 

poultry specialists in the extension organization, 

The campaign for preserving eggs for home use has been unusually 

successful. Fully twice es many eggs were put down in waterglass for 

home use during 1918 as ever before. This work extendec over all the 

country, both in cities and in the rurel districts. 

Rack-Yard Poultry Keeping 

Back-yard poultry keeping received a big imoctus, In February 

1919, the "Hatch Early" compaign which wae started in a small way two 

years before, was in full progress from one end of the country to the 

other, Poultry papers emphasized in every issue the importance of 

hatching early in order to have fall-iaying puilets, 

The most outstanding feature in the emergency work in beef pro- 

duction has been tha movement of enttle out of the drought-stricken 

regions of Texas and other Southwestern States and the Corn Polt. The 

continuation of the drought and the availability of funde mde possible 

a repetition in the summer of 1918 of the work done in 1917. Altogether 

about 300,000 head of cattie were moved out of Texas as 4 result of 

this effort, 
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Emergency work in sheep and wool production was larcely confired 

to the addition of specialists to the extension divisions of the agricul-~ 

tural colleres to give expert advice in farm-sheep raising. A cooperative 

survey with the Forest Service indicated the location, price and character 

of 300,000 ewes being offered for sale in Western States. This informa- 

tion was furnished to extension divisions in States where sheep were 

wanted and resulted in the conservation and use of a sufficiert number 

of ewes to establish a large number of farm flocks. 

There has keer a material increase in the number of sheep in the 

country during each of the last two years. Prior to that time, a steady 

decline had been recorded for many years, In addition, the number 

marketed in 1918 wes much lerger than in 1917. The 1918 wool clip ex- 

ceeded that of 1917 by 12,0C0,C00 pounds. A large numer of new farm 

flocks has been established and the industry hes extended, into some 

sections of the South which are naturally adapted to sheen raising. 

Work of Dairy Division 

In the field of dairying, the Bureau's war work hes been unusually 

extensive. The Dairy Division fortunately had a flexible organization 

which solved many technical problems while it was conducting inspections, 

stimulating dairy production,and encouraging food substitution and con- 

servation, 

Through inspectors stationed at various creameries, the divigion 

supervised for the Navy Department the manufacture and packing of 

3,100,763 pounds of butter in the summer of 1917, and 9,326,204 pounds 

during 1918. All of this buiter was made from unripenec, pasteurized 

sweet cream which investigations of tne Dairy Division hed shown keeps 

better than any other kind of butter. When storage butter was 
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commandeered for Government use in the fall of 1918, the division fur- 

nished tvo men who, as representatives of the Navy Department, spent two 

months inspecting and storing butter in cold storage warehouses at Foston 

and Chicago. 

Through efforts of the Dairy Division, large savings in creamery 

by-products have been brought about. Results in this field were so strix- 

ing that the force of ten field men emploved in the eummer of 1°17 was 

doubled in 1918. Through efforts of these men, the operators of 124 

¢reamerics and milk plants, where skim milk or buttermilk was either wasted 

or not used to test advantage, were induced to convert them into human 

food. in that way 26 million pounds of skim milk and buttermilk has been 

utilized in making cottage cheese and condensed skim milk, In addition 

assistance was given in the quelity of cottage cheese at 154 plants 

already making that product. 

War activities in the market-milk werk included cooperation with 

officials of the United States Public Health Service. Representatives 

of the Dairy Division spent a great deal of time in the extra-cantonment 

zones to improve the sanitary condition of milk and dairy products and 

to make available a lerger supply of these products for use by the troops. 

Pasteurizing Facilities Enlarged 

Through Dairy Division efforts, pasteurizing facilities were er- 

larged, technique improved and, when occasion demanded, new posteurizing 

plants were built. The bureau has learned of no outtreaks of disease 

traceable to the milk supply of any of the camps. Frequent visits were 

made to the Neval Academy Dairy at Gambrilis, Maryland, to maintain the 

high quality of milk for tne midshipmen, The market milk section of the 

Dairy Division carried on two special campaigns to prevent losses in the 

Nation's general supply of milk. The first showed the importance of 
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sterilizing milk utensils, This campaign was conducted through 180 

health officers in different parts of the country who demonstrated in 

their communities the sterilizing outfits sent them by the division, 

The second campaign was undertaken to prevent losses of milk 

through spoilage, by encouraging the storage of natural ice, and the 

use of ice in cooling milk, 

The research laboratories of the Dairy Division successfully attacked 

many interesting and important war problems, For instance, airplane con- 

struction called for a special waterproof glue made from milk casein, 

most of which had teen imported, When the Shipping Board shut off the 

importation of casein, the Dairy Division was asked to supervise the 

manufecture in this country of casein suitable for waterprocf glue, A 

new procedure of manufacture suitable to American factory methods based 

on previous work in the laboratories was developed and put in operation 

en a large ecale within two months, This casein proved to be of much 

higher grade than any previously manufactured on a large scale, There 

was no serious increase in cost.. In cooperation with the Forest Pro- 

ducts Laboratory, which was studying the casein glue for the Bureau of 

Aircraft Production, the laboratories performed extensive work on the 

analysis of commercial casein and on methods of inspection, 

Experiments were conducted to determine whether cotton waste, known 

as mill sweepings, could be freed from mineral oil and other impurities 

by biological means so that the cotton could be made into gun cotton, 

A method for treatment by bacteria was worked out which results in a 

relatively pure cotton, The division cooperated in research investiga- 

tions of the Army ledical School and the Sanitary and Medical Corps. 
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To aid in the conservation of sugar, Dairy Division experts studied 

possible substitutes for use in ice-cream making and found a number 

which could replace satisfactorily as much as 50 per cent of cane sugar. 

Preliminary study has been mede of reconstructed milk in cooperation 

with the manufacturers of emulsers and milk powder, and the product dis- 

played to officers of the War Department. A considerable quantity of 

reconstructed milk and about 250 gallons of ice cream were supplied to the 

United States Public Health Influenze Hospital, 

An expected scarcity in concentrated feeds ied the Dairy Division to 

inaugurate a campaign of information to stimulate production of home- 

grown feeds for dairy herds, It emphasized particularly the construction 

of silos and the growing of legumes, 

Anticipating also a curtailment in the number of dairy cattle in 

certain sections where feed prices tended to rise, the Dairy Division 

perfected a plan for the redistribution of all good cattle in such sec- 

tions to territories where dairy animals were in demand, Several thousand 

head of dairy cattle tape distributed throughout the sections in the 

South and West, where dairying was new, 

The Dairy Division has given assistence and advice relative to dairy 

matters to the Food Administration, War Industries Foard, War Trade Board, 

Shipping Board, and Capitol Issues Committee, 

In addition to its efforts in stimulating production of animal pro- 

ducts, the bureau sought greatly to reduce losses from disease, paresites 

and Similar causes, This field of service extended not only to food 

supplies but included Army horses and miles, the wool supply, and other 

factors bearing on the proper maintenance of the Nation's armed forces, 
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Forty-seven bureau employees in the Field Inspection Divisions were 

assigned to full time service with the War Department in connection with 

the prevention and control of contagious diseases of animais., In addition, 

employees at regular tureau stations were charged with conducting similar 

work in cooperation with the War Department. 

Campaign Against Animal Dissases 

An intensive campaign to improve the sanitary sondition of all 

premises where Army horses and rules were handled was carried on, Dis- 

eases of horses and miles, especially influenza, were reduced to a minimum, 

A very marked improvement in the sanitary conditior. of stables, pens, stock- 

yards and other premises throughout the country wat effected. Special 

efforts were made to prevent and control contagioue discases, particularly 

anthrax among meat-producing animals, and vigorous measures ‘vere taken to 

arrest all local outbreaks, Excellent results were pchieved, especially 

in the western Gulf States, where heavy losses from anthrax occurred 

during 1917. During 1918 the losses from that cause were comparatively 

inconsiderable, 

Every measure consistent with safety was taken to encourage the 

traffic in stocker and feeder hogs, thus assisting very materially in 

stimulating pork production, That the trade increased tramendously 

durirg the period of the war, is shown by records of swine immunized under 

supervision, During the fiscal year ende@ June 30, 1918, 254,731 swine 

were immunized under hureau supervision while during only the first half 

of the fiscal year 1§19 a total of 325,325 hogs were inmunized. 

Additional efforts were made to prevent and control the common ais~ 

eases of sheep, espacially scabies, During the fiscal year 1918, 
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5,585,543 dippings of sheep in the field were supervised while in the 

first 6 months of the fiscal year 1919, 7,332,043 dipnings were super- 

vised. This work is an important factor in the production of mutton and 

wool. 

An important direct war activity of the Biochemic Division of the 

bureau has been the production of mallein for the United States Army, to 

test horses for glariders. Practically the entire supply of mallein for 

the Army from the beginning of the war was furnished by that division, 

The bureau increased ite efforts to eredicate the southern cattle 

tick. The regular tick-eradication fund was supplemented by the ex- 

penditure since April 6, 1917, of approximately $2C0,000 from the 

appropriation "Stimulating Agriculture and Facilita ing Live Stock Pro- 

duction." The allotment from the stimulating fund nade it possitle to 

extend cooperation to State authorities in tick-erad: cation over a much 

larger 2388 than otherwise could nave been reached. On December 1,1918, 

there was released from Feceral quarantine 79,217 square miles as com- 

peared with 65,520 square miles released on December 1, 1927. This 

was accomplished in spite of the fact thet many of the veterinary in- 

spectors of the bureau entered military service for duty in the veterinary 

reserve corps, and the State3 and counties also experiensed difficulty 

in providing capable men for duty as local inspectors. 

Cattle Tick Eradication 

The eradication of the cattle tick results in stimilating the 

cattle industry and in general improvement of agricultural conditions 

over the area affected. Sich development of resources etrengthened the 

food firfsing line during the war and ‘better prepared this country for 
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meeting knotty economic problems of the future, 

Through its investigations of animal parasites, including the 

cattle tick, the Zoological Division of the bureau was an important 

source Of information on matters relating to the removal of obstacles to 

economical live-stock production and the handling of foods, In response 

to requests from the War Department, the division supplied information 

concerning parasites, examined and determined specimens, and supplied 

material to be used for instruction in the Army Medical School, 

A series of investigations on trichinae has been completed, These 

are paragites of common occurrence among hogs and transmissible to human 

beings in improperly cooked pork, sometimes with fatal results, The work 

has shown that the vitality of the parasites can be destroyed by certain 

refrigeration processes, The degree of heat necessary to destroy them in 

the cooking of pork also has been determined, and curing methods have 

been devised that insure the destruction of the parasites in products 

prepared customarily to be eaten without cooking, Through the control 

of meat-packing processes, rendered possible by results of these in- 

vestigations, consumers of certain pork products prepared in establish- 

ments operating under Federal inspection have been safeguarded from the 

danger of trichinosis, No cases have been reported in the Army, traceable 

to such products prepared in inspected establishments, 

Hog-Cholera Control 

A bureau activity, noteworthy because of increased hog production 

during the war, is the work in controlling hog cholera, Hogs not only 

increased in numbers but higher prices and the tendency toward greater 

weight made importent the suppression of serious evine diseases, of 
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which cholera is the foremost, 

The bureau expanded its activities in hog-cholera control and in- 

creased its force of veterinarians for that work from 85, the normal 

number, to about 160. With the aid of emergency funds, the work has 

been extended, since April 6, 1917, to 14 States which prior to that 

dete had not received the benefit of this class of assistance, Ina 

number of other States, where projects of this character were already 

effective, activities were increased to cover the Tees area of the 

States instead of being confined to certain parts of them, The rate of 

swine mortality from cholera for the last fiscal year -- 42 per 1,000 -- 

is the lowest on record, 

| An important result of war activites in the control of hog cholera 

has been a realization that previous efforts were not sufficient to cope 

properly with conditions as they existed, 

The effectiveness of hog cholera control has depended in a major 

degree on the adequate production of serum and virus used in immunizing 

swine, Even in the face of war conditions, production of veterinary 

biological products, esnecially antihog-cholera serum, increased de- 

cidedly in volume, The quality, also, was improved, Firms licensed by 

the department will prepare, during the current year, larger volumes 

of biologics than ever before, Notwithstanding great difficulty in 

maintaining an adequate force of inspectors, the office of Virus-Serum 

Control has given special attention to supervision of biological pro- 

ducts from abroad. One of the most important lines of work was to see 

that the virus of infectious diseases, such as foot-and-mouth disease, 

was not introduced into this country either intentionally or by accident 
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through contamination of biological products, 

Controlling Tuberculosis in Live Stock 

Another important field of disease eradication contributing to 

the Nation's food resources has been the work of controlling tuberculo- 

sis in live stock, The Tuberculosis Eradication Division was estab- 

lished in May, 1917, and since that time has been ready to cooperate in 

war activities, At the request of the Surgeon General, the division ’ 

aided the War Department in testing approximately 10,000 cows supplying 

milk to camps or cities near them, 

Reinforcing other branches of the bureau in charge of controlling 

work, the Pathological Division dove-tailed its normal ectivities into 

the war-time food conservation program, The work of that division is 

war on disease and on its causes, whether germs or poisonous plants, 

Thus, all the work of the Pathological Division had an important bearing 

through conservation e#mnels on the war program, 

Since April 6, 1917, the division has distributed 7,743,030 doses 

of vaccine for immunizing young cattle from its relentless enemy, the 

blackleg disease. Special efforts were mde in the various States to 

induce a more general use of the vaccine and one State actually com- 

pelled by law the vaccination of all susceptible cattle, The Patholog- 

ical Division met every legitimate demand and request for the immuniz-~ 

ing vaccine, In addition, it gave help and advice to stockmen regarding 

the newer immunizing agencies, These agencies, placed on the market by 

various commercial firms, were tested for potency and for purity in 

order that nothing detrimental to the stock should be marketed, Many 

studies were made to improve the quality of vaccines, A special 
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laboratory building in which this work will be continued is nearing 

completion, 

Testing of commercial biological products, such as serums, vaccines 

and bacterins used in the control of animal diseases, was a constant and 

important line of work during the war, when such products were likely to 

be manufactured by inexperienced help, due to lack of efficient laboratory 

technicians who were drawn into the fighting branch of the Army and Navy,, 

Many of these products were found to be lacking in potency, contaminated 

and distinctly harmful, The office of Virus-Serum Control was furnished 

this information and such précucts were withdrawn frem sale or were pre- 

vented from being placed on sale, 

Bacterial Cultures Furnished 

Bacterial cultures of various diseases for which the products are 

used were maintained in the laboratory and, in specific and proper cases, 

were furnished to manufacturers of biological products for comparative 

purposes and other legitimate uses, Veterinary laboratories in the Army 

also were supplied with cultures of certain organisms used in diagnostic 

work on diseases of horses and mules, 

Two thousand two hundred and ninety-five samples of serum from 

horses and mules were tested to detect latent and obscure cases of glanders, 

the disease most dreaded in Army animals, Cultures of the glanders 

organism and other material used in diagnostic work on this disease were 

supplied direct to Army laboratories to enable the veterinary service to 

keep glanders out of the Army remounts, 

During the last four or five years many thousands of samples of 

equine blood serum have been examined by complerent-fixation to pick out 
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occult cases of dourine of horses, This disease was a menece to the 

horse-breeding industry of the West, from which region thousends of Army 

horses both for this country and the Allies were drawn. There is no 

doubt that the curbing of this disease at the proper time made it possibie 

to obtain so many valuable horses when the great and urgent demand came. 

To obviate the possibility of diseased animals getting into Army service, 

this work was continued throughout the war period, 97,194 samples having 

been tested after April 6, i917. Breeding stock obtained for Arny pur-~- 

poses was also submitted for the test and in this manner healthy mares 

and stallions have been secured for such service, Ey no other means could 

such assurance be given, In no other laboratory in this country was such 

diagnostic precision feasible, : 

Aside from the testing of samples from animals for the United States 

Army, many hundred of tests were conducted for the Allies, Great Britain 

in particular, 

Due to the movement of horses and mules interstate to the sales 

stables in the large markets, a number of tests for glanders were mede for 

State officials. The bureau endesvors at all times to lend its full cooper- 

ating force in the suppression of animal diseases, and during the war such 

work was imperative. 

Contagious abortion of cattle, a disease which looms greet as 2 deterring 

factor in both milk and meat production, has been under careful investigation, 

Some important facts have been uncovered and old knowledge of the disease 

has been verified through rediscovery, Infermation on the disease has 

been widely distributed, 
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Hemorrhagic septicemia, a contagious disease of cattle, has teen 

widely prevelent, ‘Yhe Patholcgical Division recently made available a 

bulletin which gives the salient facts regarding that disease, It was 

found also to be widely disseminated in the Rocky Mountain region among 

Sheep, and vaccine methods for controlling it were put in operation with 

apparent success, 

Anthrax of animis put in its unvelcome eppearance in vericus parts 

of the country. # correct diagnosis is an important factor in its eradica- 

tion, The division has been on the alert to “nip it in the bud." his 

accomplishment is an oftrspeated one. Such outbreaks of anthrax are 

usually controlled by the use of commerciel biological oroducts which are 

indirectly supervised by the laboratory tests to which they are repeatedly 

submitted, 

Anthrax Serum Supplied 

The Pathological Division has produced a small quantity of a highly 

potent anthrax serum which has been supplied on various occasions for 

anthrax in man, Several of these cases occurred in the Army, due to in- 

fected bristles in shaving brughes, 

The branch vathological laboratories at Denver, South Omaha, and 

Chicago, have all done excellent work in routine examination of dissaged 

animal tissues, Ag meat-inspcetion questions are frequently involved in 

such determinations, it has 2 direct bearing on the question of meat cou- 

servation, Where performed for veterinarians or stockmen, the question 

of animal conservation enters, 

In the poultry industry, disease is an enemy which has to be warred 

on constantly. This effort was aided by the Pathological Division through 
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the dissemination of knowledge contained in Farmers' Bulletin 530, 

entitled "Important Poultry Diseases," which was revised and enlarged. 

Through letter correspondence, poultry raisers were given a mass 

of information on the treatment of poultry diseases, 

Investigation of the plants poisonous to animels was continued, 

During 1918, an unusual effort was made to bring the results of experi- 

mental work before stockmen and to urge upon them every possible means 

of reducing the losses, which under ordinary circumstances are very heavy, 

This was done partly through the press and partly by addresses before 

various organizations, In these addresses, spscial stress was laid on 

the importance of conservation, Ordinarily, wnen the results of investi- 

gations are presented to the stockmen, the initiative of acting on the 

suggestion is left to them. During the war, however, action was urged 

upon them, not as a matter of choice but as the duty of loyal citizens 

to save the animals even at extra cost, Reports of losses from poison- 

ous plants indicate that the deaths were mich fewer than in preceding 

years, 

A brief bulletin on the stock-poisoning plants of western Europe 

was prepared for the use of the American Expeditionary Forces and accepted 

by the War Department, 

Exclusion of Contagion from Abroad 

With the complex international developments brought about by the 

war yr, the bureau's Quarantine Division played an importent role in con- 

tinuing its work of excluding contagion from abroad, It also performed 

war work of specific character under the Act of Congress approved 

August 10, 1917. Section 9 of that act provided for the importation of 
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tick-infested cattle from léxico, South America, Central America, and the 

islands of the Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean Sea, Such animals were 

to be permitted importation subject to immediate slaughter at ports of 

entry, 

The Quarantine Division supervised the administration of the regula- 

tions up to the point of delivery of the cattle to tne official abattoir 

at the port of entry, where they were slaughtered uncer the direction of 

the bureau's Meat Inspection Division 

The Bureau of Animal Industry simed during the war toward ea high 

standard of teamwork within its orsanization, and toward obtaining the 

desired results at the time needed, thus substantially strengthening the 

Nation's war position, 
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THE BUREAU OF PLANT INDUSTRY 

From the beginning of American participation in the war until the 

figning of the armistice, the Pureau of Plant Industry gave assistance 

along scores of lines, both directly and indirectly, toward winning the 

final victory, 

War needs emphasized the lack of direct connection between research 

and extension workers of the States, In response to a call from the 

States Relation Service, the Bureau of Plant Industry placed extension 

pathologists in 20 States to work in coopération with the extension di- 

visions of the agricultural colleges, Some of the definite things they 

have undertaken are the development of wilt-resistant varieties of cotton, 

the control of patato late-blight by spraying, and the control of sweet- 

potato diseases, of tomato wilt, and of other vegetable diseases, 

The laboratory of Plant Pathology, as a war activity, made a study 

of the black-chaff of wheat, a disease that first appeared seriously in 

Kansas in 1915, It was most serious in 1918 in Iowa and is still con- 

fined almost entirely to that region west of the Mississippi River, The 

study has progressed far enough to make certain the cause of the disease 

and its identification outside of the wheat plant, The disease is 

carried on the seed, and control now appears certain by ® combination of 

field hygiene and germicidal treatment, 
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Until last year no extensive or relieble data were availatle on 

the yearly losses caused by the diseases of important food crops. The 

Plant-Disease Survey secured estimates of these losses from pathologists 

throughout the country, the averages of all reports canstituting the 

a authoritative data ever brought together on the losses by disease 

of wheat, barley, rye, oats, corn, potato, bean, sweet potato, cotton, 

Sugar beet, and peach, The facts mave served as a basis for the initia- 

tion of disease-control work, 

Special surveys were made covering the root and stalk rots of corn, 

the eheath-blight (Physoderma) of corn, the late-blight of the potato, 

potato wart, leaf rusts of cereals, and the nematode disease of wheat. 

To meet the requirements of the war emergency, the office of 

Fruit-Disease Investigations found it necessary to modify its usual 

methods very little in order to make the results available to fruit grow- 

ers and fruit handlers, 

The investigations on fruit rots and decays, especially apple scald, 

a disease of apples in cold storage which often results in a decrease 

im the value of the fruat of 30 to 50) per cent, have made striking pro- 

gress during the last two years, 

A great deal of decay and spoilage occurs in small fruits, especially 

berries, after they leave the producer and before they reach the con- 

sumer, the loss often reaching 50 per cent. Investigation showed that 

most of these losses could be prevented by picking the fruit early in 

the day, cooling it quickly and keeping it cool, handling it carefully, 

shipping it promptly and distributing it without delay, A group of 
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pathologiste was orgenized to study fruits as they arrive at terminals 

ana to advise the inspectors of the Bureau of Markets and others in- 

terested as to the nature and causes of decay and spoilage. 

Early in 1918, Army officials requested the Bureau of Plant Industry 

to undertake investigations of pathological defects in airpiane timber, 

But all the assistants trained in this type of werk had been taken by 

the Army. In August, an urgent request that these investigations be taken 

up came from the Bureau of Aircraft Production, The request was acceded 

to, and men were taken from other lines of work and trained for the spe- 

cific task, No quantitative work on pathological factors had ever been 

attempted before. Hundreds of specimens of tidewater spruce and Douglas 

fir were rived out in the coastal forests in northern Californie and 

shipped to Berkeley, where the tests were made, At the time of the sign- 

ing of the armistice, arrangements had been completed to extend the work 

to eastern ash and other hardwoods, The results, it is believed, wiil 

be of permanent value for the airplane industry. 

Undertakes Sap-Stain Prevention 

Sap stains had seriously handicapped gun-carriage manufacture, It 

was impossible to distinguish between harmless molds and sap stains and 

serious rots and defects of the wood. Kiln drying, a partiai remedy, was 

not practicable, because it caused the loss of too mich time. At the 

request of the War Department, the office of Forest Pathology undertook 

the development of modifications of the methods of preventing sap stains, 

These were based on the use of antiseptic dips and changes in storage 

methods, 

With the outbreak of the war, further attention was given to control 
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Measures as a means of increasing sugar vroduction, Special attention 

was directed against the two rost destructive diseases of the sugar beet, 

the sugar beet curly-top and the sugar beet nematodg- These diseases are 

more destructive than the others simply because effective control measures 

have not yet been thoroughly worked out, Considerable progress has been 

made in determining importent factors which have a direct bearing upon the 

control of the curly-top disease, Immnortant among these are certain life- 

history facts of the disease carrier and the host plants and habitats of 

the carrier, The importance of early planting es e control measure has 

been fully established. 

The work looking toward the control of the sugar beet nematode was 

taken up as an emergency war measure in 1917, This nematode is not 2 

native of this country and undoubtedly was imported from Germany. A large 

part of the area known to be infested with the nematode has been surveyed 

and mapped, and the test crop rotations for the control of this pest are 

being used. The nersstode is destroying aunually thousands of tons of beets 

and is rendering thousands of acres o* land temporarily unfit for sugar- 

beet production, Through the emergency work in this connection, sugar- 

beet culture on many fields hus been and is Leing restored. 

When the Food-Products Inspyectioa Act vas passed and its enforce- 

ent assiened to the Bureau of erkets, the inspectors stationed by that 

bureau in tne various cities were instructed by the vetholopists of the 

office of Cotton, Truck and Forage Crop Disease Investigations in the 

identification of plant diseases and their relation to the unsoundness 

Or spoilage of the vegetables inspected. 
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Handbook of Plant Diseases Prepared 

A handbook of plant diseases for these inspectors wan prepared. ‘The 

finest series of colored illustrations ever made for such 2 purpose has 

been brought together. The publication of these will be of inestimeble 

benefit to plant pathologists everywhere, 

Prompt action was taken in cases or outbreaks of plant diseases, 

Reports of serious injury noted in shipments arriving in the warkets are 

transmitted promptly to the field pathologists, and the necessary action 

is taken to instruct shippers and growers in methods of preventing future 

losses, 

The office of Soil-Fertility Investigations did a great deal of re- 

search work in the preparation of complex and difficult organic compounds, 

such as those used by the Germans in gas warfare, The men who geve 

their time to the work risked their health and frequently their lives in 

Carrying it forward. Beceuse of the trained staff of chemists and the 

unusual laboratory equipment of this bureau, its cooperetion was re~ 

quested at the time of the organization of the American University Ex- 

periment Station for gas warfare investigations by the Bureau of Mines, 

Twenty-one different organic chemicals or "gases" were prepared in the 

Soil-Fertility Investigations Laboratory, some of which were particularly 

timely. Shortly after the American Expeditionary Force reached France, 

a cable message came urging immedinte study, for defensive purposes, of 

the gas diphenylchloroarsine, a rare substance which the Germans had 

succeeded in making in rather large quantities by a method which pro- 

duced the compound as a erystaline substance instead of in the liquid 

form in which it was known to scientists. Rut 48 hours before the cable 
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was received from the irmy o*ficer in Fronce, the Soii-Fertility In- 

vestigations Leboratary had worked out a new synthesis for this gas, and 

the newly devised method was turned over immediately to chemists at the 

American University for production and study of the gus, 

Equipment Lent to War-Research Organizations 

The laboratory of Soil-Fertility Investigations, also was used by 

the American University Experiment Station in the early days of the war, 

and some of its equipment , especially the large-scale apparatus, was later 

lent to the station and to other war-research organizations, 

Laboratory facilities, scientific assistance, and advice were given 

by the Bureau of Plant Industry to the National Council of Research in 

work for the Ordnance and other divisions in the production of an acetone 

substance for butyl alcohol, the use of benzolated alcohol in picric-acid 

manufacture, the use of trinitro-kenzine as a substitute for picric acid, 

and on the purity of acetone and its suitability for certain purposes, 

The chemicel known as mannite was found to be highly necessary in 

the medical work of the Army. Before the war, it had been prepared almost 

exclusively in Germany and hed practicaily disappeared from the American 

market prior to April, 1917. The Soil-Fertility Laboratory undertook a 

series of investigations and succeeded in preparing several hundred pounds 

of this highly essential orgenic chemical. 

Metol ig another organic chemicnl compound which had formerly bteen 

prepared only in Germany, It was very urgently needed in the photographic 

work of the war. The study of its manufacture was undertaken by the Bureau 

of Plant Industry. A satisfactory method was devised and made available 

for public use through the issue of a public-service patent, 
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The force at the-Arlingtouw farm rendsredé assistinece in the operation 

of a nitrate-fixation plant operated by the War Department, Other im- 

portant work relating to nitrogen wes done by the Ccil-Fertility Laboratory 

at the United States Ammonium Nitrete plant at Perryville, Md, This con- 

sisted of chemical greenhouse work on nitrogea-containing by-products of 

the plant, Advice was given, also, regarding the disposition of a large 

supply of amronium nitrate in ths possession of the War Department when the 

armistice was signed. 

Another service in connect..on with nitrates consisted in recommenda~ 

tions made by the Soil-Fertility Laboratory for the partial replacement of 

ammonium sulphate by sodium ritrate in sugar-sane culture in Martinique 

and other French possessions, These recommendations were mde in connection 

with the ammonia conservation. campaign of the Food Administration, were 

agreed to by the French High Commission, and approved by the War Trade 

Board, 

Incvease F-roduction of Long-Staple Cotton 

Qne of the very acute. war needs was for a larger production of extra- 

staple cotton in ivizona and California, Theee cottons were necessary for 

the manufacture of aitomobile tires, aeroplane wings, balloon fabrics, and 

other fabrics requiring the grestest possible sw >rength and durability of 

fibs:, The cupply. was not only short, but its sontinuance in any quantity 

appeared doubiful, The» production in Eeypt had been short for several years 

before the war, and thy importations from that ccuntry appeared likely +0 

be shut off at any time by the German submarines, The American Sea Island 

cotton was in danger of being almost entirely destroyed by the boll weevil. 

This would have left ‘the new Egyptian cotton industry of the Southwestern 
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States as the only source of fiber of the required type, In order to avert 

this danger as far as possible, the office of Crop Acclimatizeticon made in- 

vestigations and began an active effort to apply in that region the results 

of the department's previous investigations in the growing of long-staple 

cotton, The production in the Sait River Valley, Ariz., was doubled in 1918, 

and consideratle plantings were made in other irrigated sections in Arizona 

and California, Wost of the vlanters did not know either the general cul- 

tural requirements for cotton or the special requirements under these new 

conditions, Except for this supervision, generally unsatisfactory results 

undoubtedly would have occurred, ° Se faats 

i -7 | and the development of tne new industry would have been 

checked, with resultant danger to the military and industrial programs, 

Labor shortage gave rise to a series of experiments which have shown 

that present practices in cotton culture can be modified to save labor. Pre- 

vious experiments had shown that the branching habit of the plants can be 

controlled in such a way as to secure earlier and larger crops and to make 

picking easier, New experiments were fee in cultural methods requiring 

less labor for thinning, Methods were devised for treating the seed to 

secure regular germination, so that seed could be planted in hills or in 

check rows with a modified corn planter. Important tests were made, also, 

in planting cotton with a nurse crop, 

Very effective cooperation was given the Gas Defense Service in the 

development of gas masks. Incidentally, the expeditions that the bureau had 

previously sent to tropical America to study cotton and corn for acclima- 

tization had gathered mich information regarding economic palms, The 

coconut palm was regarded es the most effective gas mask, But the need 
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was very pressing, and the scarcity of shipping rade it imporsitle to get 

the necessary supplies from remote parts of the world,. The first-hand 

knowledge possessed by the Bureau of Plant Industry as to the natural dis- 

tribution and abundance of wild relatives of the coconut palm in Central 

America made it possible to open up new sources of supply, 

Substitute for Raffia in “aking Camouflage 

Soon after the American Expeditionary Force resched France, the Bureau 

of Plant Industry received an urgent request for material to be used as a 

substitute for raffia in making camouflage, The requirements were met with 

saw-palmetto leaves and Florida moss, turned over to the Camouflage Corps, 

The bureau of Plant Industry was constantly engaged in the solution of 

problems looking to the increase of the production of vegetable oils and 

fats and the better utilization of them, These measures were necessary to 

meet the constantly increasing demands for materials of this kind for war 

purposes, The data gathered concernirg the sources, uses, and technical 

processes in the manufacture of these products were made available to the 

various war agencies of the Government, 

As the Anericar aircraft problem developed, it became apparent that 

castor oil was the only suitable lubricant and that the supply was wholly 

insufficient to meet the demand. Several million gallons of oil were re- 

quired, and the availatle supply in the United States was only about 

700,000 gallone, 

Castor-Bean Production Increased 

In an effort to meet the situation the Bureau of Aircraft Production 

contracted for the planting of 100,000 acres of castor beans in the southern 

part of the United States. The castor-bean production had been practically 
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abandoned many years before, and American farmers of this generation had 

had practically no experience with the crop. In order to overcome that 

difficulty as far as possible, the Secretary of War asked the Department 

of Agriculture to collaborate. 

During the crop season of 1918, therefore, the office of Drug, 

Poisonous, and Oil Plant Investigations of the Bureau of Plant Industry 

worked with the Army officers detailed to supervise the production of the 

castor-bean crop, A number of employees were constantly in the field super- 

vising the planting, cultivation, and harvesting the crop and in securing 

and operating machinery necessary to thresh it. The technology of manu- 

facturing castor oil was worked out for the Bureau of Aircraft Production, 

leading to the adoption of a process which the trade had eccnsidered im- 

possible but which resulted in a pronounced succese. A plant designed to 

utilize this method is now in successful operation, 

At one time during the war a scarcity of important drugs was threaten- 

ed, particularly of belladonna and digitalis, which had been obtained 

chiefly from Austria and Germany. The Bureau of Plant Industry rendered 

assistance in developing American sources of supply sufficient to clear up 

a situation of considerable gravity. At the same time, many persons who 

had exaggerated ideas concerning opportunities for large profits and were 

undertaking the culture of drug crops along impracticable lines, were 

given information by the department which saved them considerable money 

and effort. 

The office of Biophysical Investigations was of service to the 

National Research Council of the Signal Corps and other branches of tho 

Government engaged in military work. One of the important items was the 
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constructior, at the Bureeu of Standards, of a wind tunnel in which any 

desired wind velocity up to 100 miles an hour ceuld be obtained, It was 

extensiveiy used in aerodynamical investigations for the Signal Corps and 

later for the Bureau of Aircraft Production and the Bureau of Military 

Aeronautics, 

Eradication of Common Barberry 

One of the most important food-crop conservation measures of the war 

period was the campaign for the eradication of the common barberry, an 

ornamental shrub that has been very popular throughout the greater part 

of the country for many years, Investigations of the Department of Agri- 

culture proved conclusively that the common barberry is the "safe harbor" 

of black stem rust, a disease that attacks wheat, oats, rye, barley, and 

tlany grasses, frequentiy doing stupendous damage, particularly to wheat, 

In the great wheat-growing regions of the country black stem rust can not 

perpetuate itself without the aid of the common barberry or related plants, 

The spores pass from the barberry to the wheat in spring, If there are 

no barberry bushes, the rust spores die out, But investigations proved 

that wheat fields may be infected from barberry at a considerable distance 

and that the city barberry is just as much a source of danger as the one 

in close proximity; to wheat lands, 

In the spring of 1918, the Bureau of Plant Industry began a campaign 

for the eradication of the common barberry and other rust-susceptible 

species, The first essential was to tell the truth abovt the mtter in 

such a way that everybody concerned would realize the necessity for 

eradication, A widespread and thcrovugh publicity campzign was carried 

out. Then a State leader and an assistant State leader were placed in 
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each of the States where rust is perpetuated by the barterry. Usually, 

they were trained plant pathologists with knowledge of logs conditions. 

The educational campaign was effective. Not only did grain growers 

become active in the eradication, but nurserymen, who had rather a large 

monetary interest in the propagation and sale of common berberry and 

mahonia plants, cooperated as heartily as the farmers themselves. Thou- 

sands of nurserymen have signed pledges not to sell or grow the rust- 

susceptible svecies of barberry and mahonia. 

In connection with the systematic campaign for the eradication of 

barberry bushes, either by the owners themselves or by the State police 

officers, a survey was conducted during the summer and fall of 1918 as 

rapidly as the diminished number of qualified men would permit. The 

larger cities were first surveyed and the bushes located in parks and 

cemeteries and on private and institutional grounds. The campaign then 

progressed to the smaller cities and towns. The extent of this survey 

can be appreciated when one considers the miles of shrubbery in parks, 

cemeteries, and institutional grounds and the hundreds of miles of streets 

in the larger cities. The clean-up campaign has since been extended to 

villages, farmsteads, country lanes, and woodlands in which seedlings 

sown by birds are runnirg wild. 

Results Accomplished 

The eradication campaign covers the States of Illinois, Iowa, Indiatia, 

Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsink Minnesota, Yorth Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, 

Montana, Wyoming, and Colorado. The following figures show something of 

the results accomplished: 
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About 85,000 bushes were located during a partial survey 
in northern Iilinois. About 85 per cent of these have teen 

eradicated, 

About 95,000 bushes were located in Wisconsin outside of 
nurseries and exclusive of those growing wild. It is es- 

timated that 90 per cent have been dug. 

In Iowa the number of bushes located was approximately the 

same as in Wisconsin, and aktout 80 per cent have been eradi- 

cated, 

In Minnesota atout 5C,0C0O buskes were located outside of 

nurseries, and approximately 80 per cent have been removed. 

In South Dakota 25,900 bushes were located east of the 

Missouri River, and nearly all have been removed. 

Accurate figures as to the number of barberry bushes located and 

removed are not availatle for the other States. 

Aside from the results actually accomplished in eradiceting the 

bushes, the principal effect of the campaign has been the stirring up of 

public opinion against the common btarberry. The effectiveness of the 

educational campaign is shown by the fact that barberry-eradication bills 

were introduced in the legislatures of ajl the States in the eradication 

area except Ohio and Wyoming. These tilis have passed in Towa, South 

Dakota, and Montana. North Dakota already had a barberry-eradication 

law, In Colorado, the crop-pest law gave sufficient legal authority to 

require the eradication of the bushes, and the Commission of Public 

a Safety in Minnesota issued an order with the force of law requiring the 

destruction of the bushes. 

The Federal Horticultural Board of the Department of Agriculture 

held a barberry quarantine hearing early in 1919, and the Secretary of 

Agriculture has since proclaimed a quarantine prohibiting the shipping 

of rust-susceptible species of barberry and mahonia into the States 
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mamed from the other States of the Union and from forsign countries, In 

the States other than the i2 mentioned, biack stem rust is a less serious 

disease, and the eradication of the common barberry is not regarded as 

necessary. s) 

Smut Prevention Throven Seed Treatment 

Another cereal disease that was helping the Huns very materially is 

smut. The losses due tc sruts in the 1918 grain crons in the United States 

© @re estimated at 25,500,C00 bushels of wheet, 11€,0C0,000 bushels of oats, 

and 6,000,000 bushels of barley. 

In September, 1917, the office of Gereal Investigations of the Bureau 

of Plant Industry began a campe@ign to prevent destructive cereal smute 

through seed treatment. The country was divided into 8 districts, anc in 

cooperation with the State extension agencies a leader and a staf? of 

pathologists were assigned to each district, These men began their work 

during the fall and spring planting seasong in the portion of their 

districts where seeding is done earliest and continued until seeding wes ie] 

completed in the districts sowing latest. Tne work was conducted in 423 of 

the 48 States and has now ccvered four sowing seasons, the fell of 1917, 

Bprang and fal? of 1918, and the spring of 1919. 

The following table shows some of the results: 
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Comparative Valus of the Cmut-Control Campaign from Cctober 1, 
1917, to September 39, 1618, Showing Bushels of Grain 

Saved end the Increased Profit to Farmers, 

: As a result of the campaign, * Cost te ; Increased 

: ae oy ofarors of sipretauy bo 
2 : S treatange : farmers, 

> Increase in :; Grain saved, F esatelahials i 
Crop : treated : : 

> acreage. : ; : : 
 Quentaty es) Vedue : g 

Rishe OGime qe Bushee lign yy (s 5 : 
Wheat ; a : 5,000,000 :$10,000,000:$ 750,000 :$ 9.250, 000 

Oats : 25 : se ,000,000 ; 20,250,000: 555 , 000 OR 695), 000 

Barley : 25 Bt _ 1,000,000 eee OOGs 121 ,000 1,129,00 000 __ 
TOTAL j eeceerseee=~ a0 000,900 : $31,500,000; $1,426,000 : $30,074 TOoOm™ 
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The office of Corn Investigetions was instrumental in increasing the 

world's supplv for winnine the wer by presenting prover seed-corn methods, 

These facts were effectively presented through personal interviews, corre? 

and posters, Cooperative work with the ex- spondence, bulletins, leaflets 

. 
tension forces made it possible to bring this information speedily to the 

attention of farmers throughout the United States. 

At the outbreak of the war, the importance of maintaining as nearly as 

possible a normal production of suger was recognized, The world's production 

and consumption of sugar were nearly balanced, As the war was being waged in 

the sugar-beet areas in Belgium, France, Russia, and Italy, where large 

Brombere of mills were destroyed and the fields vere rendered unfit for beet 

culture, it was apparent that there would be e world shortage, The mainte- 

mance of sugar production became et once a serious war problem, 
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Beet-Sugar Production 

While considerable progress was mode in increasing the cane-sugar 

production in the Southern States, the most prcamising field for the 

solution of the sugar-production problem seemed to lie in the beet-sugar 

areas, This was due, in part, to the larger extent of the sugar-beet area 

as compared with the cane area and the consequent possible increased acre~ 

age of beets and, in part, to the possibility of increasing the sugar 

production per acre. The problem was attacked from the standpoint of a 

larger acreage, better cultural methods, control of pests, and an adequate 

supply of high-grade sugar-teet seed, 

The office of Sugar-Plant Investigations cooperated with the farmers 

in the sugar-beet areas, with the beet-sugar companies, and with all 

State and national agencies interested in food production. As a result of 

those canbined efforts, the largest acreage of beets ever planted in the 

United States was seeded in 1917. Unfortunately, unfavoratle weather and 

labor conditions prevailed in certain lccalities, and an abnormally high 

percentage of the fields were abandoned. However, the crop yielded 

approximately 750,000 tons of sugar, which tided over a pericd that other- 

wise would have bordered upon a sugar famine. The 1918 acreage devoted to 

teets was somewhat reduced, owing to the demands upon the farmers for 

such crops as wheat, potatoes, and beans, and the high prices of these 

commodities, On the whole, the grcovers responded generously to the call 

for sugar-beet acreage, with the result that an area in excess of the 

previous 5-year average was planted. Weather and labor conditions were 

more nearly normal than in 1917, and only a small percentage ef the acre- 

age was abandoned, A sugar crop nearly equal to that of 1917 was pro- 





duced, again greatly relieving the sugar stringency. All sugar produced 

Within the United States relieved to that extent shipping facilities badly 

needed for other purposes, 

When it tecame apparent that there would be an actual shortage in the 

world's production amounting to several miliion tons, the problem of con- 

serving sugar became a matte of serious consideration, To meet this sit- 

uation, attention was given to the production of various forms of sirups, 

Efforts were made, with gratifying results, to stimulate the production of 

cane sirup. Attention was given to increased viantings, to tetter methods 

of banking cane, to the control of cane vests, to improved cultural methods, 

and to improved methods of making cane sirup on the farm, 

Attention was called in 1917 to a serious cane disease in Porto Rico, 

which has since been found in this country. An emergency appropriation was 

made by Congress for its study and control, An experienced man was sent to 

Porto Rico to cooperate with the local agencies in the control of the pest, 

Extension of the Sorghum siry.i Industry 

An appropriation was made in 1917 for the study and extension of the 

Sorghum-sirup industry. Prior to the war, the estimated sorehum-sirup pro- 

duction was about 13,000,000 gallons a year. The estimated production was 

more than 30,000,000 gallons in 1917 and nearly as much in 1°18, 

The production of maple sugar end sirup was greatly increased over the 

prewar figures. In cooperation with the Fureau of Chemistry, a palatable 

Sirup was made from sugar beets, Thousands of families supplied themselves 

in part with sweets from one or more of these sources, thereby conserving 

large quantities of sugar, 

The field men of the office of Dry-Land Agriculture located at 24 
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)field stations in the Great Plains were conducting investigcetions in 

methods of crop production under éry-lard conditions where cererl produc- 

“tion is the chief agricultural industrv. They were therefore in a position 

#0 assist in many ways in increasing crop production, 

in response to a requeet received throuyh the French Hich Commission 

to tne United States, the heads of the offices of Alkali end Drought Resist- 

ant Plant Investigations, Dry-Land Agriculture Investigations, and Western 

Irrigation Agricuiture visited Algeria du.iag September and October, 1917, 

to ascertain conditions as to food-crop production in that colony and in whet 

manner the United States could cooperate toward increasing or stabilizing 

procuction, 

Much work was done in assembline deta on the botanical resources of 

Africa and in preparing a map of that continent showing the principal zones 

of natural vesetation as indicating the crop capabilities of the different 

sections, 

The Bureau of Plant Industry, through the office of Horticultural and 

Pomological Investigations, did much to stimulate the development of home 

vegetable gardening during the period of war, Special bulletins were issued 

for the North and for the South on city gardens, A special series of 

articles for use in marazines and papers wae distributed through the Office 

of Information, A special agent was employed jointly with the States fe- 

lations Service for handling vegetable-cardening information through State 

leaders and county azents, Cpecial advice was furnished county egents and 

leadere of States in which large quantities of vegetcbles suitable for stor- 

age were produced. Suggestions repardine the cooperative hendling of the 
\ 

products of community gardens throuen mill comers anc others were carried out, 
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Special attention was siven to tho utilization of vegetable forcing 

plants, to minimize fuel consumption, anda to produce maximum crops, Advice 

regarding the use of fuel by greenhouse operators Bor both vegetables and 

flowers was furnished the Fuel Administretion, and advice concerning crop 

rotations was given to vegetable groavers, 

Supervise Agricultural “Jork at Cantonments 

Around practically all the Army cantonments there were considerable areas 

mot used for military purposes, but which could be used for the production 

of focd and feed, After conference with tne guartermaster's Office, a member 

of the staff of the office of Horticultural and Pomological Investigations 

was assigned to this work under commission and, until the close cf hostili- 

ties, supervised agricultural work at the cantonments, In this way, several 

thousands of acres of land were profitably cultivated. The same agencies elso 

cooperated in the development of cold-storage facilities at the camps. 

The landscape gardener of the Fureau of Plant Industry assisted the 

Army and Nevy in laying out gsrounds used for recreation at camps, hospitals, 

and other places, 

In connection with reconstruction work for soldiers at the various hos- 

pitals, many suggestions were furnisned by the War Department as to agricul- 

tural occupation, 

Previous to the outbreak of the war, some ettention had been given to 

the drying of vegetables, including potatoes, and this work was undertaken 

on a larger scale in this country for the benefit of the English and French 

Armies soon after the beginning of the war in Europe, Anticipating the 

Shortage of food crops, investigations were made to determine the canpara- 

tive value of the simpler types of drying apparatus for handling fruit and 
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vegetable products. Demonstrations were carried on in several counties in 

New York State where potatoes were available in abundances anc where fruit- 

drying houses were located, Py slighily modifying the construction of these 

houses and employing mechanical peeling and slicing devices, it was possible 

to produce a dried potato which, when ground in the ordinary feed mills 

availatle to the country districts, turned out a potato meal that gave very 

Satisfactory results in the manufacture of yeast breads, 

Salvaging of Fruit and Vegetable Crovs 

Instruction was given in the salvaging of fruit and vegetable crops 

which could ee be satisfactorily merketed because of the lack of transporta- 

tion facilities, In regions where there were large crops of perishable fruits 

which could ke dried either by means of the sun or special equipment detailed 

demonstrations were made, 

In addition to participation in the general war activities of the de- 

Partment, the Chief of the Bureau was designated a member of a commission of 

four to determine the values of property taken by Presidential proclamation 

in Harford and Baltimore counties, Md,, for the establishment of the Aberdeen 

Proving Ground and Edgewood Arsenal, ‘The tract involved comprised somewhat 

‘more than 40,000 acres of land fronting on Chesapeake Pay and its tributary 
| 

Tivers, including the homes of some 3,000 people, numerous highly improved 

farms , canning factories, schools, and churches, as well es several of the 

deading duck-shooting grounds of the Middle Atlantic coast and a large area 

of forest land. The urgency of the munition situation overseas required 

the utmost expedition in the cleering of the tract of its inhabitants, which 

was practically accomplished between October 25 and December 31, 1917, under 

conditions involving a minimum of financial loss and physical hardship to 
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them. 

In August, September, and October, 1918, the Chief of the bureau, 

as a member of an Agricultural Commission designated by the Secretary 

of Bociecl ture, investigated agricultural conditions in Great Britain 

and France to secure information needed in shaping the crop-production 

program for 1919, The results attained were briefly summarized in the 

report of the Agricultural Commission to Burope, published by the de- 

partment on Jamuary 17, 1919. 

For the last two years the Associate Chief of the Bureau of Plant 

Industry has served as Secretary of the Agricultural Committee of the 

National Research Council, which committee also served as Agricultural 

Advisory Committee to the Council of National Defense. 
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Chemistry is one of the most important sciences, if indeed it does 

not, stand absolutely first in this r i@) gq OG Ly rd, in the conduct of modern war- 

fare. Naturally, therefore, the Bureau of Chemistry of the United States 

Department of Agriculture, heving a large staff of trained chemists and 

being equippec to render service along many lines, was calied upon to 

perform a great deal of war work immediately after the beginning of hos- 

These lines of work took about six main forms, - conserving essential 

ateriels, preparing specifications for materials of war, testing supplies 

for the Army and Navy, making technical investigation of war problems, 

anda service in consultation and on comaittiees. 

From the outset, very many, both of old agencies and new ones created 

for the performance of specific war tasks, called on the Bureau of Chemis- 

try for assistance. The Food Administration asked for aid in creating its 

Organization, in gathering data regarding food supplies, and in technical 

advice regarding manufacturing processes and possible sudstitutes for 

foods. A large number of men were detailed from tne Bureau of Chemistry 

to the Food Administration for important tasks. Among them were experts 

in baking and the use of flour substitutes, in the conservation of fats 

and oils and in variovs other lines of food conservation. The Bureau of 

Chemistry organized the bakery inspection service of the Food Administra- 

tion and, through the use of its own ana State cooperative organizations, 
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made it possible to enforce the regulations regarding the conservation of 

flour months before this result would have been possitle in eny other way. 

Departmont Chemists Prompt to Aid 

Many of the War boards and other egercies called on the Fureau of 

Chenistry for specialists end for technical advice, and detailed members of 

their om staffs to the Bureau to receive instruction in technical methods. 

Among the organizations with which one - more of these forms of eooperation 

wes maintained are the far Trade Board, the Railroad Administration, the 

Rursau of Aircraft Production, the Council of National Defense, the Quarter- 

mester Corrs of the Army, the Ordnance Fureau, the Camouflage Section of 

the Engineer Corps, the chemical Warfare Service, the Sanitary Corps of the 

frmy, and the Gas Yerfare Service, 

Chemical apparetus, pharmacological apparatus, chemicals and scientific 

materials, which could not have been obtained through regular channels without 

months of delay, were furnished to the various war agencies, and laboratory 

space and facilities were plecec at their disposal. 

One of the most important lines of war work and one in which the numerous 

agencies of the Government cooperated, was the conservation of essential 

materials. In the various kinds of work done along thie line by the Depart- 

ment of Acriculture, none was of greater or of more far reaching im»ortance 

than those carried on by the Pureau of chemistry. 

Before the outbreak of the war, the Bureau of Chemistry. had given muck 

attention to conserving tin plate, The problem became acute at the be- 

ginring of the war, since the impending scarcity of containers wold have 

interfered seriously with the preservetion of the various perishatle food 

products of this country. The Secretaries of Agriculture and Commerce, in 
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cooperation with a committee representing the manufacturers of tin vlate, 

menufacturers of cans, packers of perishable and nonperishable feeds and 

otner interested parties, took up questions of policy in this matter and 

made recommendations to the industries, curtailing the pack of certain non- 

perishatle commodities, The Chief of the Burenu of Chemistry was. desig- 

nated as thes representative of the Department of Agriculture on this com- 

mittee. The tin plate committee was able to effect a great conservation of 

tin plate for uses in preserving more perishable products and preventing, as 

far as possible, congestion of the transportation facilities and related 

difficulties which would have followed if unrestricted canning of all sorts 

had continued, As soon ae the Food Administration and the Friorities Foard 

were created, the work which nad been previously done by the tin plate cm-~ 

mittee was handled with ample authority in law by thes? tvo organizations. 

On the recommendation of the Chief of the Bureau of Chemistry, an 

Interdepartmental Ammonia Committee was appointed to arrange for the con- 

trol of the production and distribution of smmonis in this country. de 

was appointed a mamber of the committee, The licensing and execution of 

thie control was carried on by the Food Administration, It wae a matter of 

much importance, since an equitable distribution of ammonia wes necessary 

if both the refrigeration anc explosive requirements of the ccuntry were 

to be met. Methods were suggested to certain industries as to possible 

means of comserving ammonia, 

Qn the recommendation of the Bureau of Chemistry, steps were taken 

to control the distribution of arsenic and related campounds, A committee 
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was appointed for this purpose, This action led to tie licensing of the 

arsenic industry by the Foud Adssinistration. The ccoatrol of these products 

was necessary so that neither the loss of focds by the lack of insecticides 

and fungicides nor the crippling of the program for gas warfare service 

should occur for the lack of arsenic, Analysis was made of a large number 

Or insecticides for use for different military purposes, 

An investigation was conducted by the Food Control Laboratory to de- 

velop practical methods for the cenversion of aicohol into acetic acid. At 

one time, the control by the War Department of the acetic acid supply threat- 

ened to make it impossible for Paris green to be manufactured. The Bureau 

of Chemistry assisted in introducing the use of distilled vinegar for the 

manufacture of Paris green instesd of acetic acid, thus insuring a sufficient 

supply of this essential insecticide, 

The Focd Control Laboratory furnished infermation to the National Re- 

search Council relative to certain fermentation processes, especially the 

preduction of acetone by fermentation, 

At the request of the Surge Cenerai's office and the War Industries 

Board, a careful study was undertaken by the Phyto-Chemical Laboratory of 

the plants in the United States available for the preparation of caffeine 

on a commercial basis. 

Considerable work was done by the Food Control Laboratory in coopera- 

tion with the Food Administration in regarc to garbage disposal anc utiliza- 

tion. 
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Many New Food Processes Presented 

Information was furnished the Food Administration relative to the 

brewing of beer in order to assist in the program of conserving greins, 

information was furnished the United States Shipping Eoard relative 

to the domestic production and emsumotion of fusel oil, 

fn investigation wes made at the request of the Quartermaster Corps 

of the Army of the effect of calcium mono-phcsphats in an 

peete baking powder to ascertain the practicel leavening results of the 

presence of lime phosphate when mixed in amounts from 1 to 10 per cent 

A research was conducted for a cellulose acetate solvent for use in 

airnianes, 

& study was made of the dstermination of sane of the forms o: nitrogen 

in explosives and ar exact mothod vas developed for the determination of 

nitrogen in organic combinations. 

During the war period, the Carbohydrate Laboratory was active in the 

investigation of a number of new sources of supply of sweet sirups to re- 

lieve the suger shortage caused by the war shipping situation. A very 

'G m he yy ct oO) o 4 (4) ia) ts fa ies) Hy) ct v 90) bet ia) 
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3 ms sirup was prevared fran raisins. Fairly satis- 

factory sirups were prepared fran the juices expressed from green ccrn 

stalks and by the acid hydrolysis of sweet wotato starch. A number of 

other sources were investigated, including sotol desert plart netive to 

the arid regions of the southwest. 

Investigeticons were conducted looking toward the stimul 

uss of fresh fish in inland cities in erder to coserve meat and other 

‘nitrogenous food products. Improved methods fcr snipping fish were de~- 

veloped. In the State of California, consider: ble work was done toward 
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introducing improved methods in preserving the fish native te the Pacific 

Coast. As a Henuds of this work, this fish industry has becaie established. 

on the Facific Coast. The use of fish has been stimulated and better 

methods for packing, shipping and handling it have been introduced ~o the 

trade. 

An extensive educational campaign was conducted to introguce into more 

fenerai use the improved methods develoned by the Food kesearch Laboravory 

of tne Eureau of Chemistry for the handling, packing anc shipping of poultry 

and eges, As a result, the loss of much poultry and large quantities of 

y eggs was prevente2. Through cooperation with the Food Administration, State 

and City Food and Drug Inspectors, and the regulatory force of the Pureau of 

Chenistry, a campaign to brine about the more general ceadling of eggs aear 

pots of production was inaugurated and carried on curing the period of une 

war, This work not only preventec a loss of large quantities of eggs, but 

conserved shipping facilities, 

The 22) eculations issued by the Food Administration regarding flour sub- 

Blitutes were basec lergely upon informeticn furnished by the Bureau of 

Chemistry, Experts had tesn working -on flour substitutes for a number of 

yezrs before the United States entered the war and were in a position to 

furnish the Foce Administration with specific formulas as to the prmortions 

in Which various sucstitutes coule be used in baking One of Ghem taugny 

the Army cooks how to bake with various substitutes. Canplete informeticn I 

01 the subject was furaishec conn D BS a fi. a) jet c fay bakeries throughout the country. 

The work on flour substitutes was made known to the public generally 
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Fh through the popular publications of the Depertment of Agriculture; through 

lectures and demonstrations; through county agents of the States Reletions 

service, a large number of whan visited ths bureau in regard to this work; 

and through conferences with the members of the Food Administration, The 

work hed an important bearing on the saving of wheat that resulted from the 

measures adopted by the Focd Administration, 

a great shortage of sugar necessitated a study cf other sweetening 

agents to replace sugar in the manufacture cf soft drinks, Cver 100,000 

tons of sugar is used annually in the preparation of soft drinks, It was 

demonstrated by experiments in the Bureau of Chemistry that probably 50,000 

tos of this sugar could be saved by utilizing other sweetening egente. 

After laboratory experiments hed dem mstrated that this saving could be 

effected, the informatio wes furnished to the trade through articles pub- 

Jished in trade journale, through lectures, and through the distribution of Y 

about 30,000 leaflets to bottlers and others interested, A great m Y ny 

commendations have been received from soft drink menufacturers regarding 

results which were accomplished, s.are asserting that the timeliness of the 

information issued by the bureav saved the soft drink industry, represented 

by 11,000 bottlers anc a capita: of $250,000,000, fram great loss if not 

Serious disaster, 

Beonomies in Tats and Oils 
Investigations were made looking to the conservation of fats and oils 

4 
Which are not only a necessary pert of tne food supply but occupy an im- 

oy 

portant place in the manufacture of munitions, in the lubrication of air- 

craft engines, and in paints, vernishes and water-proofing campounds, ne 

of the first resources to feel tho effect of war was the stock of fats 
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and oils. This was due to the imperative need for an emormous amount of 

nitro-glycorin, one of the component parts of which is sylcerine obtained 

as a by~produ cat fran the manufacture of soap from certain oils and fats. 

When it is considered that but one part of glycerine to every nine parts 

of fatty acids or soap is produced from the oils and fats, it is not sur- 

prising that the price of glycerine in England soared fram $250 to $1,250 

a ton within a very chort time after the beginning of the wer, 

Economies in the way of oils were recommended, Vegetable oils were 
; ' 

used in ever increasing amounts to supplement the animal fats and oils, 

Some, like cottonseed oil, make a satisfactory substitute for part, at least, 

of the animal fats and such products as lard oil. Some of the less well- 

known vegetable oils, like peanut and corn, grew rapidly in public favor as 

substitutes for olive oil, Small butchers and farmers were urged to trim 

the animals they slaughtered closely to obtain all the fat possible for 

rendering as lard or tallow, he nougewives were urged to be as economical 

as possible in the use of animal fats, The question of recovering fatty 

matter from garbage ani trade waste was investigated, The use of hydro- 

genated cottonseed oil ue a substitute for palm oil was studied. 

hs a result of a lerge number of fires occurring in the cotton gins 

of the southwest, an investigation was carried on to determine the cause or 

causes of these fires, and, if possible, to develop means of prevention, 

During the season, 471 gins wore visited. It was found that 287 of thecs 

‘gins had, during the season, « total of 607 fires. Among the gins visited 

there were only 184 that hed not had fires, During the course of the in- 

vestigation, as much information as possible was obtained fran all the gins 

regarding the fires and the gentrel cmditics under which they had occurred, 





Matches ace populerly supposed to be the chief cause of these fires. 

However, as @ result of two separate tests when over 500 inatches were fed 

dnto cotton going into gins, no fires were cbtained in this section of the 

Begin, and only four small fires were obteined in the huller press, This 

ingicates that matches are not rosponsible for the Large number of fires 

Becrecited to them. As a result of the investigation, it was determined thet 

stetic electricity is probably the primary cause of these fires. 

Millions Saved in Grain and Cotton Fires 

Experiments were made to see if cotton toula be ignited ky static 

electricity and it was found that it would be readily ignited by a spark 

mol over a quarter of an inch in length, During the season, over 25 gins 

in different sectione of the country had been grounded to remove, if possible, 

the static electricity generated in the normal process of ginning, ‘Those 

which have reported shew corclusivaly that the grounding has greatiy de- 

creased the number of fires occurring in the gins, I+ is, believed that 

further investigations cre necessary to sdve this problem cmclusively, 

A cempuign to prevent explosions of errain-dust originated stig, IMS Aueyey silehelyeyi7— 

ng a disastrous exolosion and fire in the Dow Storage Elevator, Prooklyn, 

New York, in whic: a large quentity of grain was destroyed and considerable 

damage done to property. Stepe were taken to secure a campetent organize- 

tion of well trained men in order to carry on this work. In order t2 tor- 

Oughiy acqueint the grain trace throuchout the country with tie results of 

the investigation which hed shovn the cause of the explosiocn:, meetings 

‘were held in the principal grain certers throughout the country. Ey means 

of lantern slides, motion pictures end miniature dust explosions, the re~ 
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results wers brousht to the attention of millers and grain men. Steps 

were taken to secure the assistance and cooperation of the workmen. Plans 

were made for the field men to visit the mills and clevators throughout the 

counery and present personally the work that the department is doing and 

%O impress upon the men the necessisy for exercising precautions to prevent 

these explosions and fires. 

LoS) results can be briefly summarized as follows: 

Bay are The work has been well receivec by the milling and grain trace 
and the devartuent has had ective cooperation in the conduct of the cap 

ae The camoeign has resulted in ene ce era a of precautionary ueasures 
aad the removal of dengerous conditions that would lead to explosion and fire. 

Bie Active and hearty coopsratioa has been manifested by the workmen 

un theiy efiert to assist th 

thereby winning the war. 

Governmeivt in conserving the food supply and .)) 

a. No explosions of large proportions have occurred during the conduct 

of the campaign for a period of over 15 months, while during Buiter veriods 

since the origin of the work ir 1913 from one to six disastrous exniosions 

have occurrec in grain milis and elevators. 

5. The campaign has resulted in a reduction of the losses duo to 

fire and exvlosion and 2 grain journal recortly starved oe in 1918 there 

were 33 ver cent fewor elevators destroyed by fire ard about 44 per cert 

fewer damaged. 

gi will have visited every mill 
in the country of 100 barrels and over capacity and every elevator of 
50,000 bushels or over capacity. As a result, dangerous conditions are 7re- 

Moved and efforis ede on the part of the companies to adopt the department 

recomendations. . 

o. The field men curing the canpeigs 

Ths Since the conserving of food and the furnishing of food te the 

Allies by America has been recognizec as being responsible to a very larg 

degree in winning the war, it is *elt that this campaign was one of the nos 

active egencies in making it possible for the protection of grain in Sie 

and elevators and the prevention of its destruction by fire acd explosion. 
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Grain Dust Explosions Checked 

A special educational campaign was conducted to acquaint threshermen 

and farmers in the grain growing sections of the country with the methods 

that had been developed by the department for the prevention of explosions 

and fircs. About 30 specially equipped demonstrational anc experimental 

machincs were provided by the thresher companies and located in five grain 

prowing sections during the threshing season. 

In addition to the special demonstrational equipment, a popular cir- 

cular, poster and correspondence card were prepared. This literature was 

given wide distribution through the States Relations Service and thresher 

agencies in order to bring to the attention of the threshermen the necessity 

for exercising precautions against fire and explosions. 

Previous to the beginning of the’ season, a large number of meetings 

were held in the Pacific Northwest. The work was presented by means of 

lanvera slides, motion pictures and dust explosion demonstrations. As a 

result of this special odvcational work, a large nuwaber of threshermen and 

farmers adopted precautions to reduce losses. The results of the thresher 

Campaign may be summarizod as follows: 

1. Greater preceutions were adopted during the 1918 season by the 
threshermen and farmers throughout the country to prevent these fires end 
explosions than in any previous season. 

2, As a result of the campaign by the department the losses due to 

explosions and fires wero greatly reduced and damage to large quantities cf 

grain accordingly prevented. 

3, While it is impossible to estimato the amount of grain saved in 

bushels, it is felt that in conjunction with the work done by the Food Ad- 

ministration, a large quantity of grain was saved which would otherwise 

have been destroved hy fire, or lost from other causes, 
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4, The moasuros dcevelovedc dy the department for the prevention of ox 

plosions and fires led to the possibility of improving the quality of grain 

Guring threshing and also the development of methods for the coliection and 

disposal of smut svores, thereby diminishing the possibility of soil infesta- 

LOY. 

Bonefits Peace Tines 
The dehydration of fruits and vegetables is an important industry in 

wer time and promises to becoms conucreially important in times of peace. 

Berore the United Stetes ensered the war, the Allies were in the market for 

darge quantities of dried food products and considereble study was wade by 

a 
the Bureau of Chenistry of orocesses for drying. The problems involved in 

= the process of drying are principally those of securing scientific control of 

tempereture, huwidity and air currents. When the United States centered the 

wer, the crest possible saving in shipping space and facilities by ths use of 

dried vegetables was pointed out to the War and Nevy Departments. Because of 

an unfortunate exverience which tho Navy Department had several years before 

7 t 
wish inoroperly dried fooe vrocucts, both departments were roluctant to use 

a v . > 2 

them. However, the acuteness of thegshipping eictvatioa and evidence fur- 

nished by this bureau showing that food, when proceriy dried and packed, was 

AL 
‘ 

both pelateble and nutritious, later led the Army to buy large quantities of 

An appropriation of $250,000 was mace by Congress in the Agricultural 

Hh (@} he ct appropriation act the fisecl year 1913 which became available in Octcte-, 

1918, for investigations looking to the establishmont of a commercial dryin 

industry in the United Stetes, as well as to make available sufficient dr 

= 
foods ior the Army. An officer was detciled from the Sanitary Corps or the 

Aray tc cooperate with ths Dureau of Chemistry in directing this work 
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Pcie utureasee soles and issolies were tested. This work took the full 
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7 ats Dah a. ee aes) rar = may eat = the asalvsts of the Lecther and Paper Labora 

and many cf thom wore 

Gessarv to prepare new formulas. About sixty were devised and testsc ane 

from these a number thet proved satisfactory heve been adontee and used by 

tke War Department for the weterproofing of shoe leather. The bureau also 

ey . 

) recomuended presarations which were suiteble both for shoe cubbin 

| 
Meoayorouts bo hs usec tos trench Poot. 
1 

Tse Ordnance Department requssted assistance in finding leather which 
aiw fan) 

mOULG stand the hish temperatures lixely*to occur in + 

/ 

Bret Goriperatures, vestigation showed tuat chrome tannod leather or a 

hich chrouiwsa contert and of low moisture content would be satisfactory. The 

lepartuent, as @ result of the rspert of this work, secured leatuer 
‘ 

Ghat wes satisfactory ior that purpose. 

Tnvestigetions were made for the Quertermestcr Corps and the Ordnance 

Depertent on harness cressinugs anc in finding substitutes for ueet's root 

+5 on the eriecy of oils, greases oil for this purvose. 

and waxes, and vericus experiments ou upper, scle and harness lecthers were 

Bete on, In addition to the value of this information for war purposes, 





it will be of great use both to tanners and users of leather. Investigation 

was made of the effect of offensive gases on upper leather. 

The chemist in charge of the Leather and Papor Laboratory assisted the 

War @epertment in investications on the waterproofing and mildew yroofing of 

fabrics. ar Departmeit contracts for such fabrics were let on the basis of 

the results of this investigation. The waterproofing and mildewproorfing 

formulas recommended by the bureau worked out on a commercial scale with 

highly gratifying results. At the request of the Conservation and neclama- 

tion Division of the Quartermaster Corps, a member of the Leather and Paper 

Laboratory force visited several Quartermaster Lepots of the Army to study 

waterproofing treatments and report methods which were being used. As a 

result, the methods of waterproofing were materially improved and cheapenad. 

Weterproofing for Tents and Paper 

Investigation was made cf adhesives for tent patching and, as a rosuit, 

several preparations which had been found to be of exceptional merit were 

adopted and used by the Conservation and Reclamation Division in patching and 

repairing tents. 

An investigation was made for the Ordnance Department at the New York 

and Philadelphia depots, of watcrproofing baling papers for overseas ship- 

ments. Goods were actually baled and the bales submitted, both dry and wot 

to sevore handling. On the besis of the behavior of the waterproof paper and 

on laboratory tests, svecifications for baling paper for overseas shipment 

were adopted by the War Department. The matter of baling anc the use of 

waterproof papers for the purpose is one of creat importance. It has been 

claimed by the War Department thet baling of goods for the Army has saved at 

least half of the shippins space previously required, and that this saving 
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has been equivalent to $50,090,000 to the Government. Undoubtedly, bales 

will prove more economical than boxes for commercial goods. ianufacturers 
. 

of baling paper are taking up the matter of furnishing materials for baling 

commercial packages in the future. Reccmmendations were imade for a paper to 

be used in wrapping tools and metal parts to prevent rusting in overseas 

shipments. 

| 
Investigations were made on the manufacture of fiber containers as a 

substitute for steel for powder and other propellant charges. Large numbers 

of fiber containers for powder were nurchased by the Ordnance Department. 

Careful investigation, however, develoved thai these would not be satisfactory 

for the purpose, since an increase of a fraction cf the percentage in the 

Moisture content of the powder would entirely change the trajectory of the 

shell and cause i+ to fall short, thus perhaps exposing American seldiere to 

the fire of their own artillery. Recommendations were prepared for several 

types of containers for the Mvy Department. 

The Chemical Warfare Sorvice sought te aid of the Bureau of Chemistry 

insecuring suitable canister fillers that were sufficicntly porous for use 

gas masks. A high grade blotting paper was furnished which was more satic- 

factory than anything that had been used and from which a satisfactory filling 

iwaterial for the absorptioh of gases was secured. 

An investigation was made for the Cainouflage Section of the Engineer 

Corps of methods for fireproofing fabrics and vegetable matter used in 

camouflage work. Camoufiage material is particularly liable to catch fire and 

thus reveal the location of supplies and forces on the battle field. 
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Gives Standards for War Furchases 

Because of its long experience in testing various maserials for the 

Government departments, as weli as foods, drugs Lee chemicals in its own 

work, the Bureau of Chemistry was in position at the outbreak of the war to 

aid the purchasing agencies of tho War and Navy Departments in preparing 

specifications for many of the materials which it was necessary for them to 

purchase. The preparation of specifications that will cnable the Gevernment 

to secure the kinds of materials needed ici: every purpose is a work of vital 

importance, especially when the Government has to buy immense quantities 

from different sources and from people who have vague ideas of the purposes 

for which the materials are to be used. Without adequate specifications, the 

Government would have been suoplied with immense quantities of goods which 

would not answer the purpose, causing much loss in time, materials and trans- 

portation facilities. Assistance was rendered thé Quartermaster Corps in 

preparine specifications for food products, sinc® the bureau had accumulated 

in connection with its work in the enforcement of the Food and Drugs Acts 

much data in reference to definitions and standards for focds, 

In addition to preparing specifications for supplies, the Burcau of 

Chemistry was called upon to analyze and test many articles of supplies fur- 

rished to the Army and Navy. The Quartermaster Corps of the Army, in the 

beginning, desired to organize its own testing laboratories but after a short 

+ime abandoned this olan and called upon the Bureau of Chemistry, to test 

such foods as required chemical analysis. All the field laboratories of 

the bureau located in the trade centers throughout the United States, as 

well as the laboratories in Washington, were made available Yor this purpose. 





nd a large staff of experienced food and drug analysts, but by yoars of 

experience had dcveloped the most erficient and cconomic methods of anal 
of 

for all ordinary food products. As it was necessery to continue a% tho 
‘ 

4 sane tame the analytical work involved in the enforcement of the Food and 

BDrugs Act, the Quartcrmastor Corps detailee a number of chemists to the labor- 

watorics where most needed to assist in the testing of foods. This work was 

‘given precedence over all other testing work, and reports were macc as Droapt- 

ply as practicable. 

A large number of other articles were tested. The liisccllancous Labor- 

Matory mado tests of insccticides for the various branches of siilitery Service. 

| ot {4 ck ri) Lt a PAnalyses wore made of a large number of soft drinks for use in military 

a 
Heamps. Tests were made of harness leathers for the War Department, greases 

“and tanning materials for the Quartcrmastcr Corps, the castor oi] and beans 

Binported into this country for the Burceu of Aircraft’ Production, the effi- 

ciency of various photographic chemicals, tin foils and collapsiblc tubes 

Bior the War Industrics Board, food cans mado from untinned stecl and treated 

by a rust-proofing process, castor bean hulls to determine if they contained 

potash in availeble quantities for the Aviation Corrs. 

Aid for Airplane Photography 

The following list of materials tested by the Microchemical Laboratory 

)it does not include 911 substances tested by other laborctories: Lorns, 

bread, cakes, cookies, candy, ccreals, cheesc, chewing gum, cocoa, cloths, 

bcoffce, corn, cream, drugs, emergency rations, fish flour and meal, foot 





To aid in the detection of adulteration in foods, a portfolic of about 

fafty photo-micrographs of food products was made for use of the Sanitary 

Corps of the Army. 

Technical investigetions of war problems were conducted along numerous 

dines. The work on sensitizing dyes was undertaken at the sclicitation of 

the Photographic Section for the purpose of developing dyes necessary to 

#he sensitizing of gelatine emulsions. Dyes of this charactor had been pro- 

duced before the war only by German concerns. Aiter the beginning of the war, 

the development was undertaken by Great Britain. These dyes are eamployod in 

airplane photography for the purpose of making visible objects not photo- ie 

graphed upon the ordinery plete, especially in acverss conditions of the 

atmosphere. A larze ~waber of dyes of this type were prepared in consider- 

able quantities. The best dye of the pinaverdole type has been developed 

to a point where the production of large quantities can be carried on at 

any time. The study of the dicyanine dyes is progressing in a very satis- 

factory manner and there has bsen produced in considerable amounts a dye 

Ghat SCnsitizes to a very marked degree in inira red. 

Arrangements have been completed for the continuation of this work in 

the Color Laboratory of the Bureau of Chemistry where the dyes can be made 

available to manufacturers and users, since the Bureau of Chemistry has 

authority by law to dispose of chemicals of this nature./ The Color Laboratory 
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propeses to extend the study of the dves of this series with a view to fix- 

ing their constitution and chemical properties. Dyes of this class have 

much scientific value in making possible the sudy of the spectrum in the 

infra red region where photographic methods have nos been applicable. 

Developing Airplane smoke Screens 

Dyes for use in color screens have been studied. It is especially de- 

Sirable to develop a color screen capable of distinguishing live and dead 

leaves, iron rust and, in general, shades of red and green. Several new 

dyes have been investigated and some very satisfactory results have been ob- 

tained in the preliminary svudies. 

A new process for the manufacture of secondary alcohols from the waste 

gases of the petroleum industry has been studiedcand sucpers. ily developed 

by the Color Laboratory. The process is most promising. 

Inerease in the production of the valuable wag materials, acetone and 

ketones, was undertaken by the Color Laboratory. Tho waste gases from cer- 

tain gasoline processes in use in the potrolew industry have been studied 

for the production of secondary aicohol. Thése alcohols can be converted 

into acetons and a commercial process for carrying on this chemical reaction 

has been developed. From this invesfigation, there promises to be developed 

anew source of acetone that will regult in cheapening this valuable chen- 

ical. There is promise of development of a larga industry which, to a con- 

Siderable extent, may supersede the wood distillation industry and, di- 

rectly or indirectly, affect the manufacture of many aliphatic chemicals. 

Smoke screen investigations were made, the object being to study the 

development of smoke screens from airplanes for tho purpose of obscuring 
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ight and to place a cloud over the landscape to obscure terres- 

‘triel movements from air observation. The work has proven that it is al- 

most impracticable to attempt such operstions on a large scale, on account 

pt tne large woight os materials involved, but as a resylt of the studies 

mew methods of signalling by weans of volatile dyes and a method of imitat- 

“ing a plane on fire have beon successfully developed. 

Gas Mask Work Tnvaluable 

The Madical Corps of the Air Service, in connection with other investi- 

gators, orourht to the attertion of this ourenu the great utility of certain 

@yes in the studies of blood. One of the most valueble of these has been 

prepared, submitted for investigation and proved to be of great use. Steps 

have been tuken to prepare this dye in large quantities, There seems to be 

Suificient assurance that it will become available in the near future and 

that it will greatly assist medical investigations. 

Much of the fundamental work for Gas Defense Warfare, on the absorption 

of toxic gases ky charcoal was done by the Carbohydrate Laboratory and the 

Color Laboratory. This work had a very wide scope and has been of funda- 

mental importance. It included the preparation and investigation of the pro- 

perties of charcoal derived from a very large number, of natural organic 

materials, since the cas-absorbing power of char prepared from any one 

Source varies greatly with tho method of carbonization. It included the 

study ef o large range of methods for treatment of the organic materials 

durinz carbonization. The Burecu of Mines cooperated with the Bureau of 

Chemistry. The work was carried on for a pericd of nearly two years and 

essisted in the development of a gas mask that was more efficient than any 

Other mask in use by the Allies. 
ee 
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The Carbohydrate Laboratory has pesin the source of supply of rare 

carbohydrates for bacteriological reseerch for a number ci investigators 

working in collaboretion with the Army itedical Levartwent. The rare carbo- 

hydrates aie valuable and essential reagonts used by the bacteriologists to 

differentiate between closely related strains of bacteria. During the war 

period, many of these reasents could not be bought from chemical supply 

houses. Just prior to the signing of the armistice, arrangements had been 

completed with the Army Wedicel Department to enlarge very materially this 

function of the Carbohydrate Laboratory. 

An investigation of the explosive vroperties of pure nitro-duicite 

and nitromannite, in cooperation with the Research Division of the Chemical 

Warfare Service, was carricd on by the Carbohydrate Laboratory. Nitro- 

dulcite end nitromannite appear promising as detonators and as sensitizing 

agents in the production of high explosives and may eventually find ex- 

tensive application. Tho investigation, so far es completed, includedthe 

development of an electrolvtic method for producing dulcite, study of the 

proper conditions for nitration of dule’te and mannite and processes for 

the purification of nitro-dvicite and ..vs©amannite. Nitro-dulcite may 

be used as a booster-charge in loading cheils. 

Detect Ground Glass in Food 

The Departmeat of Justico submitted a large number of samples of foods 

for examination to determine whether they contained poison, ground glass 

or other harmful substances. Many others were submitted by State Officials. 

Private individuals sent to the bureau a large number of food prcducts 

which they believed had been tamperec with, All such samples were tested. 

In most cases, the results were negaiive. 
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Jlecellansous technological investigations wore made including a 

Micro-chemical study cf trench lice powders for the War Repartment, color 

Binvestizations on the absorption of chlorine by charcoal developing a now 

the efiluents from camp sewers; an investig 
2 
ation of poisens comnonly employ- 

fed in exverMinating rats; tests on the toxicological action of hardwood tar 

preliminary to its being tried against body vermin on soldiers; investiga- 

ions of solder of 80, per cent lead, 10 per cont tin and 10 per cent cadmiwn 

to cotermins if it was suited for uso on the side scams of cans; investiga- 

ons upon the operation of a number of plants preducing materials roquired 

1 airplane manufacture, especially certain alcohols and ketones, and in- 

stizations of some of the esterc of Lactic acid to determine whother they 

Would be valuable as solvents in the manufacture ef airplane dopes. 

A study was made by the Water Laboratory to determine tho value of the 

Toevig Process for the production of caustic coda, The domand for caustic 

Isode, due to war activities, was so great that there was an estimatod short- 

Bee of gomething over 100,900 tons a year. It hac been suggested to the 

Council of Netional Defexse thet possibly the Loewic Process could be util- LS 

ized for increasing the eupply without seriously interfering with other oper- 

SAvione and by using equipment which was already available. Inquiry was also 

Macs vo detormine if other maucriels mighy bo used either to replace caustic 

‘sods. or if tho raw matorials could be wtilized by the consumor so as to re- 

duce the demand especially for housahold purposos and as a cleansing agent 

din bottlins esteblishmsnts, machine shops, ete. A roport was submitted to th 

rincil of National Defense of the relative cost of the raw materials and 

Mihe kind of packase which could be used in packing them, and cirections were 





Lehed 204 She use of che raw Materiais in such a way as to preduce 

The bureau of Chemistry assisted in the organization cf the Food Di- 

gorps of the Arm;, of the Gas Warfare Service and of 

aud comaittees charged with important lincs cf war 

A number of the members cf the technical staff of this bureau were 

commissions in different branches of the Army and assigned to work 

g the lines of their qualifications. Assistance was giver. the Sanitary 

in a number of ways, particularly in analytical work necessary in 
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Ti SURGAU OF SOILS 

The Bureau of somks actively aided in the work of carrying on the war 

in two ways -- oy supplying tho War Department wish maps and other intorma~ 

%ion necded in mep construction, and by cooperating with that cepeartment in 

factory scale experiments on fixation of atmosnhere nitrogen at the Arlington 

laboratories. 

When war with Cermany was declared, there was a etreng demand for c 

nite cartographic information, especially of that part of the country lying 

along the eastern and southern coast. The United States Geological Surve;, 

having been engaged primarily in tne mapping of the mineralized regions oz 

the country, had devoted its attention, in the main, to ths rougher mountain- 

ous parts, and had left the work of surveying much of the smooth, agricul- 

wural tands of this coast section to the future. It thereicre happensd that 

the maps construct tod by the Bureau of Soils, though they do not show the 

cr tOpogrephy, were the best extant. These maps were in great demand by various 

bureaus of the War Department. Copies of all published maps were called for 

and in many cases advance information concerning areas, the maps of waich 

had not oeen published, was supplied. Information concerning the soil of 

e Department, though mich goccue 

49 use could have heer inade of the accumulated deta in possession of the bureau, 

particularly in the lecating of camve aud canvonments. 

Drawing Nitrocen irom the Air 

The work on fixation ef stmorohneric nitrogen was carried on actively 

Byceau =o (=) Q w ocperation with wh: 
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installation of equinment for producing eynthetic ammonia was succeesfully 

operated, and many problems connected with the fixing oz nitrogen from the 

air were solved. The work was highly valuable to the War Deparcment and 

th oO Government was fortunate in heving a factory scale laboratory equipped 

for the curpose. The results would have assumed much greater importance 

had the war continued into the present year, but they will not be without 

value in connection with the operation of the Government nitrate plant in 

time of peace. 

= > 

Vhsi the United States entered the war, the Division of Fertiiizer 

Resources in this bureau had at Arlington a Haber synthetic amnonia apparatus 

well along toward successful operation. With the entry of the United States 

into the war, synthetic emmonia became immediately more important as a prod- 

uct for munitions than as a product for fertilizers. Accordingly, the bureau 

at once got in touch with the War Department and entered into cooperative 

arrangements by -visich the work could be prosecuted much more rapidly by the 

use of additional funds, and chemists secured through the selective draft, 

than could have been done with the Limited funds at the disposal of ‘his 

bureau. As a result of this cooperation, the plent was pushed to completior 

and synthetic ammonia was produced, demonstratins the practicability of 

fixing atmospheric nitrogen in this way under American conditions. 

In the meantime, the War Departrent had erected at Sheffiel3, RUIN eie da 8s 

plant designated to produce, by a modified Haber process, 20,000 tons of 

ammonium nitrate e year. Difficulties were snccuntered in the successful 

operation of this largs plant. During the summer of 1918, the Bureau of 

Soils and the War Department entered into an agreoment by which the Ariington 

Mlant of this bureau was tc be used under a cooperetive arra mgoment between 
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Orie urean of Soils as a testing plant fcr w eS 73 ho B 

“ing out, on a smail scale, some of the nwnerous problems which had arisen 

the operation of the larger piant. Since thet time, the 

been run continuously with these objects specifically hes been x 

end is operated nignt and day in the effort to work out experimen- 

wWnieh make 25 Wail tally some of the problems impracticable to operate the large 

fant as it now stands. 
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crop schedule was DSeguh, to show the probable acreage of various crops 

compared with 1916 and the usual, the intention of farmers regarding the 

1917 crop, anc the general farm outlook. Fertilizer schedules were under- 

taken in June, and, in July, a winter wheat inquiry, to show conditions at 

harvest, percentage of acreage harvested, and the indicated yield per acre. 

During August, special inquiries and schedules were made to investigate 

reports of abnormal slaughter of milch cows, to determine the financial con- 

dition of farmers looking to fall planting, to ascertain food stocks on the 

farms, this being repeated in December, and to determine the probable acre- 

age to be devoted to wheat in 1918 together with seed requirements for it. 

In January, 1918, inquiries were made to ascertain the conditions of 

winter wheat and the probable acreage to be abandoned, and to locate sur- 

pluses of sound seed cern from which deficient areas covld be supplied. A 

‘special farm labor inauiry was made in February, to determine supply and de- 

Mand. In March, an emergency live stock inquiry was made, to show the 

probable number of cattle to be fed and the number to be grazed curing the 

succeeding summer and winter, and the probability of feeding more swine than 

usual the succeeding winter. Another emergency inquiry that moath was to 

ascertain, from present conditions and intentions of farmers, the probable 

acreage to be devoted to various food crops in 1918. This was followed i. 

May by a special inquiry to determine shift in acreages due to war conditions 

and percentages of total acreage devoted to various crops. Auvoswer seed corn 

inquiry was conducted in kay to determine the quality of the seea, percen- 

tage tested, per cent of germination and rate of seeding per acre. Three 

special inquiries were conducted in June, two of them applying to fertilizers 
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and the other to detesmine the binder tyvine requirements of the ccuntry. c 

In July, an enmergeney live stock survey was made to determine the 

number on farms. In August, a special inquiry was made for tne food Ad- 

inistravion to determine the uses made of the wheat crop. The last special » ‘ 

inquiry made before the signing of tne armistice was in October and was to 

determine the quantity of various crops fed to live stock each montn. Since 

the sipning ef the armistice, there have been made, - another live stock 

survey, an inquiry to determine the amount of commercial fertilizer and 

Manure used for various crovs, and a census of the location aud type of 

farm tractors. 

The truck crop reporting service, owing to war demands for more infor- 

mation of food production, was extended. A weekly Truck Crop News was pub- 

listed. A paid renorting service, to insure regularity of information from 

truck growing regions, was organized. This service, however, had not reached 

full development when the armistice wes signed. 

Field agents and crop reporters in the drovght-stricken areas assisted 

in making the Government seed grain loans in the fall of 19132. 

< Crop Statistics Cave Great Service 

The Crop Recording and Abstracting Service furnished, for war pur- 

poses, agricultural statistics for the United States and foreign countries 

showing acresge, production, supplies, prices en farms and at markets, 

wazes, number and value of live stock, exports and imports. Statements 

were preperec for the War Trades Board and for the confidential use of 

American representatives ebread, giving production of crops in 1913 in each 

of the small political divisions of Germeny Austria Hungary, Bulgaria, 

Roumania, Serbie, Greece and Russia. 
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The field forces of the bureau cooperated with various war agencies. 

From the beginning of the war, the field agents senveu) in a sense, as 

secret agerts, reporting to the nearest United States Marshal any evi- 

dences of disloyalty, and, upon reqvest of a United States Marshal, assist- 

ed in investigating charges of disloyalty. At the request of the Alien 

Property Custodian, the crop reporters reported to him property known to 

be held by aliens. 

The library of this bureau was very largely used by representatives 

of the various war egencies. The number of persons using the library 

daily during the war showed an increase of 300 percent over the number 

uSing it prior to thet time. 
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THS BUREAU OF ENTOMOLOGY 

From the beginning of the war, the Bureau of Entomology was able +o 

be of service to the country, and especially to the military forces in 

Heny ways. The damage to stored grain and to grain in shipment soon cae 

to the front. Hnormous quantities of grain and other materials were 

accumuleted at the port of New York for shipment to Burove. The immense 

warehouses at the Bush Terminal in Brooklyn were centers of accumulation 

of such material. The Bureau of Entomology was called upon for advice by 

the War Depertment, and a laboratory was stationed at this terminal where 

men experienced in tne study of insect pests of this character were sta- 

tioned, where competent inspection wes made, anda where arrangements were 

mace for the proper fumigation or other treatment of stored products 

found to be infested with insedts 

Bxperts on the Pacific Coast and in ths South were engaged in the 

inspection of many warehouses auc mills where food suoplies were stored 

anc, throughout the entire perioc, large supplies «f food that were being 

scriously affected by insects were located. The owners of such supplies 

were edvised of the necessity of prompt action in order to avoid further 

losses, and were shown how to orevent losses in newly acquired supplies 

that were free from insects. 

aD The same sort of work was done in regard to insects 4 

lumber and stored wooden imploments. Sarly in 1917, a conference was 

held with representatives of the branches of the War and Navy Departments, 

Shipping Board, etc., which were responsible for the supplies drawn from 
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moe forest resources of the country. The object of this conference was 

to offer the services of the entomologists end to explain how they eon 

help, through special investigatiois and advice, toward preventing serious 

losses of forest resources and dasage by wood and bark-boring beetles. 

Investigations of logging and manufacturing operations in mississippi to 

Meet the demand for ash oars, handles and other suppiies required by the 

war service showed, for example, that one company had lost by ash-wocd 

borer damage more than one million feet of ash logs through failure to pro- 

vide for prompt utilization after the trees were cut. Serious losses to 

seasoned ash and other hard wood sap material fron "yowder post," it was 

pointed out, could be vrevented through the adoption of certain methods of 

management by the manufacturers and shippers with little or no additional 

COSt. 

Protecting Airplane Wood from Insects 

The urgent demand for spruce for the construction of airplanes led 

to an exceptional effort by the Spruce Production Board to utilize the 

great resources represented by the Sitka spruce of the Pacific Coast. It 

was soon realized that damage by wood-boring insects to the logs was a ser- 

ious matter and that the advice of the expert entomologist was essential to 

prevent losses of the best material. i 

The problem was investigated by the entomologists and it was found 

that the prevention of the damage and loss was a matter of methods of man- 

agement in the logging operations and prompt utilization during a short 

period in the year when the insects were abuncant, 

Early in the war and especielly after the United States issued its 

declaration, the shortage of sugar mace necessary an increase in the supply 
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of supplemental sweets, and, since none of these covld be increased more 

economicaeliy and more promptly than honey, ard since none of them has a 

higher value as food than honey, great efforts were made by the bee ex- 

perts of the Bureau of Entomolocy to increase the honey production of the 

country. it was knomm that there was nectar available annually to provide 

for a profitable increase of ten or more times the then present honey crop, 

/provided beekeepers were instructed in matters like proper wintering and 

disease control. All apicultural investivational work, except that on bee 

diseases, was discontinued anc intensive extension work was begun. Speciai- 

ists were sent out, held meeting, addressed more than 25,000 beekeevers, 

visited the apiaries, and gave personal instruction, with the result that 

tne honey crop was greatly increased. American exports of honey to allied 

countries have incréased at least ten times over those of any period pre- 

vious to the war, and in the meantime the domestic consumption or honey has 

greatly increased, 

During the period of the war, the Bureau of Bntomology maintained a 

poe oO thorough cooperation with the Office of the Surgeon Gensral of the Army in 

T 

+he matter of experimental work on insect prebiems. Under the National 

Research Council's Committee on hedicine, a sub-committee on medical ento- 

7 

mology was established, of which the chief of the Bureau of Hutomology was 

made chairman. Under this conmittee, en enormous emount or experimental 

“ 

work was done with the different health problems in which insects are con- 

cerned. 

Bureau Deals Death to Cooties 

For example, every suggestion that came to the War Depertment in re- 

gard to the control of tho body-louse was referred to the entomological 
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committee, or to the Bureau of Entomology, and those which were promising 

were experimentally tested, either at Washington, Minneapolis, or, fora 

time, at New Orieans, where a branch laboratory was instituted. At the ° 

request of the Army War College and the medical department, as well as the 

chemical warfare service, tests were made of a new poisonous gas. This led 

to extensive experiments in cooperation with the Ghemical warfare Service 

leading to the possible utilization of gases used in warfare as fumigants 

for the control cf insects and diseases. it the request of the Quarter- 

Wlaster’s Corps, a complete investigation was made of all the details of the 

American process of launderirg adopted by the Army, of the dry-cleaning pro- 

cesses and the hat-repair processes. In these investigations, the coopera- 

Reion of the Bureau of Entomology with chemists of the Quartermaster's Corps 

resulted in the perfecting of the laundry processes so that it is now possi- 

ble to guarantee the complete control of vermin in the laundry, if the laun- 

dering is carried out according to the methods recommended, which are very 

slightly different from those in common use. It was found thet the laundry 

machinery gave ample means for any sterilization of clothing necessary. In 

the investigations of the dry-cleaning processes, i+ was found that the en- 

tire process gave complete control of vermin, but that gasoline treatment 

alone was not a perfect control. This discovery led to a long scries of 

important studies of the effect of various densities of oils on insect eges. 

At the reqvest of the Chemical Warfare Service, various substances and 

impregnated clothes devised for the protection of soldiers against gas were 

tested as to their effects upon vermin. By a special request of the Blectro- 

Therapeutic Branch of the Office of the Surceon General of the Army, inves- 

tigations were made of a high frequency geucrator as a control moans against 
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"the body louse, and as a result of these investigations sugge-“ion was 

made as to the pessible application of high frequency electric treatment 

for the control of scabies and other skin-infecting parasites, Cooperative 

|) investigations along this line are about to be taken uo. 

Among other problems investigated were the size of the meshss in mos- 

—quivo bar necessary for the protection of cantonment buildings from disease- 

Beerrying mosquitoes; reports on the insects likely to be found injurious to 

troops sent to Siberia; investigations 0° ‘he protective qualities against 

Bice of furs dyed in various colors, and so on, 

A series cf isctures dealing with important sanitary problems trom the 

insect side were mimeographed and were sent to persons in the Army, Mvy, 

)Public Health Service, and in civil life who were preparing themselves for 

1a 

‘or were actively engaged in sanitary entomology. 

Entonolog my Service 

Aside from this extensive cooperative research, entomologists were L ? & 

actually used in the Army, a number of them being given commissions while 

» others acted as noncommissioned officers, assisting in the camp work on the 

me "control of insects that carry disease. The commissioning of expert ento- 

_mologists for this kind of work was difficult, owing to the organization of 

the Army, but hed the war continued, it is safe to say that more and more 

entomologists would have been employed in this important work, whether 

- commissioned Ss yalangn eae) records made by a number of these men were ad- 

mirable and met with well-merited praise in Army circles. In great con- 

“centration camps in several instances, entomologists were placed in entire 

_ charge of mavters of mosquito and fly control, under medical command or 

under sanitary engineers. 
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In addition to this cooveration with the Army itseli, the Bureau 

of Entomology cooverated with the Public Health Service, which had the ex- 

tremely important work in charge of the health control of areas iminediate- 

ly surrounding the concentration camps, and held itself ready to assist in 

this work whenever called upon. 

One of the earliest matters taken up by the Congress of the United 

States after the declaration of war in April, 1917, was the consideration 

of appropriations for the stimulation o vrop p:oduction end in this con- 

sidération, naturally, one of the voints was the control of the principal 

insect enemies of staple crops. Prior to any congressional action, however, 

the Bureau of Entomology started e country-wide reporting servace on the 

conditions concerning these principal insect enemies, and engaged in ex- 

cellent cooveration not only all of the State entomologists, the entomolo- 

gists of all the agricultural experiment stations and the teachers of en- 

_tomology in the colleges, but also the demonstration agents, the statis- 

tical agents, both State and Federal, the weather observers, and tne fieid 

men of the Forest Service. The idea was to bring about as far as possible 

almost a census of insect damage and prespects, co that the earliest possi- 

ble information should be gained as to any alarming increase in numbers 

of any given pest, that this information should be received at a common 
+ 

point, and distributec where it should be of the most good. The end 

sought was that repressive measures couid be undertaken a3 the earliest 

possible moment in order to check the threatened loss. All reports re- 

ceived in this way were Cigested and distributed all through the growing 

seasons of 1917 and 1918 to the official entomologists of the country. 

Soon after this service was institutsc, tke 





stimuletion became available and srained ssn were employed for demons tra- 

tion work to act in connection with the Fxtension Service of the Depart- 

ment and of the aifferent State colileyes of agriculture. These men were 

demonstration work ct ee @ assigned to cizferent Loceslitiss and took care o 

against the principal pests of staple crops ail over tne United States. 

Gome of them were specialists on the insects which attack truck crots; 

which affect or- o Others in those-itish damage field crops; others in thos 

chards, and so on. special attention was given to the control of grass- 

hoppers which damase grain and forage crops and to the sweet-petsato weevil, 

an insect which bids fair to seriously affect the output of the South of 

this important vegetable. 

Savine Crops from Insects 

Aided, it is true, to 2 considerable axtent by the winter or 1917- 

1918 which, from its unprecedented cold, had a destructive effect upon many 

important insect pests, and to a lesser extent by the character cf the 

Winter or 19176-1917, which also was a hard one for injurious insects, the 

economic entomologists, inciuding the demonstretors, accomplished much. 

Owing to peculiar weather conditions in the early svring of 1917, certain 

insects not notably conspicuous before that time appeared in great abun- 

dance and added new vroblems to the production of certain crops. A notaole 

example of such insects was the potato aphis, a species which previcusly 

had done almost no damage but which appeared in countless numbers through- 

out certain of the middle Western States in the early sumuer of that year. 

Notable work was done in the destruction of grasshoppers by the poisoned 

bait method, and it is safe to say 

Perhaps millions of dollars, worth of Zo0d cropsvere saved in this un- 

usually intensive work. A singles instancs among many mey - y) 2 $ lop (0 9 re <} ig?) 2} 14 5 5 ° ES @Q 

az many hundreds of thousands of dollars, 





detail. 

In the State of Kanses, the season of 1918 was remarkabls for one 

of the worst grasshopper outbreaks that has occurred in that State since 

1913. The danger was recognized during the fali of 1917, and a grass- 

hopper-ege survey was instituted in cooperation between the State Agricul- 

tural College and the Bureau of Entomology. The results of this survey 

showed that, without doubt, 2 great hatching of grasshoppers was imminent, 

and extensive cooperative plans were immediately made. Winter meetings were 

held throughout many of the counties in the western one-tirird of the State, 

the farmers were organized and plans matured for the purpose of purchasing 

bran in large quantities. Prompt distribution of poison was made as soon 

as the grasshoppers begen to hatch. In eight counties of the State, 

36,000 pounds of white arsenic in 366 tons of wheat bran was used in the 

preparation of poison bait, which was distributed in an amount exceeding 

900 ae As a result ef this general application of the bait, it appears 

that some 113,000 acres of wheat were saved froz destruction. Estimating 

fourteen bushels per acre, which is considered a full crop in western 

Kansas, with wheat at two dollars per bushel, this revresents a value of 

approximately 33,000,000 gavec in Kansas. This figure is considered con- 

servative, according to the oificials of the State Agricultural Colleges. 

In addition to the control work on grasshonpers affecting wheat fields, 

it is estimated that 25,000 sounds cf poison bait was used throughout 

Kansas for the purpose of protecting alfalfa and sugar beets, and that 

100,000 acres of alfelfa in western Kansas was saved by this application. 

With alfalfa selling at *20 per ton, this represented 92,500,000. 
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Insecticide Supply Important 

Ali this control work was constantly in danger of being greatly han- 

pered by the derangement of the insecticide situation in this country, due 

to war activities. Not only was the importation of arsenicals stopped, but 

their production was greatly limited by the fact that the smelters, from 

which arsenical compounds are gained as by-products, were so rushed in the 

"production of urgently needed metal that by-product industries were largely 

Stopped, and by the further fact that more than e third of the actual pro- 

duction under these limitations was, toward the end, used by the Chemical 

Warfare Service. Nevertheless, the entomologists and the chemists and the 

ct oO insecticide manufacturers hela frequent confersiuces as how best to 

utilize the reduced quantity of.arsenical insecticides to iusure the pro- 

tection of crops to the greatest extent possible, and it resulted that, 

‘although the amount of arsenic availabie was really insufficient to meet 

"normal demands, yet by conservative use and better distribution the require- 

ments of the farmers, fruit-growers, gardeners and others were met. 

There might be mentioned another side activity entirely due to war 

n airplare work made it ne~ 'conditions. The extensive use of castor oil 

 cessary to grow the castor bean plant in great acreage in this country, 

)since practically none wes to be had elsewhere, the large Mexican crop 

\ 

Nhaving been bought up and sent to Spain, probably te secret German bases. 

Therefore, under Government contract, thousands of acres were pianved to 

this crop in Fiorida and elsewkere. Though previously the castor-bean 

‘Plant had not been known to be subject to serious insect attack, the plant- 

x ing of these large areas was immediately followed by the increase of cer- 
ke 

5 
tain injurious insects and by serious damage to the growing plants by the 

| 
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southern army worm and other species. Entomologists were at once called 

an and, through rapid and able work much of the threatened damage was 

prevented. 

While all this other intensive work was going on, the Federal ento- 

mologists were making a great fight in Texas by which the pink boll*vrn 

has apparently been absolutely wiped out in the districts in the United 

States infested last year. At the same time, there was developed a system 

by which damage done by the cotton boll weevil carn oe greatly reduced, 

which may be said to be the culmination cf the work cf many years. 





THE BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 
° 

The killing of noxious and predatory animals, far removed as it may 

seem from military science, was a very potent iector in the successful pros- 

ecution of the war. The Bureau of Biological Survey of the Department of 

Agriculture, in carrying on this work, not only increased food production 

and decreased food waste to a very considerable extent, but contributed large- 

ly to the comfort and fighting morale of the soldiers and sailors. 

One of the most uncomfortable things for a soldier on duty in the 

trenches, or in camp, is rats. Not only do they pollute his food where they 

do not destroy it, but the mere sight and thought of the slinking, nasty 

beasts is enough to weaken any Army's morale. More than that, the rat carries 

With him, always, the spectre of one of humanity's most deadly and loath- 

Some diseases -~- Bubonic plague. All during the European war, one of the 

most dreadful things in contemplation was that that plague might break out 

in the trenches and devastate Europe again as it did in the Middle Ages. 

When the United States became a party to the war, the Bureau of Bio- 

logical Survey had on its staff several men who were literally "death on 

rats." They had spent a great part of their lives in the service of the 

Government studying the habits of animals, including rats, and specializing 

on methods of effectively destroying the harmful kinds on a large scale. 

At the request of the Surgeon General's Office, one of thom was come 

Missioned as major, assigned to the Sanitery Corps, and sent to France to 

investigate the rat situation and to devise means for controlling it, to be 

on hand, if the plague should appear in the trenches, prepared promptly to 





Pr prevent its spread. ive other-experts of the Bureau of Eiclogical Survey, 

alresdy in the Army, were detailed to assist him, and the six of then, 

attached to tne Central Medical Laboratory of the American Expeditionary 

forces, remained on duty through the victory campaign and with the Army of 

 6ccupation. 

Total Feasts for tne Rats 

They were not left alone at the front merely with the knowledge they 

had when they went over. in one of the buildings of the Department of Agri- 

culture, there was a rvom in which the "two and seventy stinks" thet Samuel 

Taylor Coleridge says he ccunted in Cologne, Germany, would have been con- 

Pfusecd and lost in the multiplicity of malodors. It was full of rats of many 

kinds, and biologists and chemists were catering to them, finding cut just 

what kinds of food they liked best and just how a little of the most effec-— 

tive poisons could be best mixed with those foods. The results of these in- 

vestigations were sent to the rat killers, along with various other informa- 

tion that might be useful. 

But this was not more than a fair beginning of the rat control work 

done by the Bureau of Biological Survsy for the Army and Navy. 

Requests for advice and assistance were received frou the officers in 

Charge of six Naval stations, anc from a still larger number of quarter- 

master officers in charge of Army warehouses and supply stavious. nese 

were inspected by experts of the bureau, and recommendations were made as 

to the most effective methods for destroying the rodents and for rat- 

proofing where practicabls. Five hundred copies of Farmers’ Bulletin No. 

896, on house rats and mice, prevared by this bureau, were suppdiied tne 

Quartermaster Corps and distributed to officers in charge of storage depots. 
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The results were so beneficial that requests were received from the 

Quartermaster Corps for the same number of additional copies of the bulle- 

tin to send to the quartermasters in charge of the military stores of the 

American Expeditionary forces abroad. 

The following quotation from a letter by the officer in charge of the 

Bush Terminal warehouses, Brooklyn, indicates the value of this work: 

"When the writer was placed in charge of Bush Terminal 

it was realized that as «ome of the warehouses were from 25 to 
30 years old, and as wherever one opened a door to go into a 
warehouse he could hear the scurrying around of rats and mice 
and found signs of them on all sides, serious damage to subsis- 

tence supplies, such as flour, meal, corn, rice, oats, Lacon, 

and even clothing, would result unless an intelligent campaign 

were ingugurated. The campaign was inaugurated at a time when 

the warehouses were practically empty, and continued steadily 

to date when the warehouses are 90 per cent full. 

"The number of rats caught can not be accurately estimated, 
as the dead rats were dumped into kegs or garbage cans as caught, 

but in the estimation of the writer the number woulda be somewhere 

between 35,000 and 50,000 rats, and the damage done to Government 

stores by rats in thirteen months operation has not exceeded 

$50 as an outside estimate. 

"In the estimation of the Officer in Charge of Storage, the 

campaign against rats conducted under your advice and super- 

vision has been entirely successful, and today the catch does not 
average a dozen rats a day, and nowhere in the warehouses is 

there a sign cf the presence of rats in any quantity." 

War on Animal. Enemies to Food 

The killing of predatory animals and of rodents other than rats, 

while not so directly connected with the Army in France, was not less efiet- 

tive in increasing and conserving the food supply for the Armies and 

civilian populations of the nations engaged in the war against Germany. 

Bach year predatory animals in the United States were killing more 

than $20,000,000 worth of live stock. Outdoor rodents, also, were de- 

stroying not less than $150,000,000 worth of cultivated crops and ar least 

another $150,000,000 worth of forage in the stock raising States every 





a wear. On top of thet, house rats and “eo rore known te destroy yearly 

ay 200 5! O00 , 609 Worti of 200d end other products on farms, at mills, 

aa n commercial storage houses, and elsewhere. 

Tae need of an intensifisd campaign against predavory and other 

ave MEeMrals Was obvious. 

in iis war campaign for the destruction of predatory animals and in- 

_juriovs rodents, the bureau concentrated its efforts about she stock-raising 

bend farming Gentes), an order that the exo iditures of funds available should 

Bproduce the greate St possible saving of supplies. Cooperat bion with the State 

"extension services and county agents, as well as with stockmoa aad farmsrs 

“greatly enlarged. The work done by the bureau in these campaigns was so effec- 

“tive that, in addition to the temporary personal services of mere than 100,000 

pcooperating farmers and stockmen, the States, cowitiss, and individue 1s con- 

‘ : tos 19 . + - 
) tributed funds amounting to more than during the calendar year 1918 

efor cooperative work, mainly under the immediate direction cf this bureau. 

" The campaign to destroy predatory animals, such as wolves, coyotes, moun- 13 £ v 

f i : : ; SD ariel Se Bl ape Cis x Nay 
tain lions, and bobcats, in Montana, Idaho, Wasningten, Oregon, Califernia, 
ane z 5 : 3 j : : f 

_ Nevada, Utah, Wyoming, South Dakota, Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas, 

Bresuited between April 1, 1917, and December 31, 1913, in the 

1,266 wolves, 46,235 ccyotes, 171 mountain lions, and 5; 652 wild cats through 

Strapping and hur ting, while extended poisoning killed tens of theusands of 

‘coyotes on important sheep ranches and lambing grounds, practically 

many large range areas from losses of live steck through thess peus. 

The (Gestrus tion of these stock-killing animals has meant a continuous 

saving for market of a great number cf cattle, horses, sheep, g2cts, swine, 

and poultry, with a Girsct increese in inc meat, hide, and wool output valued 

at not less than $8,000,000. 





fy Couperetion Given te State — 

In this work the bureau had the hearty cooperation ot State councils 

of defense, State live-stock comnissions, stockmen's associations, and in- 

dividual stock growers. 

Cempaigns against native rodents, such as prairie -dogs, grovnd squirrels, 

pocket gophers, and jack rebbits, were mainly conducted in cooperation with 

the States Relations Service and the extension services of the agricultural 

colleges of Nerth Dakota, Montana, Idano, Oregon, Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, 

New Mexico, and Arizona, with the State and county commissioners of horti- 

culture of California, the State Rabies Commissicn of Nevada, and the State 

councils of defense of New Mexico and Arizona. 

More than 20,000,900 acres of agricultural and range lands were treated 

with poison baits to agestroy these roden. pesrvs, and ropo> 

during the crop season of 1918 of a total of more then 313,500,000. 

The cooperating States, counties, farmers, and stockmen's organizations 

expended, mainly under the direction of the bureau. more than $750,000 during 

the fiscal year 1918. 

With the beginning of the war, the bureau increased its educational 

campaign concerning the losses occasionsd by house rats, the need for taking 

active steps to destroy them, and the need for protecting products from their 

depredotions. Several States, notably Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, and 

indiana, cooperated in organized State-wide campaigns for rat destruction, 

and in addition there were many local campaigns in various parts of the 

country. 
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When the United States became a party to the worid war, faced with the 

necessity for vepida mobilization of men and materials, one of the sericus 

limiting factors Was the lack of improved roads adjacent to concenvration 

points. — Much military road building was immediately necessary. There was 

urgent need, | in order to economize in men power, construction materials and 

money, that general road construction work the country ever be suspended ex- 

cept in cases where the Laprovement would be of materias aid to the military 

pregrams But, while 2% was necessary that work be suspended on many roads the 

improvement of which would have been, under ordinary circumstances, highly de- 

irabie, construction was equally necessary on mary roads where, under peace 

conditions, it could kave ceen deferred withovt hardship. The vreblem of what 

roads should be improved and where, in the general dearth, materials for such 

improvement were to be found was a serious one. 

The three big road problems, then, were these: To build the necessary 

roads at and around cantonments and around cousentration points for war na- 

terials; to improve such roads as were necessary +o free movement from prc- 

duction points, and to curtail general road building to the end that labor, 

moncy, materials and machinery might be conserved. 

_ The organization and experience of the Bureau of Public Roads in the 

United States Department of Agriculture were immediately directed toward meet 

ing the military needs of the Government. Later, on the suggestion of the 

Secretary of Agriculture, the United Siatos Highways Council was formed, 

coordinating the activities of the Department of Agriculture, the War Lepart- 
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Industries B oard , the Zinployme sent Service of the Department of Labor, and the 

Capitol Issues Committes. These two agencies -- the Bureau of Public Roads 

and the United States Highways Council -- were Cr nerged wi ith the carrying out 

of the Government's policy of road builiding during the period cf the war. The 

? two worked in cicse cooperation, the chief of the Bureau of Public Roads 

serving as chairman of the Highways Uouncil. In all of the work of toth of 

S; close cooperation was maintained with the State Highweys De- 

Roadways Rushed to Cantonments 

Ths first big war task undertaken directly by the Bureau of Publi c Roads 

was the construction of necessary roadways in the sixteen National Army can- 

tenments and in one guard mobilization camp. The total construction planned 

and carried out in these camps age: negated several h uncred miles and included 

practically all of the common types of construction from sand clay to con- 

crete roads. 

Eighteen engineers were detailed by the Bureau of Public Roads for 

periods ranging from three months to ore tnan a year, vo prepare plans and 

superintend the construction of roads at the following camps: 

Camp Devens, Ayer, Massachusetts. 

Camp Upton, Yaphank » Long Island. 
Camp Dix, iri ghtstowm, New Jersey. 

Camp Neade, Admiral, Maryland. 

Camp Lee, Petersburg, Virginia. 

Camp Jackson, Columbia, South Carolina. 

Camp Gordon, Chamblee, Georgia. 
Camp Sherman, Chillicothe, Ohio. 
Camp Taylor, Louisville, Kentucky. 
Camp Custer, Battle Creek, Michigan. 

Camp Grant, Rockford, Illinois. 

Camp Pike, Little Reck, Arkansas. 

Camp Dodge, Des Noiros, icwa. 

Camp Funston, Fort Riley, Kansas. 

Camo Travers, San Antonio, Texas. 

Camp Lewis, ‘merican Lakc, Washington. 

Cemp McClellan, Aniston, Alabama. 
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Besides the necessary roads in and around the cenips, it was necessary 

in most cases to construct or rebuild suitable roads from the camps to the 

cities on which they depended for supplies and equipment. Such reads were cone= 

structed under the direction of the Bureau of Public Roads and in cooperation 

with the State Highways Departments under the Federai-Aid Road Act, as follows: 

Alexandria, L ouisiana, to Camp Beauregard; Little Rock, Ark. to Camp Pike; 

Columbia, S. C., to Camp Jackson; Spartanburg, South Carolina, to Camp Wads- 

worth; Greenville, 5. C., to Camp Sevier; and Aniston, Ala. to Camp McClellan. 

Hngineering assistance was given in the construction of roads from Aloxendria, 03 

Va., to Camp Eumbhreys and from Petersburg, Va.e, +o Caiip Lee. 

Road Bureau Aids Shipbuilders 

In both the shipbuilding program and the war emergency housing program, 

the assistance of the Bureau of Public Roads was requirec. One highway en- 

ginecr was detailed to assist the Emergency Flcet Corporation in planning roads 

anc streets in connection with shipyard developments. He geve his entire time 

to this work from March 5, 1918, until after the signing of the armistice. 

Another engincer was loaned to the United Statcs Housing Corporation as con- 

sulting engineer on roads and strects necessary in connection with housing de- 

velopments. 

Tho mapping of roads was not less necessary to the military program than 

‘ 

the constructicn of roads. ‘YThe Bureau of Public Roads made complete and de- 

} 
" 

tailed highway maps, utilizing as far as practicable the topographical sheets 

of the United States Goological Survey, covering all. of liaryland east of the 

meridian passing through Weshington, all of the coast counties of New Jersey 

and all of Florida south of Jacksonville. Thess maps were made for the uso 

of the Engineering Corps of the Army. 
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in addition to these detailed nighway maps, the principal highways in 

@ zone extending from Boston to Newport News through New York and Washington 

were plotted on topographical sheets for the use of the Geological Survey in 

the preparation of aeroplane maps. 

Detailed route maps were prepared, covering Army truck route from Detroit 

to Baltimore, the work being done in cooperation with the United States Geo- 

logical Survey and the Engineerng Corps of the Army. 

P Cooperation was maintained with tne Shipping Board in other ways than the 

building of roads. in designing reenforcea concrete ships, the Bureau of Public 

Roads was called on to make severel series of tests in omer to obtain informe- 

tion necessary to insure tne scefety of concrete ship designs. 

Concrete shiv construction was substantially a new thing. It was uncertain 

whether the steel used for reenforcing was protected by the concrete against 

the action of salt water. To determine this point, the Bureauof Public Roads 

wade tests with bars protected with various kinds of paint coatings and metai 

coatings, both to determine the protection efforded and the effect of the coat- 

ings on the bond strength. 

Another question that had to be determined in connection with concrete 

ship building was that of "shear stresses.“ The term means, in mechanical lan- 

guage, a strain or change of shape of an elastic body resuiting from applied 

forces which cause or tend to cause two contiguous parts of the body to slide 

relatively to each other and ina directionporallel +o the plane of contact. 

Tn the design of a concrete ship the shear stresses are very high and, in order 

to use as little steel and concrete as possible, it was necessary to use much 

more unit stress in shear than in the ordinary reenforced concrete construction. 

No test results were available +o indicate what would be a safe unit stress 
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with the exceedingly rich mixture of concrete used in ships. It was necessary, 

therefore, to make a number of beam testis to determine this point. This work 

was done by the Bureau of Public Roads. 

Show How to Pour Concrete Ships 

Still another point in connection with the buiiding of concrete ships 

worked out by the Bureau of Public Roads was that of a satisfactory pouring 

method for concrete. Because of the extremely thin walls containing a large 

part of the reenforcing steel, it was necessary to pour the concrete so that it 

would entirely surround the steel in such a way as to form smooth surfaces 

and yet to be of ary enough consistency to produce the densest possible con- 

crete. A specimen resembling the shekl of a concrete vessel was made up and 

the concrete was poured into it, after which the form was rapidly vibrated by 

hammering the sides. The first met hod of pouring tried out by the Bureau of 

Public Roads was a complete success, and no further experiments were necessary. 

Assistance was given to the Bureau of Standards in pouring concrete into 

a large design to resemble a peters bulkhead fer use in constructing water- 

tight compartmenvs in steel vessels. During the pouring, measurements were 

taken of the pressure exerted by the concrete against-the forms, using the soil 

pressure sille designed by the Bureau of Public Roads. 

In concrete ship construction, there are many places where the concrete 

can not be poured continuousiy and it becomes necessary to join, with as 

strong a bond as possible, the newly pourec ecft concrete to the kardcened 

surfaces. The Bureau of Public Roads worked out and tested a number of dif- 

ferent methods for accomplishing tnis. 

Ia connection with tests made for the Shipping Board at its laboratories, 

it was necessary to have instruments that would register exceedingly minute 
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changes in length. At the request of the Shipping board, the Bureau of 

Public Roads constructed such test insvrusents. 

Considerable work was done by the Fureau of Public Roads in the testing 

of high explosives. At the request of the Frankfort Arsenal, Philadelphia, a 

device was worked out for testing the power of explosives with the idea of ob- 

taining an autographic record of the force and speec. The buresu's impact 

machine was borrowed by the Ameri University for research work in connection a a) =] 

with high explosives. iImpect machines of the type employed by the bureau are 

now used in practically all of the arsenals throughout the country in their 

routine investigations of explosive uaterials. 

During the first fourteen months of participation of this country in the 

world war, the Bureau of Public Roads worked independentiy of any interdepart- 

mental agency. The United States Highways Council was noi formed until June 8, 

1918. A short time prior to that date, the Secretary of Agriculture suggested 

the formation of such a council and asked that appointments to it be made by 

the Secretary of War, the Director General of Railroads, the Fuel Administrator, 

and the Chairman of the War Industries Boecrd, these representatives to serve 

jointly in handling street and highway problems during the period of the war. 

Such representatives were appointed and organized on June 8 by electing as 

chairman of the council the chief of the Bureau of Public Roads. 

Hichways Councii Averts Delays 

The council was formed primarily to prevent the long delays, financial 

losses and uncertainty incident to the method of taking up each highvay problem 

in its turn with the separate Government agencies, and to utilize the organiza- 

tions of 48 State Highway Departments with their trained personnel and knowl- 

edge of local conditions as a mediuz through which the highway needs of the 
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country were to be brought to the attention of the Federal Government... I+ 

proviced a single agency in tne nature of a clearing house where all highway 

projects calling for Govermnent action could be considered and acted upon. 

It took cognizence of questions of Gnenee! of materials, of transportation 

and of the necessity and desirability of a project. ‘ 

At the time of the formation of the Highways Council, there were no in- 

dications of an early termination of the war. The Government was going for- 

ward with its plans for such a complete m:: ilization of resources as would 

be adequate for a war continuing through a period of yearse In this program, 

a ccordinated highways policy was of the highest importance. 

The work was that of harmonizing and directing ail Government eiforts 

and interests to a cornon end. The War Department was interested in roads 

connecting cantomments and posts with cities and shipping points, in any 

through-higzhways over which government truck trains might be transported, 

and in any highways which might affect any of the numerous war activities of 

the Nation. : 

The Railroad Administration, controlling all of the rail vransportation 

facilities, was in position to exercise a vital influence on the construction 

and upkeep of roads, as vast quantities of various road building materials © 

were transpnorted by rail. It was desirable to meet these transportation needs 

in a selective manner, so that urgent work might be done and less important 

work be postponed. 

The Fuel Administration had charge of many materials that enter into 

road-building, including fluid oils, roed oils, asphalts, anc tars. VWanu- 

facturers delivered these for romd-building materials only on permit issued 

by the Fuel Administration. 
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Other materials necessary for road building, such es cement, crushed 

stone, grevel, sand, structural anda reenforcing steel, were controlied by the 

War Industries Board which had the power to establish priorities, allocate 

materials and fix prices. 

The Capital Issues Committee was required to pass upon ail road issues 

involving $100,000 or more. 

The Department of Agriculture, charged with administering the Federal-Aid 

Road Act and spending many millions of dollars a year in road construction, was 

the chief highways agency of the Government but was subjected under war condi- 

tions to the necessity of deferring to national needs that might be more press- 

ing then those of road building. 

electing Most Imperative Work 

All of these agencies were brought together end coordinated in the United 

States Highways Council and, had the war continued for as long a period as 

was at that time generaliy expected, this council would have been an indispen- 

sable aid to the Nation's war program. 

During the few months that it was operative, a great deal was accomplished. 

Starting out with the policy that ali higimay, street, culvert and bridges con- 

struction and maintenance projects should first be submitted for approval to 

the United States Highways Council through the appropriate State Highway De- 

partment , a system was evolved wnich secured the essential construction and 

held the non-essentiai at a minimum. Construction was favored by the council 

only when it was clearly established that maintenance was no longer possible 

except at prohibitive costs. Highways and streets of military value were 

placed first in order, then highways and streets of national economic value, 

then unfinished contracts involving obligations which could not be disturbed 

without serious consequences and, finally, streets and highways which, while 
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aot of military or economic importance, were of such extreme local itportance 

as to cause serious hardships if their construction were postocned, “The State 

Hi ghway Departments were requested to give mos careful consideration to each 

@ppiication on its merits and to exercise the power of disapproval freely. Tre 

council itself considered only such projects as come to it with the approval of 

the State Highway Departments. 

Pass on Projects Involving itillions 

Applications for approval, including those which had been submitted to the 

~ 
~ 

|Office of Public Roads prior to the establishment of the Council, reached a total 

of 7,307. A quantitative table dealing with the materials, trensportation, and 

funds involvec and showing such proportion as was definitely approved follows: 

s Item Unit Requested ea Approved 

*Capiteal issued collars $49,538,075 $ 7,334,821 
Road oil gallon 68,280 ,401 44,269 ,825 

Tar gallon 56,608,401 53,533,441 

Asphalt tons 19) , 207 159 ,475 

Cement bbis. 5.657 590 2,139,769 

Brick Ms. 109,125 52,039 

Steel, structural lbs. 10,663,250 694,820 

Steel, reenforcing lbs. RegeolsetD B\nras ky ANOLE 

Crushed stone tons 3,639,619 ENB at too 

Gravel tons 1,204,552 432,707 

Sand and screenings tons 2,216,482 982,47 

Slag tons 520,256 250 , 428 

Corrugated iron culverts lin. ft. 107,815 23,704 
Piling Timber Lins. £t: 164,102 43,588 
Pipe, Vit. Drain Hon eatebie 2,165 ,419 9¢ ,699 

Pipe, cast iron drain dine 2 Ge 47,052 43,740 
Lumber Dite (B.li.) 5,530,196 1,661,635 

Granite Blocks blocks 1,420,500 156,500 
Miscellaneous tons 123,206 49,513 
Cars, open top cars 55,059 26,361 
Cars, box cars 8,543 3,376 
Cars, flat cars 3) 705 605 

——,", 

¥Includes applications acted on by the Bureau of Public Roads prior to formal or- 

ganization of the United States Highways Council, requested 528,748,084, approved 

$3,114,381. The Capital Issues Committee has jurisdiction and the Council served 

merely es an aid to the committee. 
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The approval of the Council obtained ior highway purposes the equivalent 

of 99, 000 .000 gallons of road oils and tars and 159,475 tons of asphalts at 

@ time when serious doubt existed as to whether any substantial amount of 

bituminous material could be made available for street and highway purposes. 

On other items, constructive help was given to highways in securing vast 

amounts of material which might otherwise have been difficult to obtain. No 

action by the Council restricted in the slightest degree the opportunities of © 

shippers to obtain cars from local railroad companies. The requests, therefore, 

that came to the Council for cars were for constructive aid rather than for 

approval. Through the activities of the Council, more than 30,000 cars were 

obtained for highway purposes. This number constitutes a distinct net gain to 

highway needs over and above the supply which the local railroads were able to 

furnish of their own accord. 

The restriction of highway work undoubtedly served to provide for the 

most worthy projects such materials as were available and to bring about on 

the part of States, cities and counties a much more thorough sifting of the 

various projects than would otherwise have been possible. Had the war cone 

tinued, this conservative and selective consideration would have become more 

and more useful and necessary. 
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THE STATES RELATIONS SERVICE 

When the Europeen war began, the United States had just entered upon the - 

development of a comprehensive national system of extension work in agricuiture 

and home economics. % involved not only the practical training of farmers 

and their families, but their organization for individual and community action 

in the improvement of agriculturel practice and the economic and social condi- 

tions of rural hones and comaunities. th combined the scientific and investi- 

gational forces of the United States Department of Agriculture and the State 

agricultural colleges ‘vith the practical knowledge and experience of the multi- 

tude of farm men and women, organized to conduct demonstretions on their own 

farms and to take leadership in helpful movenents in their own communities. 

One of She most important and efficient features of the system is that 

commonly referred to as the county agent and home demonstration agent work. 

Its ultimate object, as embodied in the agricultural extension act, was te 

place in every agricultural county in the United States an agricuitural exper, 

knowa as the county agent, to act as advisor and demonstrator tc fermers, and 

a women, known as the nome demonstration agent, to act as expert aavisor to 

the housewives in matters of domestic science and household economy. Iu is 

one of the most notable departures ever made in agriculture end has proved one 

of the most efficacious. Tt brings the accumulated knowledge of agriculturel 

and domestic scientists directly to the farm families of the country in their 

fields and homes, and proves it in actuel farm and household operations. 

The entry of the United States into the war found the extension system 

partly organized in all of the States and in about half of the counties. 

4 
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(mmediately it was seen that both for the benefit of the farm people and for the 

promotion of the general welfare, it was highly desirable that every agricultural 

pounty should have this organization as soon as possibie. It was evident that in 

shis way both the Government and the people would have the best means o2 bringing 

jzbout the agricultural production and the food conservation required by war condi- 

tions. The Government would also be kept informed regarding the attitude and 

aeeds of the farm people through the county and home deonstration agents, ana 

could enlist their sympathy and support in such patriotic endeavors as liberty 

toan, Red Cross, and other campaigns by which information regarding war aims end 

requirements were to be disseminated and the means for successful prosecution of A 

the war secured. 

Sweiling Arny_ of Field Workers 

ea _ The Secretary of Agriculture recommended and Congress provided means for the 

vapid expansion of the extension sy stem, with the result tnat pevween Teraby Ie ikepey/ 

land July 1, 1918, the number of counties with men agents increased from 1,434 to 

2,435; the number of counties with women agents, from 537 to 1,715; and the tota 

aumber of persons engaged in extension work, from 4,100 to over 7,000. The number 

of employees cooperatively employed by the Department of Agriculivre. the State 

colleges of agriculture, and local and county authorities increased from 2,500 tc 

8,200 durin the same period. 

_ The first problem that these agents had to undertake was to erganize the 

farmers, in order to reach them effectively and in order that the farmers might 

effectively solve their ovm problems. During the year the agents attempted to 

organize as many people as possible to undertake some type of work wrich would 

enable them to increase the food production, conserve the supply of:fr ruits. 

‘vegetables, and meats, and to become more efficient in the phases of agricultural 
‘| 
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production in which they were accustomed to engage. 

In many cases, the county or home demonstration agents found in the coun= 

ties in which they were placed sone organization which indicated a demand for 

their services. The first activities of the agents in the counties were con- 

nected with the Gevelopment of existing clubs or whe organization of new farm 

bureaus, county councils of agriculture, or other associetions to deal with 

rural life preblems. All together, there were organized over 15 ,000 farmers" 

community clubs among men, 30,000 among women, and 50 ,000 among the boys and 

girls. The county agents during the year addressed over 250 ,000 gatherings and 

reached over 8,000,000 individuals. Through the vrork of the home demonstration 

agents , 6,000,000 women learned of the Government’s desire for increased pro- 

dustion and conservation, and 1,250 ,000 boys and girls were enrolled in the 

various lines of club activities. 

Northern Workers Solve Corn Problem 

One of the most serious problems confronting the extension agents in the 

Northern States during the war was the corn situation in many States in the 

prize of i918. On account of early frost the preceding autumn, there was a 

large deficiency in corn fit for seed, while the war cailed for an increased — 

production. It immediately became the function of the county agents to locate 

seed com of high germination adaptable to the locality where it was to be 

planted, and to see to its proper distribution emong the farmers. This problem 

called for organized effort. By intensive organization and the establishment 

of numerous testing stations, Towa was able to care for its seec corn probien 

within the State, but Indiana, illinois, and Ohio were forced to bring large 

quantities of seed corn from New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Connecticut. The 

Seed Stock Committee of the Department of Agriculture assisted in the location 
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and distribution of this seed; and the county ngents, both at the point of 

supply and at the point of distribution, aided in atvending to the details of 

gathering the seed together and distributing it. The agents recorded that 

they made available to 326,662 farmers a sufficient supply of seed to plant 

3,500,000 acres, and through their testing campaign 550,006 farmers tested 

their seed for germination, SO that sufficient seed was provided to plant a 

total of 10,500,000 acres. In connection with their work te increase the pro- 

duction of corn, the agents influenced the farmers to increase their acreage of 

ensilage corn and thereby were able to increase the production of live stock. 

The next crop of importance was wheat. The Department of Agriculture, in 

cooperation with the Food Administration, carefully determined the food needs, 

both at home and abroad, and suggested the needed acreage for each State. With- 

in the States, intensive campaigns were carried on with the farmers, largely 

through the county agents, who not only kept the farmers informed as to what the 

needs of the country were, but assisted them in securing the proper supply of 

seed wheat and aided those farmers who had never grown wheat before in cultiva- 

tion and harvesting. The activities of the agents aided in bringing about the 

planting of 4,100,000 additional acres, with an increased production of 45,000 ,- 

000 bushels. A further additional 2,500,000 ecres of winter wheat was planted 

in the fall of 1916 es a result of the wheat production campaign. 

Another important feature of the work corried on by the county agents in 

the campaign for increased crop production was the treatment of oats for smut. 

Nearly 100,000 farmers, representing an oat acreage of 1,500,000 acres, were in- 

fluenced to treat their seed oats. The agents also assisted the farmers in in- 

creasing their acreage of rye, barley, potatoes; buckwheat and other minor 

crops. Another important feature of their campaign was the establishment of 
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aie and community gardens, They alse encouraged, to a limited extent, th 

canning and Grying of fruits anc vegetavles. 

In the campaign conducted in 309 counties, the increased mmber of live 

stock involved was 128,000 head of cattie, 940,000 head or hogs, 332 ,000 head of 

sheep, and 1,050,900 fowls. _ Over 1,000,000 animals were treated as the result 

of the activities of the extension agents. The agents were able to bring about. 

the introcuction into these conumunities of e large avmber of purebred live stock, 

and toox an active part in the campaign to increase the production of hogs. 

Southern 
— 

Workers Wir Crop Diversity 

The extension organizations in the South very efficientiy met the probiem 

Of sustaining the production of food and feed in 1917 in the face of high- 

Priced cotton. As a result of their very complete campaign, the acreage of 
f 

cotton was actually reduced, and the acreage of corn, wheat, oats, hay, potatoes, 

1 Sweet potatoes, and in fact ali other crops, was increased. In the spring of 

1918 the same thing was repeated except that the high price of cotton forced a 

slight inerease in the cotton acreage. The acreage in corn wes practically 

Sustained, while the acreace of wheat, oass, ry2, nay, potatoes, sweet potatoes, 

fice, peanuts, grain sorgnums, velvet oceans, and ether food and feed crops was 

i roacod. In the fall of 1918, due to the campaign for more wheat, the seec- 

ing of wkeat for the harvest of 1919 was increased. 

q The extension organization in the South concucted campaigns fer en 

Greased production of live stock, resulting in an increase of 6 per cent in the 
— 

Mumber of hogs, 3 per cent in the number of milch cows, 5 per cent in the numoer 

sheep, and 5 ver cent in the number of otner cattle, the increase in hog 

pe 
roduction being the highest in Mississippi and Tennessee, each of mize shows 

@ gain of 20 per cent over the year 19127. 
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The work among the men on the farm was primnrily to encourzge mere 

abundant production. The campaign carried on among the women was not only 

for increased production but for conservation of those products which had 

formerly been wosted. In the South, where tho work among the women had been 

carriec on the longest, the reports of the agents indicate that €5,000,000 

containers of vegetables, fruits, and fruit products, and 130,000 containers 

of meat and fish were put up, 2,000,000 pounds of dried vegetables and fruits 

stored, and 1,000,000 gailons of vegetables brined. In addition, 1€ ,O00 ,000 

pounds of butter and 1,000,000 pounds of cottage cheese were made under the 

agents’ direction. 

The women agents carried the lesson of wheat, meat, sugar, end fat con- 

servation to every family represerted and reached so large a number of people 

that they materially assisted the Food Administration and other forces in 

putting many States and counties on a non-wheat basis during the spring of 

1918. Six hundred and fifty-nine community demonstration kitchens were or- 

ganized under their supervision and used for the purpose of comaunity in- 

struction. They organized and built 847 comaunity canneries and 131 com- 

unity drying cenvers. They assisted in the organization and establishment 

of 13 curb markets in cities where city women could buy direct from farmers 

and far women fruits and vegetables brought in from the country. They or- 

Ganized 173 egg circles among farm women and girls, with the result that 

| 575,593 dozen eggs were marketed cooperatively, 200,000 dozen eggs were sold 

through individuals belonging to these associations, and over 1,000,000 

Pounds of poultry were warketed. They secured the establishment of 137 rest 

rooms for women in towns. 

| 7 
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Reach Wi ors than 3,000,000 Women 

In the Northern ane Western Evates, over 3,000 ,000 women were reached 

. through training classes, talks, demonstrations, and visits to homes , and 

interested in various phases of food prodyction, utilization and preserva= 

tion, the conservation of clothing and fusi, and various phases of health 

and child care. 

Under the immediate supervision of the agents, 140,000 gardens were 

pore) 1, 700 ,000 fowls were cared for, 4,000,000 pounds of butter, and 7,000,- 

000 pounds of pork were produced, 1190 community kitchens and 450 canning 

kitchens were established and 300,000 families influenced in food saving, 

3. 000, 000 quai sts of fruit and %,000,000 quarts of vegetables were canned, 

2,000,000 quarts of vegetables brined, 270,000 pounds of meat and 50,000 

pounds of fish canned, 350,000 pounds of fruit dried, and 805,000 pounds of 

vegetables and 500,000 dozen eggs preserved. 

Not only the adults, but the boys and girls as well, were interested 

in the problems of food production and Seon. All together, 1,250,- 

000 boys and girls undertook definite work in the production and conservation 

of agricultural products under the agents’ supervision. Some of the results 

that the boys and girls organized in club work reported in the N orth and 

West were the production of wie> 300,000 bushels of corn, 650,000 bushels of 

potatoes, 3,090 ,000 square rods of home gardenr, canning of 3,500,000 quarts 

of vegetables, making of 350,000 jars of jelly, the production of 440 ,000 

chickens, 170,006 dozen eggs, 900 ,000 pounds of beef, and 6,200,000 pounds 

of pork. 

In the Southern States the boys elub work is handled by the county 

agents, while the girls' work recorded above is included in the work of the 
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home cenonstration agents for women and girls. The boys’ work in the South 

was responsible for the production of 528,950 bushels of corn. 40,000 bu- 

shels of peanuts, 30,000 bushels of potatoes, 6,338 bushels of grain sor- 

ghums , 12,857 bushels of wheat, 496 bushels ae beans, 1,668,907 sounds of 

| pa cotton, 224,517 pounds of beef, 1,728,092 pounds of pork seld fcr: the markes 

aad 2,610,897 pounds of hogs retained for breeding purposes. The poultry 

work is reported under the girls' work. The totel market value of products 

of the boys‘ clubs in the South was $11,803,385. 32. These boys borrowed 

tre banks $536,402 for the purchase of animals to engage in club work. 

| Both the home demonstration agents and the county agents encouraged the 
| 
a of war SoS and never before had the farmers been able to supply 

their food needs so adequately from home gardens. In addition, the county 

wwents were very influsntial in establishing local laber exchanges, which en- 

bled the farmers readily tc find such help as was avyoileble in the community 

im case of need. 

Taking the Messase to the Family 

The achievements indicated above were the resuits of the direct contact 

f the agent ee the farmer or a member of his family. Although there were- 

lany agencies at work infiuencing the farmer, prebably none reached him as 

ffectivel; and as quickly as the Department of Agriculture anc the State 

Olleges of agriculture did through the county egent and home demonstrayion 

‘gent. Although the labor supply available tc the farmer was considerably 

ecreased, where his sons and hired men went into the Army and hie daughters 

ent into ee war industries, he increased his total acreage eae from 

33 2000,000 in 1916 to 334,000,C00 in 1917, and to 355, 000, 000 in 1918. The 

umber of milch cows was increased from 22,895,000 in 1917 to 5) eainea in 

a 

.* 
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1919, the number of other cettle from 41,690,000 to 44,400,000, the number 

of swine from 67,500,000 to 76,000,600, and the number of sheep from arene 

000 to 49,853,00. 

As soon as the United States: entered the war, the Office of Experiment 

Stations called specific attention to the questions which were of‘ wartime in- 

portance and assisted in organizing cooperations among the stations for study- 

ing these problems. It also worked in close association with the agricultural 

department of the N ational Research Council. A register was prepared of 

agricultural specialists competent for experiment station work, which assisted 

the stations in keeping the ranks of their workers: filled. 

The work of the Office of Experiment Stations and the State institutions 

associated with it was not so evident from what they did during the war as in 

the accumulated results of their experimental and investigational work in the 

paste The results of their activities supplied information to the fonnaee 

‘and to the extension workers with reference to such subjects as making the 

most advantageous use of soil and cultivation, economizing the resources of 

water and soil, making the best use of available fertilizing material, com~- 

bating disease and insect pests, practices to protect agricultural products 

against less in transit and storage, the use of substitutes in food and feed, 

economizing human labor and making it more highly pepsuenive by making it 

more intelligent and resourceful, and in general giving man a larger ability 

to utilize the forces of nature, based on the knowledge obtained from investi- 

gational and research work. 

The problem of the insular stations connected with the Office of Experiment 

Stations was to increase the food production on the islands and in Alaska. 

Before the war, the people served by the insular stations were large importers 

¢t 
i 
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of food Products, the value cf which reached 30,000,099 annually. The use 

of many coastwise vessels for transpor; service to Europe reduced the available 

tonnage of food shipments and ade it necessary for Alaska, Hawaii, Porto Rico, 

and Guam to make an effort to feed themselves. The efforts of the people under 

the guidance of the insular stations were highly successful and enabled then, 

in a large way, to solve their food problem, 

What Was Done on Our Islands 

To cite some typical examples, under ordinary conditions, Porto Rico was 

importing $800,000 worth of beans annually, but, under the stimulus of war, it 

has been able not only to produce the entire anount for home consumption but 

a considerable surplus available for export. In the Tanana and 1 antanuska 

Valleys in Alaska, the experiment station workers have been able to increase 

the production of potatoes, vegetables, and root crops in sufficient quantity 

to meet the local requirements of that section. In addition, the farmers pro- 

duced 2,500 tons of food and forage for live stock. 

Hawaii was accustomed to ship monthly 20,000 bunches of bananas. The 

removal of the steamers operating between Honolulu and San Francisco left the 

island with this supply of bananas on hand. It was found that one-third ripe 

banana pulp could be constituted for wheat flour in bread making. This prac- 

tice was widely adopted, and the use of the banana and other substitutes de- 

creased the importation of flour 51 per cent. 

The war problems presented to the Office of Hone Economics were +0 make 

special studies of war foods end diets and prepare numerous pamphlets, which 

were widely used in connection with the extension work as well as for general 

distribution by the department and the Food Administration. Attention was 
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raid to thrift in the use of clothing, household supplies, and household 

equipment. In cooperation with other bureaus, it made special studies in the 

ose cf dried fruits and vegetables, in the use of cottage cheese, and other 

aatters relating to the food values and uses of milk, in order that proper 

use might be made of these available foods te take the place of wheat and fats 

desired for exportation to European countries. In connection with the Fooc 

Administration and the Bureau of Education of the Department of Interior, it 

published e series of leaflets for popular use in educating the public to the 

necessity for changing its diet to release wheat and fats. It also prepared 

a series of outlines for courses of instruction in food conservation cesigned 
% 
rd 

for women collese students interested in food conservation who were supposed 

fo go back into their own communities as volunteer workers. 
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THE BUREAU OF MARKETS 

The first thing that the Department of Agriculture had to consider during 

the war was the growing of more food, but there were two other tasks of 

scarcely less importance. One was seeing that food was properly distributed, 

and the other that food was not wasted. Nearly all the bureaus in the depart- 

ment had a part in these, just as they did in the production work, but there 

was one - the Bureau of Markets - whése organization naturally ran that way, 

and it was used more than any of the others in working out ways for better 

distribution and for putting the conservation doctrine into practice. 

Some new projects were added, others were expanded. Technical investiga- 

tions gave way, in large part, to the work of showing people how to do the 

needful things and actually helping to do them. Pains were taken to gather 

full information about food, food materiels and feeds so that the work of dis- 

tributing them could be hendied intelligentiy and to find out just how much 

food could safely be used at home and how much could be spared, The work was 

done in cooperation with the Food Administration, the War Industries Board, 

the Quartermasters Corps of the Army, the purcnasing officers of the Navy, 

Councils of National Defense and other Government agencies engaged in war 

work. 

Four food and food materials surveys were made with the help of the 

tates Relations Service and the Bureau of Crop Estimates. They showed the 

quentities of important foods that were in the hands of manufacturers and 

wholesale and retail dealers and in storage houses. Data were obtained 
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regarding the stocks of raw matcrial on farms and foodstuffs in homes. The 

States Relations Service, in connection with the household consumption survey, 

assisted in meking a special dietary study, the results of which were of im- 

portance not only during the war but promise to be permanently SO. Through 

the assistance of the States Relations Service, reports were obtained direct | 

frou threshers in order to determine the production of the various cereals 

during 1918; from April 1, 1918, monthly epeds were secured from elevators, 

mills, warehouses and wholesale dealers in grain and flour, on commercial 

stocks of grain and grain products, and similar reports: from wholesale grocers 

Ena certain manufacturers covering sugar, condensed milk, canned goods and 

other articles. A monthly publication, “Food Surveys," has been issued since 

April, 1918, giving the results of these reports. Special issues gavd in 

detail the results of three of the four general food surveys. 

Cooperative Purchasing and Marketing 

War conditions emphasized the importance of cooperative action in solving 

the purchasing and marketing problems of the growers of farm produce. Coop- 

erative organization problems were discussed and suggestions given a large 

number of producers through conferences, farm bureau meetings, short courses, 

and similar gatherings. Personal assistance was given to many farmers in 

more than 30 States. Products incivded in these studies are fruits, vegetables, 

dairy products, potatoes, beans, cotton, hay, live stock, tobacco, nuts, honey, 

broom corn, and farm supplies. Where personal assistance could not be giver. 

Suggestions were made by correspondence and served as guides to many communi- 

ties in putting into operation plans for cooperative enterprises. A survey 

of cooperative enterprises in the United States was made and served not only 

as a distinct help during the war but is being continued under readjustmens. 
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A very important line of work had to do with putting producers and city 

consumers in direct touch with each other. Demonstrations were mie O20 

proper manner of preparing, packing and shipping farm products to facilitate 

sale direct to the consumer, and opportunivies were found for marketing pro- 

duce which otherwise would have been wasted. 

An unprecedented impetus vas given, as a result of the war, to motor 

transportetion ef farm products. Work began in March, 1918, and systematic 

eifort has been made ever since +0 smphasize such phases as were of assistance 

in solving the rurel transportation problems caused by the war. eteiled ine 

formation was gethered regarding routes and items of cost. Supplementary ree 

ports were made for each route, showing operating conditions, business methods, 

facilities and general management, and all of this information was utilized 

in demonstrations. Detailed studies were made in a large number of districts 

looking toward the establishment of additional motor, freight and express 

lines. Eight demonstrationel routes were started and have been succes sfully 

operated. Many new routes are in process of establishment, and requests for 

assistance are received from all sections of the country. Lists of motor 

trucks availabie during the peak of movement ef farm products were filed in 

some of the largs cities. Interest is growing in the marketing bp motor 

truck of live stock from rural sections within a radius of 75 miles of steck- 

yard centers. An invesvigator has been ascigned to the Onane. section to study 

present methods, to stabilize the industry and to develop and extend routes 

into new territory. 

in 1917 a svecial investigavor begeu work in China, Japon, eastern 

Siberia and the Philippines, finding out the possibilities or marketing Ameri- 

Can fruits. This information was given Pacific Coast shippers for their 
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_ guidance during the fruit season of 1917-18. An arrangement was made wito 

tke Food Administration by which the technologist in charge of Grain Standord. 

dae ati ton Investigations of the Bureau of Markets went to Austraisa 73 Anvesvi- 

gate the condition of large quantities of grain which had accumuleved becanse 

no ships were to be hac to take it to Eurspe. Arrangements were made hor che 

“selection and i inspection of grain intenjed fer shipment to the United States. 

Tn the autumn of 1918, 2. Specral iavestigator compieted a sovay of tne 

possivilities of marketing American fruit, live stock, meat, dairy products 

end wool in Australia, New Zealend and nearby islends. One o- the results was 

that fmerican grapes are now permitted entry. (“With the Eursau of Plant Tacus = 

try and the Bureau of Animal Industry, the Bureau of Markets , in tho winter 0 

isis, investigated conditions surrounding tre marketing in Euvops 07 live stock, 

meats, dairy products and seeds to determine the demands likely to be made pen 

America during reconstruction. 

Opening up Foreign Markets 

; Throughout the war period, information as to condi itions in foreign coun= 

Eeries was colliscted. Statistics and current reports on al uae agricuitural prod- 

‘ucts were secured and tabulated in suitable form for use in current market re- 

At several important ports, daily information was secured from stean- 

ship manifests regarding exports and imports of such perishable products 2.2 

piruits, vegetables, meats, milk, butter and cheese. 

Another important line of work had to do with the preservation of fruits 

and vegetables in transit and storage. Investigations had been conducted for 

several years, Gal oud as te the extent of deterioravion caused by im- 

oper methods of harvest pe, packing, storing and shipping. Extensive demon= 
“2 

rations were made to bring about the use of tne information already ‘obtained. 
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fully utilized. Much work was done to lessen the enormous loss and waste ia 
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Growers and handlers were shown thet decay and dew -erioration in transit can be 

reduced by more careful ha ndling methods. De:aonstrosions were macs to show 

that the efficiency of refrigerator cars could be increased by modifying the 

construction. Practically all of the refrigerator cars built for the poss 

18 months follow the designs recommended by the Department of Agriculture. Tne 

Railroad Administration has adopted this type of car as its standard of affi- 

Ciency. Test shipments of fruits and vegetables showed that heavy icais prop- 

Seriy vencilated maintained as low a temperature as light loads. The data ob- 

tained showed what is necessary for frost protection and, in cooveration with 

the Raiiroad Administration, methods were worked out for the construction of 

heater cars. Loading demonstrations resulted in the adoption by shi ppers and 

railroad officials of regulations to reduce losses. Many common fruit storage 

houses have besn constructed or remodeled, and important imprevem ents have been 

effected in the corstruction, ventilation and management of houses and cellars 

for potato storage, several hundred of which were built during the fall of 

»1918, in accordance with department recommendations. 

Adapting Cotton to Aizplanes 

With the acute shortage of fats and oils that existed during the war, it 

becams of the utmost importance that cotton sced and cottonseed products be 

ic 

marketing cotton seed and cottonseed products, to secure more and better humsn 

, ane anime i food and +0 release the trenasrortation facilities required to hau: 

useless foreign matter mixed with the seed. 

One of the most spectacular pieces of work done by the Department of 

_ Agriculture directly toward the winning of the war, was the development of 

cotton fabric to be used as a eunetitute for linen in the making of airplans 
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After the Germans took Riga, the Allies were almost completely de- 

prived of raw material out of which to make airplane fabrics. ‘From the be- 

ginning of flying machine development, it had been thought that linen was 

the only suitable material for making the wings, but in the vicissitudes of 

war, it came about that the enemy got possession of practically all of the 

flax in the world, the material from which linen is made, Ninety per cent of 

all the flax came from Russia, Courland and contiguous territory. After 

Russia went to pieces and particularly after. the Germans closed the Gulf of 

‘Riga, it did not come, it either stayed where it was or went to Germany. An- 

other 6 per cent of the world's output of flax was already in German possession 

in conquered Belgium so that for airplane and other needs the Allied nations 

had access to not more than 4 per cent of the output of flax. Unless a sub- 

stitute could be secured, the Allied armies would very shortly have no “eyes 

in the air." That was in August, 1917. In its extremity, the Bureau of Air- 

craft Production called a conference of representatives of the Bureau of 

Standards of the Department of Commerce, the Signal Corps of the Army, and the 

Bureaus of Plant Industry and Markets of the Department of Agriculture. As 

a result of this conference, the Bureau of Markets undertook to make a cotton 

substitute for airplane linen. Tests wer instituted to determine the possi- 

bility of using Sea-Island, American Egyptian and regular Egyptian cotton of 

the Sakellaridis variety. Zxperts of the Department of Agriculture took charge 

of some cotton mills that were turned over for the purpose and began making 

Spinning tests. What they had to develop was a fabric possessing both the 

Maximum of tensile strength and tearing strength with the minimum of elasticity. 

it was not long until they had made such a fabric, which was adopted as the 

international standard for airslanes. 
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Substitute: for Balloon Silk 

At the saae time another line of investigations was carried out in an 
« - °o = * 

effort to find e substitute balloon fabric. The necessity for this was not 

so urgent as thet for airplane fabric. Sufficient silk to make balioons could 

be obtained bus it had to be brought from Japan and China which, wang to the 
EI on-vhes ee ie 

shortage of ships and the submarine war 

easy thing te go. Now an airplane fabric is one thing and a bailoon febric is 

' quite another thing. An airplane fabric should have absolutely no elasticity. 

it must possess the nighest possible measure of strength and resistence %0 

“tear, and it must be of extremely open weave. Nearly all the things that an 

Peirpiene fabric must be, a bailoon fabric must not be. _ Ballcon fabric must be 

4s excesdingly closs weave, SO close that, with a littie rubberizing, gas can 

. not get through it. These two dissimilar needs the cotton experts of the De- 
-- 
. partment of Agriculture met out of the same materials. s a result of these 

_ investigations, between 50 and 60 of the largest fine-goods milis in the United 
: : ; : : 

States were engaged in the production of airplane end balioon fabrics. During 

the last few months of the war, the shortags of these fabrice was overcome and 

| a reserve of severai million yards was acGuired. 

| 7 Burlap was another material the commercial supply of which was practi- 

' cally wiped out by the war. The buik of buriap sacks originaliy ceme from 

indis. During the war, the British Government took practically the entire suc- 

put for sand bags in the defensive works slong the Western Front. The supely 

for export to the United States was reduced tovard the vanishing point and 

prices went up accordingly. it was necessery to develop grain handling methods 

that would require fewer sacks. 

Prior to 1917, practicaily ali the grain in the States of Oregon, 

gd Sle 
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Washington and Idaho was handled in sacks. The farmers, country shippers 

and dealers, as a rule, did not know how to handle grain in bulk. The 

Bureau of Markets sent to the Northwest men who were thoroughly familiar 

with bulk handling of grain. They advised the farmers how to handle grain 

from the threshing machine, how to construct portable and stationary farm 

granaries, how 4o obtain and operate bulk wagons, granary elevators and 

other equipment necessary for handling grain in bulk on the farm. They con- 

ferred with farmers' cooperative organizations, with line companies and 

with independent dealers about the management: Of bins, the construction 

and equipment of country elevators and similar matters, They assisted in the 

construction of a terminal elevator built by the municipality of Portland, 

Ore, This work produced desirable effects other than the saving of burlap 

sacks. During the war, most of the wheat grown in the Pacific .Northwest 

came East instead of going to the Pacific Coast for milling or export as it 

had done prior to the war. The eastern markets handle grain in bulk and pre= 

for not to receive it in sacks. The increased acreage planted to wheat as 

a result of war stimulation adied to the necessity of providing additional 

handling and storage facilities to take care of the crop. The change in the 

system of handling Pacific Coast grain probably will be permanent, 

Stopping Waste in Food Grains 

It was necessary during the war to stop every possible waste of wheat 

and other food grains. One of the most serious elements of loss had always 

been fires from dust explosions in mills and elevators and at threshing 

machines. Millions of bushels of wheat had been destroyed every year in 

that way. A campaign was conducted by the Bureau of Chomistry, the Bureau 

of Markets, and the Bureau of Plant Industry for the prevention of such 
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losses. Investigations were made in ail the principal wheat-producing sec- 

tions. The department recommended the installation of suction flues to re~ 

move smut and grain dust, the installation of automatic fire extinguishers, 

and of a system to remove static electricity which was frequently the cause 

of the sxplosive mixture becoming ignited. A special educational campaign 

was made to show owners of mills and elevators and their workmen the condi- 

tions under which dust explosions and fires occur and the methods by which 

they mar be prevented. A great many meetings were held. Information waa 

presented by lectures, by lantern slides end motion pictures and by actual 

demonstrations of dust explosions. That work was begun in November, 1917. 

During 1918, not a single grain dust explosion of much consequence occurred 

in the whole country. 

fany similar fires have occurred every year in cotton gins, causing tre- 

mendous losses. During 1918, a campaign was begun for the prevention of 

cotton gin explosions and fires. During the fall about 450 gins were visited 

and investigations made as to the causes of fires. Information was furnished 

to owners and operators, just as in the case of the mills and elevators, as 

to the proper operation of the zins in order to avoid explosions. This cam- 

paign was begun a yeer later than that of grain dust explosion, and has not 

progressed so far but methods are developving which will reduce the number of 

fires in cotton gins. 

The several lines of market news service established shortly after the 

United States became a party to the world war, have proved among the most 

effective aids in facilitating the distribution of products by bringing the 

producers and the consumers in touch with each other. 
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The market news service on fruits and vegetables, established prior 

to the war, was greatly enlarged during the emergency. Daily reports are 

issued on 32 of the more important fruit and vegetable crops and distributed 

to all interestod persons, They give carload shipments, the jobbing price 

in the principal markets, f.0.b, prices and other shipping-point information, 

Over 10,000,000 Market Reports 

Thirty-two market stations were in operation at the beginning of the 

fiscal year 1918 and 20 others were opened during the year. 

During 1917, over 10,000,000 complete daily reports were issued from 

market field stations. The number of subscribers was about 90,000. During 

1918, the number of reports issued increased to 23,000,000, and the number 

of subscribers to 120,000, 

By special arrangements, reports have been received of local receipts 

and local market conditions in a number of cities not yet covered by the 

agents of the city market service. This information is published in daily 

or bi-daily reports for hotels, restaurants and stores, A special weekly 

review, showing the trend and fancies of the principal markets, is furnished 

to agricultural and trade papers. This review is based on the daily market 

reports of more than 500 carriers and is distributed to dealers, producers 

and other interested persons, 

The market news service on live stock and meatsi had been established on 

a relativoly small scale prior to the war and branch offices had been opened 

in several cities. Emergency funds made it possible to provide for large 

increases in the forces at these offices and to extend the leased wire service 

and +o open offices in twelve other cities. Daily reports on meat trade 

conditions and a weekly review, showing tho trend of meat movements and the 
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prices, are issued. Tre review is particularly interesting to wholesale 

merchants, live-stock dealers and comission men. During i916, about 

4,000,000 copies of the daily report and 700,000 copies of the weekly review 

were distributed. 

Since July 1, 1917, daily telegraphic reports have been received from 

railroad division superintendents showing the number of cars of each class 

of live stock loaded west of tho Allegheny mountains. On January 1, 1918, 

this service was extended to include the railroads throughout the United 

States. The reports show points of origin and destinations of all shinments. 

A monthly report from the officials of 81 stockyards shows the receipts for 

the shipment and slaughter of live stock. Fifty-two of these yards report 

the number of stockers and breeders driven out to feeding districts. 

Information is collected showing the in and out movement of live stock 

in certain large feeding districts. This information is published weekly in 

“The Live Stock and Meat Trade News." Since June 1, 1918, all telegraphic 

market reports from Chicago Union Stockyards on live stock receipts and prices 

have been handled by the Bureau of Markets. This service is made available 

throughout the United States through the press associations, 

War Produces New Market Services 

The market news service on dairy and poultry products is purely an out- 

growth of war conditions. The reports furnish a review of the dairy pro- 

duction of each shee ane the country as a whole. They have been used by 

various Governmental agencies, including the War Trade Board, the Shipping 

Board and the Fuel Administration, in determining policies reicting to the 

conservation and market distribution of these products. 

Daily market reports are issued from the Washington office and from 
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eight branch offices, furnishizg infermation cu prices, trade conditions, 

receipts, storages movement, and stocks in the hands of wholesalers and 

jobbers. Since July 1, 1918, these eerie nave included information on 

market prices of fluid milk and cream and condensed and evaporated milk, in 

addition to the wide range of manufectured dairy products previously included. 

Another news service growing wholly out of war conditions is that of 

grein, hay and feeds. branch offices are operated at New York, Richmond, At- 

lanta, Chicago, Minneapolis, Kansas City, Oklahoma City, Denver, Spokane and 

San Prancisco, and from them are issued by-weekly revorts containing statisti- 

cal information on the stocks of hay, grain and feeds, the supply of and de- 

mand for them, and the prices at which they are being bought and sold in car- 

load lots. Weekly news letters are issved showing the supply, demand, prices 

Pa mosenant at all the principal markets. Special surveys have been made 

from time to time covering various phases of the work. 

housands of cattle were saved from starvation in the districts where 

severe drought has occurred by the work of the emergency branch offices at 

Fort Worth, Tex., and Bismarck, N. Dak. The Fort Worth office was opened 

in December, 1917, and maintained for several months. Its surveys covered 

Texas, New Mexico and contiguous territory, the object being to assist in se- 

curing feedstuffs for the cattle raisers in the drought stricken areas. ‘The 

Bismarck office was opened during the latter months of 1918 and rendered 

assistance in distributing hay and feed to the cattle men in the drovght sreu 

of the Dakotas and Monvana. 

Surveys were made at the request of the Food Administration to determine 

the emount of feedstuffs in the north Atlantic States, and the supplies of 
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ae) } peas in the Sout! heactern States. Another survey, made at the request 

r (© of the Railroad Administration, furnished information on the lecation an 

quantity of soft corn of the 1917 crop as it became ready for shipment. This 

information was used by the Director Genera? of railroads in distributing cars 

in such a way as to save this great quantity of feed from total loss. 

Timely Iafosmatzion on Seed P 

When the war broke out, it became apparent that, if the food preduction 

was not to be hampered by shortages of seed in any section of the country, much 

greeter effort would have to be made by the Department of Agriculture in giving 

oO 
: nH Q (a) special information to growers and dealers. A special reporting 5 

fore, was organized, and a monthly publication was issued to give timely seed 

information. Field offices were established in Chicago, Minneapolic, Sen Fran- 

cisco, Denver and Spokane. Vegetable, clover, and alfalfa surveys were made in 

November, 19127. Three subsequent seed end vegetable surveys were made. Through 

them, a comprehensive inventory was taken of the seed stocks of the country. 

Two special surveys of vegetable seed production were made. The information ob- 

tained was used in cooperation with the Department feed Stocks Committee in 

seed stock distribution. Assistance was rendered in finding lots of wheat and 

rye in tho Northwest, and judging their suitability tor seed and in purchasing 

and distributing seed in the drought stricken areas in Montana and North Dakote. 

Information was furnisned to the War Trade Board to assist it in sheping its 

policy rer exportation and importation of seeds, and special assistance was 

given in providing for Canada's requirements of several seeds. Information ob- 

tained in connection with this service is published in "The Seed Reporter," 

and special reports are issued when emergencies arise that require special con- 

sideration. 
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Weekly seed corn reports were issued from Chicago, Minneapolis and Kansas 

City during the spring of 1916 when there was difficulty in fincing enough 

sound seed corn. 

The city narket reporting service has had a marked tendency to reduce mar- 

ket gluts by increasing the consumption of abundant products. & consumer’s 

report and a grower's report are issued. The former is made public through 

iecai newspapers, care being taken to avoid all technical expressions and to see 

that the reports may be helpful guides to the housewifé in buying fresh fruits, 

vegetables, poultry, and other food. In some cases a “fair price” list is 

published. The growers’ reports are distributed daily at farmers' markets or 

mailed to the farmers. In them, products in the market are grouped under 

heads showing whether the demand is active, moderate or poor. A brief dis- 

cussion is made of market features and tables are furnished, showing whether’ 

the supplies of various products are light, moderate, liberal or heavy, the 

prices received by the growers and the prices received by the wholesalers and 

commission dealers, carload arrivals of certain products on the day of issue, 

and the total number of unbroken and broken cars on local tracks. Truck grow- 

ers and less than carload shippers surrounding the larger markets are thus 

enabled to adapt their marketing procedure to conditions. 

Reforms in Merchandising Methods 

Careful studies are made of medern merchandising methods as they appiy 10 

food products, including stores that charge separately for goods delivered and 

charged and the "self serve” stores. The results of these studies have shown 

that, from the standpoint of consumers, producers and dealers alike, the hand- 

ling of foodstuffs on large volume, quick turnovers and small unit profits is 

desirable. In this way it has been ascertained that the cost of food distri- 
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bution may be effecevively reduced and spoilage and deterioration held to a 

minimum. 

Taroughout the period of the war, transportation conditions were such that 

the manufacturers, distributors and users of commodities in agricultural pro- 

duction had difficulty in cbtaining cars. Muny complaints and appeais for assis- 

wence were received from producers and distributors and all of them were re- 

ferred %o the Transpottation Division of the Bureau of Markets, The bureau 

detailed transportation experts to heavy producing sections to work in close 

cooperation with producere and carriers in an effort to secure better service, 

to avoic shortages of cars and to secure refrigeration in transit by making tho 

fullest utilization of equipment by heavier and @we# better loading. 

Regulations regarding the distribution and cold storage of foodstuffs were 

formulated by the Bureau of Markets in cooperation with the Food Administration. 

Assistance was given to the Quartermasters Corns of the United States Army in 

planning betier methods for the handling and cold storage of meat products in- 

tended for the Army abroac. 

The Food Production Act authorized the Secretary of Agriculture to investi- 

gate and certify to shippers the condition of fruits and vegetables received at 

important: contral merkots. To perforu that function, the ¥ood Products In- 

spection Service was instituted in the larger cities throughout the country. 

New markets were adde a from time to vine. At present, inspection offices are 

maintained in 32 of the largest cities, und from these 14 additional markets ors 

served. 

By authority conteined in the Agriculture Appropriation Bill, inspecsious 

can be made not only at the requast of the shipper, as previously, but at tho 

réguest of any varty having a financial intersst in the Sea ont: and certif- 
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icates can be made as to the oe and grade, as well as the condition of 

soundness. This work has resulted in the saving of a great deal of food which 

would otnerwise have been lost. The inspection eliminates delays, brings 

about speedy adjustments and vractically puts out of business the fly-by-night 

commission operator who formerly bought on a gamble and rejected shipments 

without ceuse if the price went down before the shipment arrived. 

Tnspection Service Aids Food Administration 

The United States Food Administration made use of the Food Products In- 

spection Service of the Department of Agriculiure. The surveys issued by the 

inspectors were commonly used as a basis of settlement of disputes between 

shippers and consumers and the adjudication of disputes with the reod Adminis- 

tration officials. Much work was done by the inspectors in coliaboravion with 

the subsistence officers at the various Army posts and cantonments. Inspec- 

tors 2t the various ziarkets made a practice of visiting the Army camps located 

in their districts at regular intervals and made timely suggestions regarding 

the inspection of vesetables upon arrival at camp, ths methods of storage, etc. 

At the request of the Navy Departuent, the service was extended to cover 

the insvection of foodstufis purchased for the Navy at New York and at the 

Great Lakes Naval Training Stetion. Prior to that time, the best dealers were 

not inclined te bid cn Navy contracts because they could not compete with 

- 2 a a 

those who supplied products of infarior grade and condition. After the In- 

Lm spection Service was put in force, large quantities of vegetables delivers® % 

the transvorts were concemned and the actual receipts were confined to scuuc 

stock suitable to carry in the hold of the ship. 

During the war period, staudard grades for certai staple vegetables 

were worked s.ut and recommended. The United States Food Administration made 
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these grades compulessry, They were also adapted by the Army as a basis on 

which to make all of its purchases. In this way the movement of a large crop 

was facilitated and market conditions generally made better. 

The authority contained in the Food Production Act has greatly facilitated 

the work of the Department of Agriculture in securing good ovardees reports. 

These reports now include 44 commodities and are based on the information re- 

ceived from practically all of the cold-storage and meat-packing establishments 

in the United States. 

The Government prices fixed for wheat are based upon the standards es- 

tablished by the Department of Agriculture, and these standards have been used 

in practically all sales of wheat since the beginning of the war. The elimina- 

tion of competition by the establishing of a fixed price for 1917 wheat 

brought about entirely new conditions for the grain trade. The Federal wheat 

grades on which the prices were based had been made effective a very short 

time before, but the advisability of revising them to meet the changed condi- 

tions was considered. Suggestions as to the revision of the standards were in- 

vited from all grain interests. Twenty-two public hearings were held to secure, 

at first hand, the ideas of all branches of the grain trade. As a result, a 

revision of both the wheat and corn standards was promulgated by the Secretary 

of Agriculture and became effective on July 15, 1918. 

Grading for Grain Corporation 

Much inspection work has been done for zone agents of the grain corpora- 

tion in determining the grades of samples. Cooperative work was done with the 

War Trade Board in the inspection of corn going to Canada, Such corn was 

Shipped under licensé, accompanied by inspection surveys indicating the grade. 

This was done principally to protect the farmers of United States against 
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shortage of seed corn. 

During the fali and winter of 1918, the grain corporaiion made large 

purchases of wheat based upon tne Federal grades, and close cooperation wae 

maintained by the Department of Agriculture. Intensive suvervision was main- 

tained on all deliveries. Msny appeals on grades assigned have been enter- 

teined. 

During November and December, appeals were checked involving an aggregate 

of 12,000 ,000 bushels of wheat. General suprevision of wheat delivered to the 

corporation is constantly maintained. 

It was found necessary to expiain and demoistrave to country grain dealers, 

consumers and farmers, the application of the Federal grades. Some sections 

of the country had not been accustomed to the purchase and sale of grain by 

graces prior to that time. 

Staring with July, 1918, a series of grain grading exhibits were made at 

the State fairs throughout the northern and western grain belts. During ths 

summer and fall of 1917, grading pangs were held in interior grain sections 

for the purpose of showing farmers and dealers how to inspect grain according 

to the standards. Representatives of the Bureav of Markets carried with them 

the necessary grain grading eauipmert and samples. Several State agricultural 

colleges that offered courses and lectures on the grading of farm products in- 

vited the bureau to make an inspection in connection with farmers’ week or 

during the farmers' convention at the schools. Two sucn exhibits were made in 

January, 1919. 

The shortage of nitrates for use in fertilizers appeared at the beginning 

of the war as one of the most serious limiting factors in increasing food 

crops production. As a step toward meeting that need, Congress appropriated 
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#10 ,000 , 000 to be used as a revolving fund for the purchase of nitrate of soda 

to be sold to farmers at cost. By direction of the President, the War Indus- _ 

tries Board handled the purchase of the nitrate and the Secretary of Agriculture 

its sale and distribution. The Bureau of Markets was the agency through which 

the work was done. About 120,000 short tons of nitrate was purchased and ar- 

rangements were made to secure, through the Shipping Board, tonnage sufficient. 

4o transport it from Chile to this country. Early in 1918, the price was es- 

tablished at $75.50 a ton, f.0.b..the cars at the point of arrival. This ft 

price was announced in April, 1918. Apphications were received totaling more 

than the quantity of nitrate purchased, These applications came from county 

agricultural agents and committees of business men appointed for the purpose, 

Distributing Nitrate to Farmers - 

On account of the lack of available shipping facilities, it was possible 

to bring in only about .75,000 tons up to July, 1918. Practically all of this: 

nitrate had been shipped to the farmers by that date. It early became evident: 

that because of lack of vessels, sufficient nitrate could not arrive in time to 

make complete delivery during the period of greatest need. In order to make 

the quickest and most equitable disposition of such supplies as were received 

and to save the farmers tho interest on the deposits required to be made in 

payment for it, there was appointed a distributor tovtom shipments were made. 

This distributor apportioned the nitrate to the farmers of his county. 

The distribution of the nitrate purchased from the War Department wassunder= 

taken in the spring of 1919.. It is sold at $81 a ton f.0-b. the shipping point. 

On June 18, 1918, a proclamation was issued by the President requiring 

Stockyards to secure licenses from the Secretary of Agriculture on or about: 

July 25, 1918. On September 6, 1918, this proclamation was supplemented to in- 

‘Clude the stockyards' activities of slaughterers and renderers. The chief 
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of the Bureau of Markets was designated by the Secretary of Agriculture 

to administer the supervision of licensees under the proclamation, A 

force of market supervisors was organized and 30 men were stationed at cen~ 

tral points, exercising effective suvervision over more than 100 licensed 

stockyards. On January 1, 1919, 2,285 licenses: had been issued to stockyards, 

live-stock commission concerns, traders, packers and renderers. 

Complaints have been received from time to time concerning alleged 

violations of the regulations, and hearings have been held for the purpose 

of determining the issues involved. A number of complaints are now pending 

which involve questions of considerable moment to live stock interests and 

especially to live-stock producers, These complaints will be settled as 

soon as the necessary investigations and hearings have been completed, 

The services of the supervisors in relieving congestion in large mar=— 

kets during the periods of heavy receipts, in improving weighing and yardage 

conditions, in expediting delivery service on belt line reilroads and in 

numerous other directions have been highly commended by the patrons of 

these markets. The marked improvements effected and irregularities in 

market practices which have been corrected demonstrate the effectiveness of 

Government supervision over the live-stock markets and the consequent im- 

portance of adopting such supervision as a permanent measure. 
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THE DIVISION OF PUBLICATIONS 

Long before the entrance of the United States into the war, the De- 

partment of Agriculture was engaged in stimulating the production of farm 

products and the conservation of food stuffs. After this country got into 

the struggle, the department's activities were more intense and, when addi- 

tional funds were granted, were greatly increased. This dissemination of 

useful and timely information in relation to agriculture is one of the two 

original functions of the department. Naturally, its efforts to influence 

food production and conservation largely found expression through its publi- 

cations. It fell to the lot of the Division of Publications and the Office of 

Information to prepare and distribute the printed matter which should success-= 

fully appeal to the farmer for a determined effort to increase the farm out- 

put sufficiently to assure victory. 

During the first three months of war- April, May, and June, 1917 - 

200 publications, amounting to 7,385,000 copies were issued and distributed; 

during the year ending June 30, 1918, 1,200 publications were issued in ex- 

cess of those issued during the year preceding, aggregating over 30,000,000 

copies; and for the six months ending December 31, 1918, 31 additional pub- 

lications appeared, of which there were 11,760,000 copies. In 21 months, a 

grand aggregate of nearly 1,450 emergency publications, amounting to prac- 

Peaily 49,500,000 copies were edited, printed and distributed by the 

Division of Publications in addition to the usual work, as measured by 

prewar data. 

From April 1, 1917, when the department inaugurated its campaign to 
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increase the production of focds and to conserve the food supply of the 

country, to December 31, 1918, the Division of Publications used the 

stimulating-agriculture fund to edit, supervise the printing, end dis- 

tribute emergency leaflets, circulars, bulletins, posters, folders, placards, 

etc., to the number of 49,429,283, 

All of this printing was prepared specially to stimulate agriculture 

to help win the war and was in addition to the regular activities of the 

division. 

During the war the division has had at its command from the regular 

and emergency appropriations about $1,000,000 for printing and distributing 

Pane ommetion and suggestions, and with this sum about 200,000,000 copies of 

over 5,000 documents have been sent out in the intensive campaign to in- 

crease food production and to conserve the food supply. 

Valuable Bulletins Help Win War 

For emergency printing, to assist in this campaign, the department had 

special appropriations, aggregating about $279,462. Some of the regular 

publications were utilized in the campaign. The following Farmers' Bulletins 

were used: 
Farmers’ Bulletins 

No. 824. How to Select Foods: III. Foods Rich in Provein,. 

" 840. Farm Sheep Raising for Beginners. 

" 850. How to Make Cottage Cheese on the Farm. 
" 853. Home Canning of Fruits and Vegetables. 
" 871. Fresh Fruits and Vegetables as Conservers of other 

ve Staple Foods. 

"879, Home Storage of Vegetables. 

" 881. Preservation of Vegatables by Fermentation and 

Salting. 
" 884. Saving Vegetable Seeds for the Home and Market Garden. 

" 900. Homemade Fruit Butters, ; 
" 915. How to Reduce Weevil Waste in Southern Corn. 
"924, A simple Way to Increase Crop Yields. 
"934. Home Gardening in the South. 
" 936, ‘The City and Suburban Vegetable Garden. 
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No. 937. The Farm Garden in the North. 
"955. Use of Wheat Flour Substitutes in Baking, 
"966. A simple Hog-Breeding Crate. 

"987. lLabor-saving practices in Haymaking. 

x 991. The Efficient Cperation of Threshing Machines. 

The titles of the emergency leaflets, pamphlets, circulars, folders, 

and posters issued are: 

Leaflets 

United States Food Leaflets: 
i Start the Day Right. 

26 Do you know Corn Meal? 
335 A Whole Dinner in One Dish. 
4. Choose your Food Wisely. 
5s Make a Little Meat go a L ong Way. 

6, Do you Know Oatmeal? 

The Food for your Children. 

8. Instead of Meat. 
We Vegetables for Winter. 

10. Plenty of Potatoes. 

alae Milk the Best Food we Have. 
12. Save Fuel when you Cook. 
13. Let the Fireless Cooker Help you Conquer. 
14, Save Sugar: Use other Sweets. 

PDD. Dry Peas and Beans. 
16. Fresh Vegetables. 

Is Use More Fish. 

18. Rice. 

eye Hominy. 

20+ Wheatless Bread and Cakes. 

ole Keeping Tab on the Poultry Business. 
Bas Library Leaflets, 4, 5, 6, 7 

Cther Leaflets: 

First Care of Baby Chicks. 

Farm Labor Problems. 

Hive iztiole Pugs). 

Pork Production ia 1912. 

The Fresident to the Farmers. 

Comion Poultry Diseases. 
Seeds and Plants for Home Garden. 
Selection and Care of Poultry.Breeding Stock. 

Plant a Garden. 

A Simple Trap Nest for Poultry. 
Care and Feeding of Chicks. ; 
How to Set a Hen and Care for Her. 
Ways to Use Cottage Cheese. 
Cottage Cheese, an Inexpensive Meat Substitute. 
Some Directions for Making Cottage Cheese. 
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: Use Potatoes to Save Wheat. 
Chinch-Bug Leaflet. 

Grasshopper Control. 
Cutworm Leaflet. 

Grasshoppers. 

Turn Cold into Gold. 

Skim Milk for Human Food. 
Potato BlackHéart. 

Home Canning of Meats and Sea Food. 
The Cattle Tick and the War. 
Spray Schedules for Apples. 

Potato Beetles. 

Spraying Potato Fields. 
Garden Plant Lice. 

Cabbage Worm. 

Pamphlets: Movable Hog Houses. 
Apple Spraying Schedule, Southern States. 
Why we Went to War. 

Steps to Victory. 
City Woman Who found her War Job on 

the Farm. 
The Business of Agriculture. 
Delicious Products of the Dairy. 
Ieo: A Harvest Crop in Midwinter. 

Circulars and Folders 
Swine Production Should be Increased. 
Preserving Eggs in Waterglass Solution and 

Limewater. 
Safe Farming and What it Means for the South 

in 1918. 
Back Yard Poultry Keeping. 
American Standard Poultry. 
Women on the Farm, 
Control of Potato Leaf Spot. 
Powdery Dry Rot of Potatoes. 
Use Potatoes to Save Wheat. 
Ege Circular for Southern States. 
Cottage Cheese Dishes. 
Saving Eggs is Public Service. 

Use Barley, Save Wheat. 
Use Peanut Meal to Save Wheat and Fat. 
Use Soy Bean Meal to Save Wheat, Meat and Fat. 
Selection and Treatment of Seed Potatoes to 

Avoid Diseases, 
It is Possible to Prevent Grain Dust 

Explosions and Fires. 
Put a Stop to Grain Dust Explosions and Fires 

in Threshing Machines, 
Points for Poultry Pacxers. 
Points for Egg Buyors. 
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Raise Chickens. 

Supply the Farm Labor Need. 

Formulas for Sugar-Saving Sirups. 

Use Rice Flour to Save Wheet. 

Cottage-Cheese Dishes. 

Hatch Barly. 
A Method for Preparing a Commercial 

Grade of Calcium Arsenate. 
Use Peanut Flour to Save Wheat. 
Use Scy-Bean Flour to Save Wheat, lieat, Fat. 

Use Potatoes to Save Wheat. 

Labor Saving in Live Stock Production. 
Finding Labor to Harvest Food Crops. 
More Poultry Needed. 

Use Corn Meal and Corn Flour to Save Wheat. 

Use Oats to Save Wheat. 

Prevent Threshing-Machine Fires. 

Raise More Poultry. 
The Sweet Potato Weevil. 

Have Eggs to Sell when Eggs are Scarce. 

Raise Pigs and Help win the War. 
De not Sell Laying Hens. 
Rats. 

Cutworms. 

Chinch Bug. 
Turn Cold into Goid. 
Fight Wheat Rust. 
Potato Beetles. 
Grasshoppers. 

Garden Cutworms,. 
Save Seed for Victory. 

Dust Explosions and Fires in Mills. 

Spraying Potato Fields. 

Garden Plant Lice. 
Cabbage Worm. 

Food is Going Up in Smoke. 
The Country Needs You te Harvest Corn - The 

Country Needs You to Harvest Cotton. 

Raise More Poultry. 

Apple Spraying Schedule, Sowtnern States. 

Spray Schedule for Soples, Porthern States. 

Make Every Egg Count. 

Cherts, Home Canning, 
Saturdays too for Food Production. 

Climax Basket Loading. 
The Man Behind the Plow is the lian Behind the 

Farming Problems in 1919. 

More Money for Better Hices. 

The European Corn 5Sorer. 

Join a Sheep Club. 

Save Fuel in Dairy Plants. 

a 
uun,. 
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Carry Messages on Posters ard Films 

The Section of illustrations' contribution toward winning the war 265 

consisted in the preparation of a number of posters desig 

focd production and conservation, and of several thousand lente 

for the American Read Cross to be used in educational campaigns, the 

necessary material veing Turnisned by that organization. 

Tn oe Motion Picture Section, films were produced to stinulete in- 

creased agricultural production and food conservation, and were exhibited 

an ail parts of the country directiy and through ccoperation witn ths 

inmotion picture industry. in additicn, sneciai campaigns were conducted 

in motion picture theatres through the aid of slides, trailers, animated 

cartoons, and news pictures in film weeklies. 

also, ior use abroad. 

Fo> the @issemination of information by means of motion pictures 

which, before that time, nad been conducted only on an cxperinensal 

basis, Congress made an allotnent which enabled the deparsment to under- 

take the systematic development of this activity as a war Measure. 

Films were given wide distribution in ebout 40 war emergency subjects 

as follows: 

Gonstruction of Concrete Silo; Construction on a 
Wooden Hoop Silo. 

Cooperetive Cow Testing in Vermont. 

Lambs from Renge tc Merket. 

From Wool to Cloth. 

Gontroi of Hog Cholera. 
Government Poultry Farm, Beltsville, Maryland. 

Wilk and Honey. 
Types of Horses at the Washington Hoorse Show. 

Uncle Sam's Pig Club Work. 
Why Eat Gottage Cheese. 
Bituminous Macadam Road Construction. 

Cement and Goncrete Tests. 

Concrete Road Construction. 
Gravel Road Gonstruction. 
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Macadam Road Construction, 
Road Construction and Maintenance, and Road Tests with 

Traction Dynanometer. 
Testing Rock to Determine Its Vaive for Road Building. 

Grazing Industry on the Nationel Forests. 
Lumbering Yellow Pine in the Southwest. 
Lumbering Lodgepole Pine. 
Lodgepole Pine for Railroad Ties. 
National Forest as Recreation Grounds and “Bull Run" - 

Portland's Water Supply. 
The Wichita National Forest and Game Preserve. 
he Work of a Forest Ranger, Tree Planting on the 

National Forests. 
What a Careless Hunter in the Woods Can Do. 
Agricultural and Forest Resources of the United States. 

Control of Pink Bollwori of Cotton. 
Drying Fruits and Vegetables in the Home. 

Dust Explosions (A technical reel). 
Helping the Farmers of Tomorrow. 
To Feed a Hungry World. 
Cooperative Berry Growing in Pacific Northwest. 

Cotton. 
Poultry Pests and their Control. 
Preventing the Spread of the Gipsy and Brown-taii ioths. 

Congressional Seed Distribution. 

Pythian Disease of Potatoes. 
Strawberry Industry in Kentucky and Bridge Grafting to 

save Trees. 

Work of the Forest Products Laboratory. 

The equivalent of about 600 reels was showm in this country about 

2,000 times, to about a million people, mainly by representatives of the 

department. They were exhibited at field and demonstration meetings, 

municipel gatherings, schools, churches, expositions, county and State 

fairs, and in motion picture theatres. In addition to this educational 

distribution, a large commercial film manufacturing and distributing com- 

pany made releases in its scréen magazines of abridgments of sixteen of 

these films. At least 30 copies of each of the films released commercially 

were distributed to motion picture theatres. They were shown at about 

1,000 theatres to approximately 5,000,000 pecple. 
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Motion Picture Woi 

The motion picture lei poratery was used, also, by the Division of 

Films of ths Committee on Public Information in conjunction with the force 

of this department for a period of abous eighs months. Muneteen reels of 

negative belonging to the Department of Agriculture were loaned to the 

Committee on Public Information for the making of prints for use in this 

country aud abroad. 

Im che early months cf the war, before their own laboratories were es- 

taolished, the Signal Corps and Medical Corps of the Army frequently, made 

rh use of the motion picture laboratory and its equipment in the preparation 

of their films. in addition, the projection room of the laboratory was av 

all times at tho disposal of the various War Boards and Foreign Missions. 

The department supervised the exhibition of motion pictures of several 

other branches of the Government, in conjunction with its own, on six 

Circuits of State fairs in twenty-three States, at which about 100,000 

people were reached. Film was also made available for exhibition to the 

people of France and Russia and to the soldiers, sailors and marines of 

this country and of thoss nations associated with it. 

Four major campaicns were conducted through m tion picture theatres 

during the year as follows: 

Eight thousand lantern slides dealing with the preservation of, perish- 

able freites and vegetables were distributed for use in 2,000 motion picture 

theatres in the States of Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, New Yorx and New 

certs received by the department indicated that there was q oO 4 uy © coe | Ss ® 8 v 
aS 

danger of a loss of a large amount of such perishables. 

The Forest Service conducted a forest fire prevention campaign, through 

motion pictures, in Californie, in cooperation with State agencies and a 

private film corporation. 
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Commercial motion picture weekly reels carried special pictures re- 

garding the production of back-yard noultry, together with trailers urging 

that more poultry be raised as a war measures 

The largest campaign dealt with farm labor. The eight motion picture 

news weeklies carried news pictures, animated cartoons, and trailers from 

March until midsumser making appeals for the enlisting in farm work of 

people from the cities. Many other commercial films carried trailers on 

this subject. While it is impossible to measure the effect of these efforts, 

it is known that millions of »veonle were reached end thet, as a direct re- 

sult, much farm labor was recruited. 
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THE OFFICE OF EXHIBITS 

More than 13,000,000 people saw, during 1918, exhibits made wholly 

or in part by the Department of Agriculture and designed especially for 

the purpose of promoting greater production of farm crops, preventing 

food waste, to stimulate various activities toward winning the war. and 

to develop the strongest feelings of loyalty. 

One series of exhibits, covering more than thirty exhibitions and 

demonstrations, was planned and carried out wholly by the Department of 

Ppdxulture with the cooperation of fair and exposition associations. . These 

exhibitions had to do with food production, conservation and distribution. 

The territory covered extended from New Englaidto Florida and from the At- 

lantic Coast west to Illinois and Texas. 

Another series of exhibitions was carried out jointly with the depart- 

Boas of War, Navy, and Interior, the Food Administration and the Committee 

on Public Information, fair and exposition associations cooperating. The 

exhibits filled eleven large freight cars. These were divided into six 

lots and sent out on as many circuits, each circuit in charge of an expert 

from the Department of Agriculture. When installed the exhibits in each 

circuit filled a floor space of from 8,000 to 10,000 feet. 

The public everywhere manifested a keen interest in these displays. 

They were made the "feature exhibit" of the fairs and were admittedly the 

drawing card that brought the record-breaking crowds. 

Exhibits Instruct Crowds at Fairs 

Following are the places at which the Department of Agriculture ex= 

hibits of the first series were shown: 
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Place 

Cleveland, Ohio 

Topeka, Kanss= 

Berlin, Conn. 

Hutchison, Kans. 

Witchita, Kans. 

New York, N.Y. 

Dallas, Texs - 

Meridian, Miss. 
Columbus, Ohio 

New Orleans, La. 

Shrewsbury, La. 
Kansas City, Mo. 

Chicago, Ill. 

New York, N.Y. 

Springfield, Ill. 

Cleveland, Chio 

Chicago, Ill. 

Peoria, Ill. 

Jacksonville ,Fla. 

Baltimore, Md. 

New York, N.Y. 

Baltimore, Md, 

New York, N.Y. 

Industrial Fair and Exposition 

Topeka, State Fair 

Conn. State Fair Society 

The Kansas State Fair 

International Wheat Show 

New York Electrical Expositions 

State Fair of Texas 
Miss. - Alabama Fair 
National Dairy Show 

National Farm & Live Stock Show 

Jefferson Parish Fair 
The Greater Poultry Exposition 

Association 

The Chicago Poultry Show 
Annual Poultry Show 
The Centennial Poultry Show 
Cleveland Pure Food Show 

Patriotic Food Show 

Illinois State Poultry Show 
State Fair of Florida 
Patriotic Food Show "Over There" 

Nat'l Milk & Dairy Farm Expo- 

sition 
War Food Bureau 

Patriotic Food Show 

Daveiuens 

Sept. L=9, LOL. 

Sept. 10-55) VOL. 

Sete LOLS lotic 

Slope ae ym Odile 

Oct. 1L=-L5) LOM. 

OCt eel O = sO) eno athe 

Oct. 13-28, 1917. 
OCtee 25=20), oa 
Oct. Le=c7 5) 29nT. 

Nov. 10-17, 1917. 

Nove 21-25, 1917. 

265 Dee taylors 

4-9, 1917. 

28-Jan.2, 1918. 
28-Jan.e, 1918. 
4-9, 1918. 
5=13, 1918. 

18-22, 1918. 

26-Mar. 9, 1918. 

1-30, 1918. 

Nov. 

Dec. 

Dec. 

Dec. 

Feb. 

Jan. 

Jan. 

Feb. 

Apr. 

20-27, 1918. 

3-15, 1918. 

14-22, 1918. 

May 
June 

June 

Window Shows and Other Speciel Exhibits 

New York, N.Y. 

Lancaster, Pa. 

New York, N.Y. 

hiork. (Pas 

Brooklyn, N.Y. 
Washington, D.C. 
Baltimore, lid. 

Washington, D.C. 

2 

Conservation Exhibit & Window 

display 
Canning and Food Sonservation 

Window Show and Hall Exhibit 

Window Shows Only 

Canning 
Food 

Canning 

Canning 

Conservation 

1-30, 1927. 

20-27, 1917. 

Sent. 10-20, 1917. 

Aug. 27-Sept. 6, 1917. 
Sent. 3-10, 1917. 
dyemlsicgy ISs)brie 
Sebleys Aue ah ee 
Nove 1-6, 1917. 
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Setonc Series of Fair Bxhibits 

The joint Government exhibits the second series, were shown as 

folléws: 

Place Fair ne ns 

CIRCUIT NO. 1 

Sedalia, lio. 
Des Moines, Iowa 

Hamiline, Minn. 

Milwaukee, Wis. 

Oklahoma City, Okla. 

Wichita, Kans. 

Waco, Tex. 

CIRCUIT NO, 2 

Erie, Pa. 

Rochester, N.Y. 

Syracuse, N.Y. 

Berlin, Conn. 

Trenton, NJ. 

CIRCUIT NO. 3 
Springfield, Ill. 

Detroit, Mich. 
Nashville, Tenn. 

Memphis, Tenn. 

Knoxville, Tenn. 

Atlanta, Ga. 
Macon, Ga. 

Valdosta, Ga. 

Jacksonville, Fla. 

CIRCUIT NO. 4. 
Columbus, Ohio 

Indianapolis, Ind. 
Topeka, Kans. 
Hutchinson, Kans. 
Muskogee, Okla. 
Kansas City, Mo. 

CIRCUIT NO.. 5. 
Lincoln, Nebr. 

Douglas, Wyo. 

Missouri State Fair 
Towa State Fair 

Minnesota State Fair 

Wisconsin State Fair 

Oklahoma State Fair & 
Exposition 

Wichita International, 

Exposition 
Texas Cotton Palace 

Erie Exposition 

Rochester Exposition & 

Horse Show 

New York State Fair 

Connecticut State Fair 

Interstate Fair Ass'n. 

Iliinois Centennial State 

Fair 

Michigan State Fair 

Tennessee State Fair 

Memphis Tri-State Fair 

East Tennessee Division 

Fair 

Southeastern Fair Ass'n. 

Georgia State Fair 
Georgia-Florida Fair 
Florida State Fair & 

Exposition 

Ohio State Fair 

Indiana State Fair 

Kansas Free Fair 
Kansas State Fair 

Oklahoma Free State Fair 
International Farm Con- 

gress 

Nebraska Stete Fair 

Wyoming State fair 

Date 

Aug. 10-17, 1918. 
Aug. 21230, 1918. 
Sept. 2-7, 1918. 

Sept. 9-14, 1918. 

Sept. 21-28, 1918. 

Sept. 30-Oct.12, 1918. 
Nov. 2-7 

Aug. 19-26, 1918. 

Sept. 2-7, 1918. 

Sept. 9-14, 1918. 
Sept. 24-28, 1918. 

Sept. 30-Oct. 4, 1918. 

Aug. 9-24, 1918... 
Aug. 30-Sept. 8, 1918. 
Sept, 16-21, 1918. 
Sept. 21-28, 1918. 

Oct. 7-12, 1918. 
Oct. 12-18, 1918. 
Nov. 10-18, 1918. 
Nov. 18-23, 1918. 

Nove 27=-Dec. 7, 1918. 

Aug. 26-31, 1918. 

Sept. 3-7, 1918.. 
Sept. 9-14, 1918. 
Sept. 16-21, 1918. 
Sept. 30-Oct.5, 1918. 

Oct. 16-26, 1918. 

Sept. 1-6, 1918. 
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Pueblo, Colo. 

Salt Lake City, Utah 

Los Angeles, Calif, 

CIRCUIT NO. 6. 
Springfield, Ill. 

Huron, S. Dak. 

Lemmon, S. Dak. 

/ SUPPLEMENTARY TO CIRCUITS 
Baltimore News Food Show, Feb. 6-15, 1919. 
Southern Commercial Congress, Dec. 8-15, 1918. 

Netional Bank, Jan. 

Poultry Exhibition of Pittsburgh, Jan. 13-18, 1919. 

Baltimore, Md. 

Baltimore, Md. 
Akron, Ohio 

Pittsburgh, Pa. 

First-Second 
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Goer ee Fair 

Association 

Tilinois Centennial State 

Fair 

South Dakota State Fair 

Interstate Fair Ass'n. 

Sept. 23-28, 1918. 
Sept. 29-Oct. spy alis\aliey 

Dec. 7-24, 1918. 

Aug. 9-24, 1918. 

Sept. 9-14, 1918. 
Sept. 18-20, 1918. 

6-20, 1919. 
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THE OFFICE OF INFORMATION 

The Office of Information, being the purveyor of the department's 

news to the press of the Nation, the translator of its scientific knowledge 

into the language of the layman, carried the responsibility throughout the 

war of disseminating very promptly to the people of the country all the in- 

formation that the denartment could furnish as to means of increasing food 

production and promoting food conservation. Its work was intensified and 

increased not only, but branched into ney lines. Before the beginning of 

American participation in the war, the Office of Information had sought, 

almost exclusively, to convey its message to country people. After that 

event, it was just as necessary that the message be heard by urban people, 

t00. 

To reach the veople of the cities and towns, indeed, was one of the 

earliest and largest war-time tasks performed by the office. At the very 

beginning it was apparent that food thrift, the saving of food by every 

reasonable means, was one of the basic necessities for winning the war. 

The Office of Information began the crusade immediately after the declara- 

tion that a.state of war existed. Everything was ready, in fact, for the 

launching of the crusade even before the declaration was made. During the 

few weeks following April 7, 1917, the Office of Information put before the 

readers of the Nation the fact that food saving was a necessary war 

measure , that, in the final analysis, food would win the war. When the 

Food Administration was created, it took over, in large~ measure, the task 

of promoting food thrift, but the Office of Information continued throughout 
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the war, in connection with its other duties, to keep the necessity for 

food conservation before the readers of daily and weekly newspapers, farm 

papers, trade papers, household and other publications. 

During the first three months of the war, 237 articles on emergency 

subjects were issued to the press. Of these, 51 dealt with the elimination 

of food waste in the home and conserving perishable products by canning 

and drying, 45 with the proper handling of field crops to meet the emergency, 

26 with the live-stock situation, 10 with the necessity for inerease of 

poultry, and 26 with methods of combating crop pests and diseases. The 

emergency began after planting was well advancad in the southern half of 

the country, but until the end of the planting season, special attention 

was given to increasing the acreage of such food crops as spring wheat, 

corn, oats, rye, barley, potatoes and vegetables in homes gardeis. suuny 

articles were issued urging people to eat more corn, to use it as a sub- 

stitute for wheat. 

To accomplish the necessary extension of services, the established 

channels of the office for distributing informational publicity to the 

agricultural, newspaper anc magazine press were enlarged and new features 

developed. The Special Information Service, the Home Garden Series, the 

Canning-Drying Series, and tne War Work Weekly were inaugurated. 

Valuable Articles Issued Through Press 

The Special Information Service was an illustrated weekly news service 

under four departments of two colwans each, in which were discussed war 

problems of food production and conservation, especially as they related 

to city people and small producers. The four departments were: "Our Part 

in Feeding the Nation," "Helping the Meat and wlilk Supply," "A Bird in 
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the Hand," (poultry), and "The Housewife and the War." This service, do- 

veloped in October, 1917; has been furnished to 7,450 newspapers and prob- 

ably reached 15,000,000 to 20,060,000 readers weekly. It was continued in 

Slightly different form after the war. 

The Home Garden Series was issued early in the season of 1918 to give 

accurate advice to the home gardeners on the farms and in the cities which 

would aid them in producing ample supplies of home-grown foods. The 

peteekal in this series - 37 columns ~ was guf fades +o enable newspapers 

to carry timely gardening information in detail throughout the season. It 

was illustrated by cuts, mats, and photographs lent by the department. The 

series was supplemented during the producing season by timely mimeographed 

items discussing phases of the work arising from special conditions or de- 

velopments, A socond Yome Garden Series was issued in the spring of 1919. 

The Canning-Drying Series followed the Home Garden Series as a supple- 

mentary service intended to encourage and insure the saving of food pro- 

duced in the home gardens. It was handled in the same manner as the Home 

Garden Series, proofs of the 22 colums of material being sent to all 

dailies in advance of the season and illustrations furnished on request. 

The War Work Weekly, a clipping sheet issued under the head "What the 

Department of Agriculture is Doing," was established.in the spring of 1918. 

Through this service, newspapers and agricultural journals were advised 

week by week of results and progress obtained by the department's workers 

and its cooperating forces in the States in war emergency activities chiefly, 

but also of useful information obtained in the regular work of the depart- 

ment. In reporting progress in meeting the farm labor situation, this 

service acted as an exchange for successful ideas and plans used in the 

various States. Because the items in it were limited to 100 words, the War 
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Work Weekly was an answer to the insistent demand of edisors for brevity, 

on account of space limitations enforced by paper conservetion and other war 

economy measures in publishing. The War Work Weekly was sent to the agri- 

cultural, daily and weekly press, and as the Food and Farming Weekly it was 

continued after the armistice. 

Circulers, pesters, and other advertising matter were used liberally 

in the various campaigns of the departwent. Iliustrated announcements ad- 

vertising certein of the department's Farmers' Bulletins were prepared and 

used widely in the acvertising columns of the daily and weekly press. Through 

the Division of Advertising of the Committee on Public Information, special 

advertising campaigns calculated to stimulate production or conservation of 

farm products were carried on through the medium of free space patriotically 

offered to the Government by advertisers and by publishers. Cumpaigns to 

increase poultry production and consumption and to cbtain supplies of farm 

labor were conducted. Page advertisements in a number of popular magazines, 

for example, carried to city people the message of the farm labor needs. 

Tre office also assisted in the preparation of the United States Food Leaflets, 

20,000,000 of which were distributed by the department. 

Direct Circulation Reaches Miliions 

The Weekly News Letter, the official publication of the department, was 

enlarged from § pages to 16 pages on occasions. The News Letter's circula- 

tion of 130,000 included newspapers and other publications, Federal and State 

agricultural workers and cooperators, agricultural leaders, libraries and 

chambers of commerce. As the official organ of the department, the News 

Letter carried material intended to further netional agricultural campaigns 

and published the official statements of the department. Popular articles 

discussing experimental results and advice on agricultural methods also 
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were used and in more detail than in other news channels of the office. 

Through the plate service, the Office of Information prepared agri- 

cultural news matter for distribution to the weekly and small daily press. 

During the war, the output of matter was tripled. This service, which is 

illustrated, is used in plate form by more than 1,000 weeklies and small 

dailies and in ready print by abot 5,000 weeklies. 

By its mimeographed news service, the office furnished daily or as the 

necessity for vrompt distributicn dewended, timely press notices to press 

associations, correspondents, newspapers, agricultural journals, and special- 

ized publications generally or locally. The amount of material issued 

through this channel was approximateiy doubled. 

Conferences were held with agricultural editors to determine their needs 

for information from the department, to acquaint them with the department's. 

production campaigns, and to obtain their suggestions and enlist their 

cooperation in improving the department's informational activities. The 

needs of the farm press also were obtained in an extensive questionnaire 

in which editors were invitec tc express their needs in detail and to give 

other information useful to the department in developing an agricultural 

syndicate. Throvgh this syndicate, special feature articles on the more in- 

portant projects of the department were Sursisked exclusively to one journal 

in a section by the use of rotation lists. 

To optain adequate publicity for the recommendations of conferences 

in the field, the office detailed representatives to attend meetings and to 

sive out information to the press. 
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THE INSECTICIDE AND FUNGICIDE BOARD 

The Insecticide and Fungicide Board, in collaboration with the Bureau 

of Chemistry and the Bureau of Entomology, assistec a number of war agencies 

in important tasks, 

For the subcommittee on medical entomology of the National Research 

Council, the board made chemicai examinations, laboratory tests and practical 

tests at Army cantonments with various remedies for body lice, and with other 

insecticides used by the Army and Navy against other insects. The results 

cf this work were used by the committee on medicine of the National Research 

Council in recommending the most effective insect killers. 

The board cooperated with the Food Administration in enforcing the 

provisions of the Food Control Act relating to insecticides, and supplied to 

that body information on various subjects. A representative of the board was 

present as advisor of the Food Administration in conferences with insecticide 

manufacturers. As a result of these activities, the producers’ price of 

white arsenic was reduced from 12-16 cents to 9 cents for ecarload lots and 

95 cents for shipments of less than a carloud, resulting in lower prices for 
wl 

various spraying materials, such as Paris green, lead arsenate, celciun 

arsenate and other arsenical insecticides. 

The board cooperated with the Wood Cheiical Section of the Raw Materzals 

Division, Council of National Defense, in arranging for the release of 

acetic acid, so greatly needed in the airplarle program, by substituting 

vinegar for acetic acid in the manufacture of Paris grven. Representatives 

of the board sat with the committee of the Council of National Defense in 
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conferences with manufacturers of Paris green, 

For the War Department, the board assisted in making tests of the Megan 

fumigating apperatus to determine whether it, with the formula suggested, 

could be used for destroying body lice and their eggs and pathogenic bacteria 

in clothes. The apparatus and formula were found to be net effective. 

A member of the Insecticide and Fungicide Board served throughout the 

War as a member of the joint Information Board on Minerals and Derivatives. 





od 

The most noticeable effect of the war on the regular work of the 
S 

library of the Department of Agriculture was in the Reference and Loan 

Divisions. This was due tc two causes. First, the war activities of this 

and other Government departments, which gave rise to many new lines of in- 

vestigation and second, the creation by the Government of various new 

Bh offices and bureaus for the propagation of the work of the war. All o 

these new offices needed library facilities in a greater or less degree, 

and none was provided with them to the extent of its needs. This put upon 

the established libraries of the Government the responsi bility of supply- 

ing the new wants in so far as they were ablé, and, of necessity, greatly 

Lo} fo) 0 f4 fe (@) » (7) [or] oO (=) ct Q Q oO = ck nm Lar) a pe fr increased the volume of work. This library w 

share in meeting these new demands. 

The Food Administration made very frequent use of the facilities of 

the main library and also of one branch libraries. Without the resources 

of this library to drayv upon, it. would heee been considerably hampered in 

some of its research work. Among the other Government offices which used 

the library may be mentione ed the American University Experiment Staticn of 

the War Depvartment, ie Edgewood Arsenal and other branches of the Og eoe 

War Service, the Ordnance Department, the comsittee on Public Information, 

the Federal Board for Vecdtional Education, the Division of Export Licenses 

~ 
and other offices of the War Trade Board, various divisio = is ™m Qy j it § a Lar) Leir) be Q ia) i?) 

~ * = o , - * s 0 * es ATA Naren ae 
of the Council of National Defense, including the Women's Comnittee, the 

Shipping Board, and the War Industries Board. 





In addition to meeting these increased demands along the line of 

its normal and regular duties, the library endeavored to render assistance 

in other war activities of the Government by lending two of the library 

assistants to the committee on Public Information for the work of preparing 

an information file of Government activities and officials. 

The librarian was appointed in June, 1917, as chairman of the American 

Library Association food information committee, and, in that capacity as 

well as through the library, endeavored to aid in various ways in the work 

for food conservation and increased production. In August, 1917, a cir- 

cular letter was sent to the public libraries of the country calling atten- 

tion to the opportunities for libraries to serve in this work. A second 

letter was sent in April, 1918. Lists on food subjects were also prepared 

and publications of the department on these subjects were sent in quantities 

to libraries for distribution. 

Tn the line of war publications, the library issued a series of seven 

Library Leaflets as follows: No. 1, "Raise Chickens;" No. 2, “Raise Fieses 

No. 3, “Raise Sheep;" No. 4, "Bread and Cereals;" Mo. 5, “Vegetables and 

Fruits;" No. 6, "Meat and Meat Substitutes;" No. 7, "Fats and Sugars." 

. The leaflets were issued to heip 

in the work of increased food production and conservation. 
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THE OFFICE OF FERTILIZER CONTROL 

The fertilizer industry of the country was placed under license con- 

trol, following a proclamation by the President on February 25, 1918, the 

cbject being to secure an adequate supply of fertilizers to grow the crops 

most needed during the war. The work was done by the office of Fertilizer 

Control, created in the Department of Agriculture as an emergency organiza- 

tion. 

of the three main elements of commercial fertilizers, the United States 

was independent only as to one. The supply of phosphate rock was adequate, 

but the means of transportation from the mines to the mixing plants were limi- 

ted and somewhat uncertain. Prior to the war, the United States had been 

dependent upon Germany for practically all of its potash and upon the Chilean 

deposits for most of its nitrates. These supplies were cut off, the one as 

a direct result of the war and the other, largely, by the shortage of ship- 

“ping facilities. important fertilizer materials, particularly nitrate of 

soda, ammonium sulphate and sulphuric acid, were required to a great extent 

for the manufacture of munitions. 

The firms engaged primarily in manufacturing fertilizers were placed 

under license immediately after the President issued his proclamation. ifany 

Pcrtant fertilizer ingredients, however, are by-products of other in- 

dustries, and considerable time was necessary to complete the necessary work 

for bringing these under Leo 

One of the first large results of control was the "thirty-ton agreement." 

Before that time, fertilizer manufacturers had made lower prices to dealers 
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8 than they would make to individuals or farners' associntions purchasing in 

wholesale quantities. Under the "thirty-ton agreement," manufacturers bound 

themselves to charge the same prices in wholesale lots of not less than 30- 

ton carloads or such other carload wnit as might be fixed by the Car Service 

Section of the Railroad Administration. 

Fertilizer Benefits to be Permanent 

The United States will come out of the war much more nearly able to 

meet its own fertilizer needs than when it went in. The office of Fertilizer 

Control investigated the fertilizer requirements of the country, the available 

supplies of fertilizer ingredients, the potential sources of fertilizers 

and methods employed both in the production-of raw materials and mixed fer- 

tilizers. Means were found for increasing the production of important in- 

gredients. The production of ammonium sulphate, one of the important materi- 

als for supplying nitrogen, was increased 50 per cent by the installation of 

by-product ovens at cooking plants and it is believed that in another year 

the needs of the fertilizer industry will be fully met. 

Sufficient domestic potash to mest the Nation's needs is not yet in 

sight, but 2 substantial beginning has been made. The normal potash re- 

quirement of the country is about 240,000 tons. The principal sources of 

supply at present are the natural brines of Searles Lake in California, and 

the Nebraska lakes. Other sources are in process of development. The dust 

escaping from cement works is capable of producing 70,000 tons a year and 

will yield, perhaps, 10,900 tons this year. Blast furnaces, also, can re- 

cover large quantities of potash as a by-product, buts they are not yet as 

well developed as the cement works. Some silicates, especially the sgreen- 

sand deposits of New Jersey, the sericite shales of Georgia and the leucite 

rocks of Wyoming, may become important sources of potash. The Department 
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of Agriculture demonstrated, during the war, the possibility of obtaining 

To) high-quality potash from the giant kelps of the Pacific Coast, but the coat 

of manufacture is high and the location is unfavorable. This source is not 

likely tc furnish a permanent peace-time supply. On the whole, however, the 

prospects of develoning a permanent potash industry are very promising, and 

it is certain that the United States never again will be wholly dependent 

upon an enemy for supplies of this importent fertilizer material. 

A complete survey of the fertilizer situation was made, together with 

special inquiries on subjects of particular interest. Because of the in- 

portance of nitrate of soda and sulphate of ammonia as fergjilizer ingredients, 

monthly reports were required from all dealers in these commodities, from all 

producers of ammonium sulphate and from fertilizer mixers showing their 

consumption and stocks. 

In cooperation with the Bureau of Crop Estimates, an investigeticon was 

made to determine the preveiling custom in the use of fertilizers on cifferent 

eftops in the different parts cf the country. A similar study was made of 

the manure used on crops. This information has been put in permanent form 

and will be of use when work is begun toward finding a thoroughly scientific 

basis for agricultural practice with regard to fertilizers. 

Stabilizing Fertilizer Market 

After compilation of the necessary information as to the available 

supply of fertilizers and fertilizer ingredients and on requirements, a 

section on distribution was organized and supervised the eliocation o 

fertilizers to the different crops and to the various sections of the 

country. 

The office was frequently called ele 40 decide whether or not exports 

or imports of fertilizers should be authorized by the War Trade Board. On 
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questions of export, the decision depe aded uvon wheather there was 4 

surplus and whether the fertilizer in question was to be used in the 

production of a srop that was scarce and of value to this country and the 

Allies. On questions of imports, the office was guided largely by the 

need of the material as compared with other uses for the available shipping 

space. 

Problems relnting +o the transportation of fertilizers were handled 

in cooperation with the Railroed Aduinis retion. fforts were made +0 

provide sufficient car service for the 

promote movement carly in the season when +ratfic conditions were better. 

Arrangements were made with the Priorities Bomrd, she Fuel Admini stration 

the Railroad Administration to provide sufficient fuel for the Nebraska 

| rs ix a c Kw ct oS ck io Sc ie) t ia) oO f J te 5 potash 1 plants. Numerous other cases of arranging for trans= 

ties were dealt with. A great deal was done, in the interest of car con- 

servation, to encourage fulier loading of freigh. cars. 

Se a ey 7 se ome dE Bae ae 
“rOVLES Bune necessary tnt orm tion i0r 

ie dividing the country into fertilizer zones. which would have beccme 

necessary if hostilities had ccntinued. 





THE OFFICK OF FARM EQUIPMENT CONTROL 

During the war the Department of Agriculture exergised, through an 

emergency office, someend over the farm equipment industry of the country. 

The authority for such control was contained in the Food Control Act of 

August 10, 1917. Congress regarded it as necessary to prevent scarcity, 

onopoly, hoarding sud injurious speculation and to secure the necessary 

distribution. The President was authorized, wherever he should find it 

sential, to make such reculations as necessary and to institute a licens- 

ing system covering importation, manufacture, storage and distribution of 

farm machinery, used in the production of food and feec, implements and 

tools. Ths President, on May 14, 1918, issued a proclamation putting the 

Paeensing system into eifect and designating the Secretary of Agriculture to 

carry it into effect. 

The purpose of the system was to insure an adequate supply of farm 

equipment at fair prices. Licensees were prohibited from handling eny farm 

equipment at an unreasonable or discriminatory profit. All resales tending 

to result in higher prices were forbidder. Ail attempts at restricting the 

supply, either locelly or generally, through monopolistic handling were 

forbidden. Licensees were required not to permit waste or any preventable 

deterioration in connection with the importation, manufacture, storage, dis- 

tribution or sale of farm equipment. They were forbidden alse to make any 

misleading statements tending to increase the price cf any equipment. All 

quotation of prices and statements about equipment were required to be 

capable of verification from the records of the dealers, manufacturers and 

others. 
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Representatives designated by the Secretary of Agriculture had access 

te the plants, offices and stores of manufacturers, dealers and others en- 

gaged in the handling of farm equipment, could inspect the factory or store, 

examine the books and other records and, if deemed necessary, require sworn 

statements from licensees. 

Oversight was inaintained from the factory to the farm. The county 

agents and employees of the Department of Agriculture cooperated in gathering 

information as to the prices farmers were paying and had been paying for the 

past five years for equipment. 

The result was that the farm equinment industry was operated on a fair 

margin of profit, a sufficient supply was turned out and properly distributed 

and the farmer bought his equipment at a just price. 

M actual reduction of the needful supply of farm machinery and equip- 

inent was at any time necessary. Materials were, at times, very scarce, but 

elimination of patterns little used, and looking after the repairing of aid 

equipment more carefully was found to be an eifective remedy. In a few in- 

stances, there were cases when farmers were not able to get just what they 

required but in most cases there was a complete supply of all the necessary 

patterns of farm equipment. The capacity of the manufacturers was ample 

and the reduction in the supply of raw material by reason of the war require-= 

ments was of such short duration that there was practically no shortage in 

the supply of equipment. 
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EMERGENCY WAR WORK WITH SEED 

Immediately after the entrance of this country into the war, the Depart- 

ment of Agriculture received floods of inquiries as to where seed could be 

purchased or obtained gratis. The emphasis that had been laid upon the food 

situation was very largely responsible for the insistent demands for informa- 

tion regarding seed and seed stocks. 

In order that the department might be in a position to give as much in- 

formation as possible, the Secretary under date of April 21, 1917, appointed 

a committee on Seed Stocks, consisting of eight persons. 

The committee was ordered to secure full information regarding available 

seeds and seed stocks for staple food crops including corn, wheat, oats, 

barley, rye, potatoes, flax, beans, peas, soy beans, Kafir, milo, and sweet 

sorghums, and the needs of special localities or regions for such seeds. It 

was directed also to consider questions relating to the growing and distribu- 

ting of seed stocks, to ascertain the quantity and price of seeds available 

and the se tiatilie shortages in particular regions, and to advise as to means 

for meeting such shortages. 

The committee at once proceeded to take an investory of the Nation's 

seed stocks. It had at its disposal the well-organized machinery of the 

Bureau of Crop Estimates, with its large crops of crop reporters, the machin- 

ery of the Extension Service, the newly organized marketing section of the 

Bureau of Markets, the inspection forces of the Bureau of Chemistry, and the 

crop experts of the Bureau of Plant Industry. For the first time aig Wat: 

history, the Department of Agriculture obtained a close amd.accurate view 

of the country's seed supply. 
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Early in its history, the ccmmittee was confronted with the need for 

a general program of production, in order that it might take steps to en- 

courage the saving of seed of certain staple crops. In the case of iwaskant 

was found that the readily available supply of gooc seed for the spring of 

1917 was apparently inadequate to sow an acreage sufficient to produce seed 

for domestic crushing needs, estimated on the basis of normal demands and 

much reduced imports. 4 was decided that at least a normal quantity of 

flax seed was desired, and a campaign was instituted eras grain dealers 

and oil mills with a view to cleaning and saving seed for sowing a relatively 

large acreage. 

Hqualizines Seed Distribution 

The information obtained by the committee was helpirul in forming and 

carrying out the department's 1917 program of production. The seed require= 

ments of the various crops, based on normal acreages, were estimated and 

efforts were put forth to make stocks of good seed as available as possible. 

In the first three months cf the committee"s activities it had in- 

pressed upon it the fact that attention can not bs called to a shortage of 

‘seed with a view to conserving that particuler kind without producing a 

marked tendency to increase the price and encourage speculation. It was 

found Becesnery therefore, to exercise Considerable care in this regard. 

On Augus? 10; LOLTS the Pood Production ‘gna she Rood asoas col Acts bes 

came effective. The Food Production Act carried with it-a provision for the 

purchase ‘and sale es ae +o farmers as follows: 

"Sec. 3. That whenever Pus iccerotaa: or Agriculture shall 

find that there is or may be a special need in any restricted area 
for. seeds suitable for ‘thé production of food'and feed crops, 

he -is- authorized. to: ‘purchase, or contract with persons to grow such 

seeds, “to store theri, and te furnish them to farmers for cash, at 

cost, including the expense’ cf packing end transportation. 
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Mooce cu ae ia ee Dori procure. storimp, and 
furnishing seeds, as authorized by section three of this Act, 
$2,500,000, and this fund may be used as a revolving fund until 
J une thirtieth, nineteen hundred ond eighteen," 

Congress added $4,000,000 to the appropriation for the emergency pur- 

chase and sale of seed by a provision in the Urgent Deficiency Act, March 

26, 1918. 

Remedying Drougnt Demare 

The most important activities of the committee on Seed Stocks and those 

which had the most direct bearing on the seed supply were undertaken under 

the provisions of these acts. 

In the Mansel 1917 severe damage resulted to crops from drought, 

especially in parts of Texas, North Dakota, and ifontana, and in Oklahoma 

and - eee By midsummer it became evident that many counties in these 

States would not produce seed enough to plant their normal acreages the 

following eeer: The antiabion became quite alaruing and, because of the 

precarious condition of the world’s food supply, more or less hysteria pre- 

baad The Boaanumant and State officials made as careful surveys or the 

seed situetion as possible in the counties where the drought was most 

severe, and it 5 decided to use the funds and authority conveyed ir the 

Food Production Act to relieve the apparent emergency. The committee on 

Seed Stocks, in taking up the emergency purchase and sale of seed, had the 

following objects: 

1. To conserve seed that was badly needed in a particular 

locality from being used for food or feed or in any way passing 

out of availability to the locality where it was produced and 

where it. was badly needed. 

2._ To insure an adequate suvply of good seed for sections 

where an insufficient quantity was produced. 





ee To assist agencies thet were undertaking to finance 
farmers in the purchasing of seed ty uieking it possible for 
them to depeaid upon a delinite supply at rearly a fixed price. 

4. To prevent speculation in seed and to hold prices 

to a fair level. 

After considering the needs and recommendations of the droughs-stricken 

areas, arrangements were made for the purchase and sale of seed in Texas, 

pebanons Kansas, Norsh Dakota, and Montene. Seed of corn, cotton. the 

sorghums, and peanuts was purchesed for Texas; sorghums for Oklahoma and 

Kansas; and barley, oats and flax for North Dakota and Lontana, 

The severe drovgent of the summer of 1917 was not the only factor that 

proved deterimental to the seed supply of the country. On account of the 

very late season. and the early frosts and freezes, incalculable damage was 

done +0 the corn crop, and the supply of good viable seed corn produced in 

the northern part of the Corr Belt was far fromisufficient for planting re- 

quirements. This was the greatest emergency in seed supply during the 

period of ths war. The committee on Secd Stocks recognized the seriousness 

of the early in the season and did what it could to call attention 

to the necessity of conducting seed-corn say ring aud testing campaigns. In 

this connection, the work of the State institutions, especiclly ths ex- 

tension services of the varicus St°te>, vas admirable and productive of ex- 

cellent rosulis. It soom beceme apparent, however, that something Hore than 

seed-com saying and testing campaigns was necessary, and the department 

was calied upon to ullct funds fron the appropriation for the purcnase anda 

sale of seed conveyeé in the Food production Act. Allotments were made, 

specially for Ohic, Indiana, Michigan, Nerth Dakota and Towa. ‘Sincs 2 

sufficient supply of local seed corn could not be had in all cases, the 

committes, in cooperetion with the State officiels, arranged for the in- 
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portation or lots of seed from other localities. One of the largest 

experiments in seed-corn acclimatization ever attemptec was conducted. 

Seed corn from Pennsylvania and Delaware was shipped to Ohio and Michi- 

gan, and from lew Jersey to Indiana. It was impossible to get seed corn 

or varieties nearly adapted to North Dakota conditions except in the New 

England States, and several cars were shipped from Rhode Island and 

Connecticut. The results proved highly satisfactory, the long and favor- 

able growing season of 1918, possibly having much to do with the outcome. 

Reserve Seed Supply Kept. 
ee ee eee ee een 

As the planting season approached, the department was urgently re- 

quested to use the funds at its disposal to provide a reserve supply of 

seed corn of late planting and replanting. Some cf the local financial 

agencies that were assisting in providing corn for the first planting 

could not use their funds to provide a reserve for replanting. They could 

purchase corn only as orders were received for it. It was concluded oy 

the department, after carefully considering the situation, that the in- 

portance of insuring a large acreage of corn was sufficient to warrant 

the risk that might be taken in buying seed for a replanting reserve. 

Tho seed purchased by the department for first planting was ali sold 

to farmers for cash at cost, but a rather large percentage of that pur- 

chased for reserve was not called for, since the weather throughout the 

entire Corn Belt was so favorable during the planting season that the re- 

planting requirements were very far below normal. 

In its emergency purchase and sale of seed there was sold by the 

department a sufficient quantity for planting approximately 1,200,000 

acres. The department did not sell all the seed it purchased. It was 
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handicapped to some extent by the wording of the law, which mede it 

necessary to sell at cost an oO cat ess a) ue | oO bar ° i oO seu] t+ I Ss a) roy) Hs] oO B iS) ue} gin to take care of 

deciining prices. In the dr ousht~ stricken areas of the Southwest, the 

drought continued so late in the spring of 191€ that the demand for seed 

at the normal sseding time was greatly reduced, and this, together with 

the fact that the supply of seed, especially of the sorghums, was appre- 

ciably greater than had origin: ally been estimated, caused by a decided 

break in the sorghum-seed market. Speculators in a panic offered their 

stocks for sale much poelov ccst. 

Several points were clearly brought out in connection with the emer- 

gency purchase and sale of seeds, probably the most important being that 

high prices go far toward overcoming shortagds. It is really remarkable 

how much seed will be placed on the market as the resuli of very attractive 

prices. 

The authority to purchase end sell seed to farmers for cash at cost 

provided in the Food Production Act of August 10, 1917, was continued in 

an act with the same title for the fiscal year 1919. The wording of the 

Ovision was changed somewnet end is as follows: 

“For procuring, storing, and furnishing seeds, as authorized 

by section three of the act, the appropriations for said pur- 

poses of $2,500,000 in section aight of the Act and $4,000,000 
under the heading "Departizent of Agriculture’ in the Act approved 

March twenty-eighth, nineteen hundred and eighteen, entitled 

*An Act making appropriations for the fiscal year ending June p y 
thirtieth, ninetsen hundred aid eighteen, and prior fiscal years, 

on account of war expenses, and for other purposes', shall be 

available until the date wren said Act of Aucust tenth, nineteen 

hundred and seventeen, shell cease to be in effect, and ony moneys 

heretofore or hereafter received by the UnitedStates for furnish- 

ing such seeds may be used as a revolving fund." 

A large part of Texas sustained in 1918 severe damage to crops as 

the result of droughts even more destructive in nature than those ory ILE RE(e 





ee Phere 
An emergency was produced in certain sections in connection with the — 

supply of suitable seed corn. Because of the benefit accompanying the 

department's emergency purchase and sale of seed corn in Texas in 1918, 

State officials and public-spirited individuals urged the department to 

assist in the same manner as the previous year. _ The sun of $75,000 was 

allotted for this wors ‘from the funds appropriated for the purchase and 

sale of seed to farmers in the Food Production Act, 1919, and arrangements 

made to purchase and sell corn as was done in the fiscal year 1918. 

Approximately 10,000 bushels was purchased. 

Insuring Price of Wheat 

Another function which the C ommittee on Seed Stocks was called upon 

to perform under the emergency legislation developed with the fixing of the 

price of wheat. After the price of whe at was fixed, the Grain Corporation, 

a subsidiary branch of the United States Food Administration, formulated 

and promulgated regulations +o maintain a fixed price level and to control 

the movement of the wheat supply of the country. There was a provision 

against the storing of areat in elevators and warehouses for a period longer 

than 30 days. It was soon found that if this was strictly enforced it 

would seriously interfere with the storage of seed wheat, especially in 

the spring-wheat areasand in the sections where winter wheat is sown before 

the crop of the same year is available, notably in the Judith Basin and 

other parts of the Northwest. The regulations did not go into effect in 

time to interfere with the holding of seed of winter wheat for the 1917 

sowing. Ina conference between members of the Grain Corporation and the 

Committee on Seed Stocks, a plan was developed whereby seed wheat and 

seed rye (rye likewise being largely under the control of the Grain Cor- 

poration) could be held until after the sowing season had passed. The 
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plan was briefly this: A dealer wishing to hola wheat or rye for seed 

was required to apply to his zone agent, who was the Grain Corporation's 

representative in his zone, for a license to store these seed grains. If 

he was in good standing with the Food Administration, his application: 

was approved and he was instructed to submit samples of the lots he de- 

sired to store to the laboratory of the Committee on Seed Stocks in his 

State or zone. These samples when submitted were examined, and notifi- 

cation was sent to the dealer and also to the zone agent as to their 

Suitability for seed. In this way, very close supervision was kept of 

the stocks of wheat and rye held for seed by grain dealers. To stinulate 

the holding of a sufficient quantity of seed and in recognition of the 

cost of storing and handling it, the Grain Corporation allowed the dealers 

to charge not in excess of 15 per cent above the Grain Corporation's price 

for the same grade of wheat at their shivping points. 

The handling of these samples entailed quite a lot of work, which was 

done at four points: At liinneapolis, in a laboratory established especially 

for the Committee on Seed Stocks; at Puliman, Washington; Moscow; Idaho, 

and Corvallis, Oregon, in cooperation with the State agricultural colleges. 

Thousands of samples were examined, and upward of a million bushels of 

wheat approved and stored under this plan in 1917-18. The Grain Corpora- 

tion changed its plan of maintaining price levels for the crop of 1918, 

and the regulation limiting the storage of wheat to 30 days was abolished. 

Making Good Crop Failures 

Crop failures made stocks of good seed wheat scarce in parts of North 

Dakota and Montana, and the desire to increase the acreage of spring wheat 

in the spring of 1918, especially in tho margins of the spring-wheat area, 

made it necessary to devote considerable attention to the seed supply. 
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The Grain Corporation, upon the recommendation of the committee on Seed 

Stocks, stored seed wheat at points tributary to the areas where the crop 

of the preceding harvest WES short and also shipped it into the twilight 

areas whers the tendency to Sow indicated a . demand for seed in excess of 
‘ 

the supply. Approximately 500,000 bushels was provided for such areas 

through this cooperative activity. 

The committee was called upon tc cooperate with the War Trade Board and 

especially to supply information that would help in shaping intelligent 

export: and import policies. It was found necessary to recormend the laying 

of temporary embargoes in a fev cases and to advise the restriction of ex- 

ports, especially to northern neviral countries that were asking for seed 

far in excess of their normal nev importatioas. In Tecember, 1918, a 

temporary embargo was placed on the exportation of red-clovor seed because 

of the apparent insufficiency of the available supply for home needs in the 

spring of 1919. This embargo remained until January 15, 1919, after which, 

as a result of more complete data, it was modified to permit the exportation 

of 3,000,000 pounds of seed to the allied countries and 2,000,000 pounds 

+o the northern neutral countries. 
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SEED GRAIN LOANS IN DROUCHT-STRICKEN AREAS 

In ths summer of 1918, representations were made that many wheat 

growers in certain sections of the West might be compelled to forego fall 

planting and even to abandon their homes unless given immediate aide They 

had lost two successive crops by winter killing and apouené and had ex- 

hausted their resources, 

At the suggestion of the Secretary of Agriculture, the President on 

July ills placed $5,000,000 at the disposal of the Treasury Department and 

the Department of Agriculture to assist in tiding the farmers in drought- 

stricken areas over the period of stress, to enable them to remain on their 

farms and to plant such acreages as was deemed wise under all the conditions, 

to add to the National security and defense. 

The Federal Land Banks were designated as the agents of the Government 

to make and collect the loans. The cooperation of local banks was secured 

in the taking of applicaticns and in temporarily financing farmers pending 

advances of Federal funds. Assistant Secretary G. I. Christie was desig- 

nated to represent the Department of Agriculture in the Northwest district 

which included-the western portion of North Dakota and portions of Montana 

and Washington. Mr. C. W. Warburton, Agronomist in the Bureau of Plant 

Industry,was assigned as his Special Assistant with headquarters at Great. 

Falls, Mont. Mr. Leon M. Estabrook, Chief of the Bureau of Crop Estimates , 

was appointed assistant to the Secretary to represent the department in 

the Southwest district, which included porticns of western Kansas, Oklahoma, 

Texas and eastern New Mexico. Mr. H. N. Vinall, Agronomist in the Bureau 
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of Plant Industry, was assigned as special Assistant to Mr, Estabrook with 

headquarters at Wichita, Kans. Several field agents were likewise assigned 

to this work. v 

Conferences were held with specialists of the State colleges of Agri-~ 

culture and a list was made of the counties in which it was deemed wise to 

make loans. County agents represented the Department of Agriculture, in- 

spected the field and verified the syorm stetements of epplicants. A init 

of $3 an acre on not more than 100 acres was fixed. The farmers agreed to 

use seed and methods approved by the department. They signed a promissory 

note for the amount of the loan, with interest at the rete of 6 per cent 

payable in the fall of 1919, and executed a mortgage giving the Governnent 

a first lien on the crop to be grown on the acreage specified. Furthermore, 

provision was made for a guaranty fund, each borrcwer agreeing to contribute 

US cents for each bushel in excess of a yield of 6 bushels per acre planted 

under the agreement. A maximum contribution of 75 cents per acre was fixed. 

The object of this fund is to safeguard the Government against loss. If it 

exceeds the loss it will be refunded pro rata to the contributors. 

Valuable Assistance %o Fargers 

It was recognized that there were farmers in the Northwest who would 

probably be in even more urgent need of assistance for their spring operations. 

As soon as it was seen that there would be a considerable unexpended balance 

from the fall planting activities, announcement was nade that it would be 

expended for the spring planting of wheat. Since the coast or seeding 

spring wheat is greater than that for the fall, it was indicated that the 

loan would be made on the basis of $5 an acre, with a limitation of 100 

ACTES. 
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Number and Amount of Seed Grain Loans During 
The Fall of 1918 and the Spring of 1919. 

State a Fall Loans : Spring Lians : Total 
:_ Number _: Amount :_ Number :4mount _-__:_ Number : Amount 

Montana > 1,480 =: $300,919 : 5,284 : $1,847,360 : 6,764 : $2,148,279 
North Dakota : Sac: 65,944 : 1,354 : ase ociilesn Dbalsey) 2 SAS one 
Washington : Ye) os QeeD) is Bya7 4 8 135970. = ESI FS 18,305 

Texas eo ON COOOL is 3 De BUSS oye ne 292,651 

Kansas JeSnoo | 3 OASeaRAT : Seeop oles 943,147 

Oklahome Sars OOam 2) | ior vic : mop cme WS 

New Mexico 3 Stiee GEEEO'S ue © : Clim 16,193 ————————————— 

Grand Totals 17,317, 2 $4,740,357 
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THE NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL ADVISORY COMMITTER 

= nm ct fl ck fe) Li he in March, 1918, the Bee notary of Agriculture and the Food Admin 

created the National Agricultural Advisory Committee. Eoth of these 

officials had felt tnat in discharging the war responsibilities of food 

production and food conservation, they stood in need from time to time for | 

consultation with representative agricultural and live-stock producers. The 

Aavisory Committee, therefore, was made up of 24 representatives of all 

phases of agriculture and live-stock production and of the typically agri- 

cultural regions of the United States. 

The committee assembled in Washington oa hiarch 28 and remained in 

session until April 4. A number of subcommittees were appointed and assigned 

to studies of the larger and more critical agricultural problems confronting 

the Government. : 

While the committee as a whole was not agein in session, it maintained 

an office at the Department of Agriculture and its subcommittees continued 

their work until after the signing of the armistice. The work was ex- 

trememly helpful to the department in solving many of the problems in se- 

curing larger production and fuller corservation of food. 
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THE AGRICULTURAL COMMISSION TO EUROPE 

In August, 1918, the Secretary of Agriculture appointed a commission 

to visit Europe and make a study of agricultural conditions. So far as can 

be ascertained, this was the only war commission charged with the single duty 

of investigating the conditions of agricultural production. The primary aim 

was to discover what could be done to make absolutely certain that, so far 

as food supplies were concerned, the war would be won. A secondary aim was 

to ascertain the outlook for agriculture after the war, during the period of 

reconstruction. In application, the secondary aim became the primary, for 

the armistice was signed within a few days after the commission completed 

its work and the reconstruction problems immediately superseded the war 

problems of agriculture. 

® __ The commission was composed of eight men. Four were officials and 

experts of the Department of Agriculture. Three were officials of agri- 

cultural colleges. One was a farmer and specialist in improved plant 

breeding. 

The commission sailed on August 24 and returned November 5. During — 

the interval, a detailed study was made of agricultural conditions in Great 

Britain and France, together with a less detailed study of Italian condi- 

tions. The studies both in England and France were made in cooperation with 

the Ministers of Agriculture of the two countries. Assistance was given, 

also, by officials of Oxford and Cambridge in England and by the Institute of 

Agronomy, the Academy of Agriculture and the Grinnon Agricultural School, 

and the National Farmers Society in France. 
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The reports made by the members of the commission upon their re- 

turn showed in detail the situation as to crop production and live stock 

in Western Europe, in what particulars the various countries would be able 

to meet their own food needs and in what particulars they would require 

assistance from the United States and other countries before the 1919 

harvest. They showed, also, the outlook for planting during the spring 

of 1919, and were generally helpful in framing the agricultural policies 

for the United States during the period of reconstruction and readjustment. 
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